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A B S T R A C T

Supported, size-selected Platinum clusters (8–68 atoms), as sophisti-
cated heterogeneous model catalyst system, were investigated with
respect to different aspects of their catalytic properties as a function
of size.

Under ultra high vacuum conditions the electronic structure, ad-
sorption properties and reactivity of two olefins on surfaces and Pt
clusters were probed in the submonolayer range. With adsorbed tri-
chloroethene a possible cluster-adsorbate induced change in the elec-
tronic structure and for ethene a low temperature, size dependent
self-/hydrogenation was observed.

In a collaborative approach, the Pt clusters were investigated un-
der ambient pressure conditions. The clusters were characterized on
local and integral level and tested towards temperature stability. Ex-
periments in gas phase μ-reactors and in liquid, as part of a hybrid
photo catalytic system, revealed size dependent reactivity.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Als Modellsystem für heterogene Katalyse wurden größenselektierte,
geträgerte Platin Cluster (8–68 Atome) bezüglich verschiedener As-
pekte ihrer größenabhängigen katalytischen Eigenschaften untersucht.

Im Ultrahochvakuum wurden elektronische Struktur, Adsorptions-
eigenschaft und Reaktivität von zwei Olefinen auf Oberflächen und
Pt Clustern im submonolagen Bereich studiert. Adsorbiertes Trichloro-
ethen zeigte eine mögliche Veränderung der elektronischen Struk-
tur durch Bildung eines Cluster-Adsorbatkomplexes und Ethen eine
größenabhängige Selbst-/Hydrierung bei niederen Temperaturen.

Im Rahmen von Kooperationen wurden Pt Cluster unter Umge-
bungsdruck untersucht. Die Katalysatoren wurden lokal und integral
charakterisiert sowie auf ihre Temperaturstabilität getestet. Experi-
mente in Gasphasen μ-Reaktoren sowie in Flüssigkeit als Teil eines
Photokatalysators, zeigten eine größenabhängige Reaktivität.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 Motivation for cluster catalysis and state of research

The phenomenon of catalysis, the acceleration (of the rate) of a chemi- catalysis

cal reaction by means of a (catalyst) material through an energetically
favorable mechanism, is a concept known for almost 200 years. The
technological revolution in the last century would not have been pos-
sible without catalysis and nowadays approximately 85-90 % of the
products of the chemical industry are made using catalytic processes,
making a world without catalysis hard to imagine [1]. In the future,
catalysis is expected to play a key role in helping to overcome ma-
jor challenges of society, for example the ever growing demand for
energy, by the use of alternative and sustainable energy sources [2].
Heterogeneous catalysis, as one of the sub-disciplines in catalysis, is heterogeneous

catalysisconsidered to be a part of the solution. Here, catalyst materials al-
low one to carry out reactions at lower pressures and temperatures
or under thermodynamic more ideal conditions at the interface of
a solid. Most often these heterogeneous materials consist of the cat-
alytic reactive metal, i.e. Pt dispersed in the form of particles on an
inert support material [3].

A common approach to study heterogeneous catalyst materials is surface science

by means of surface science techniques, in particular spectroscopy [4].
These techniques allow one to characterize and investigate surfaces
and interfaces (routinely) and improved their understanding signifi-
cantly [5, 6]. However, the techniques of surface science are mainly
restricted to UHV pressure conditions, thus are in general only ap-
plicable under ’ideal’ conditions far from real catalyst environments.
Further, for application of i.e. spectroscopy, usually model systems
with reduced complexity and trying to mimic real catalysts are used
in order to understand catalytic phenomena [7]. In the early days of
surface science these systems were predominantly single crystal sur-
faces [8], that evolved into supported particles [9, 10], which still often
lack the complexity of real catalyst materials.

A particularly sophisticated and advanced model systems are sup- supported
size-selected clustersported, size-selected metal clusters, with a precision of designing a

catalyst atom by atom [11]. The first experiments of synthesizing such
well defined agglomerates in the gas phase were reported in the early
1980s’ [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and revealed particular properties for each
cluster size. Using these well defined particles as heterogeneous cat-
alyst materials was made possible only with significant development
of the experimental means [17, 18].
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2 introduction

The use of supported, size-selected clusters as model systems has
a number of advantages and peculiarities compared to other prepara-
tion methods, i.e. PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) [19, 20] that mo-
tivate their use despite extreme experimental effort. Most important,
the deposition of clusters formed in the gas phase allows for unprece-independent size

and coverage control dented control of size. The application of a QMS, size selection down
to a single atom is achieved. Simultaneously, the coverage can be con-
trolled precisely and independently of the size. High control on both
parameters, allows to prepare reproducible catalyst materials, a pre-
requisite for systematic studies [7]. Further, the size selection allows
to use integral surface science techniques to probe an ensemble of
clusters without loosing the information on the cluster size, thus al-
lowing one to study parameters as a function of size. From a more
fundamental point of view, small mono disperse clusters make it pos-non-scalable size

regime sible to investigate the ’non-scalable size regime’. In this size regime,
many material properties can no longer be extrapolated from those
observed for bulk catalytic systems or particles in the so called ’scal-
able size regime’ [11]. Clusters in the non-scalable size regime with
up to ∼ 100 atoms are strongly influenced and dominated by elec-
tronic quantum size effects, in the case of supported clusters also by
charging, cluster support interaction, geometry, oxidation state, etc..
These observations (in the non-scalable regime) give rise to a third
dimension of the periodic table, in which not only the number of
electrons per atom (sorted in periods and group), but also the num-
ber of atoms determines the chemical and physical properties [21].
Thus, for the reactivity and selectivity of small clusters ’each atom
counts’ and consequently this dependency on the cluster size can be
exploited towards designing new catalyst materials [22].

Investigating the reactivity of supported size-selected metal clus-nanocat

ters in order to contribute to the understanding of heterogeneous
catalysis on a molecular level is the focus of interest in the ’nanocat’
lab. To work out the origin of size effects [23] and ’structure insen-
sitivity’ [24] of heterogeneous catalysts, different systems and tech-
niques have been successfully applied [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 20]. Major
milestones were the investigation of Pt, Au, Pd clusters towards their
reactivity in the CO oxidation reaction [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] and the
acetylene cyclotrimerization [31, 24, 36, 37] on Pd clusters. Further,
in the last years successful experiments with clusters under ambient
conditions have been performed [20, 38, 39, 40] and showed the pos-
sibility to use clusters for application to more realistic problems in
heterogeneous catalysis.

In conclusion, the use of supported clusters as well defined model
systems have fostered the understanding of heterogeneous catalyst
materials on a fundamental level. They have a high potential to con-
tribute to answering major questions in this field in the future and
possibly help to design more efficient catalyst materials.
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1.2 Open challenges and scopes of this work

Despite the mentioned successes, there are still plenty of challenges
to face. Upon others, open questions are the electronic structure, reac-
tivity and behavior towards more complex molecules/reactions and
under realistic conditions. Within the scope of this thesis, using (exclu-
sively) Pt clusters, under well defined (UHV) and applied (ambient)
reaction conditions (see fig. 1.3.1) different issues are tackled.

In UHV the electronic structure of cluster and cluster adsorbate UHV

complexes, as well as new, the reactivity of more complex molecules
are investigated. Up to date only little is known of the electronic struc- electronic structure

ture of supported size-selected clusters, however, is considered as a
key towards the understanding of adsorption and surface reactivity
in general (see sec. 2.2). Of particular interest is the valence electronic
structure, as it defines the reactivity with respect to reactants. A bet-
ter understanding of the electronic structure of the clusters and/or
the change of the molecular orbital (MO) structure upon adsorption,
has the prospect to later manipulate cluster materials towards match-
ing the energetic levels of the reactants and/or substrate for optimum
activation and reactivity. To this end, an experimental approach, us-
ing two surface sensitive electron emission spectroscopies (EES), is
chosen. Further, previous experiments under UHV conditions were adsorption/reactivity

mainly focused on the CO oxidation. In order to learn more about
the reactivity of clusters, more complex molecules, in particular, the
adsorption and reactivity of olefines (TCE and ethene) is studied.

With respect to experiments under ambient conditions, the previ- ambient

ous approach [20] of cluster transfer for ex situ studies (see sec. 2.3)
is followed up, however with size-selected clusters. As a first step,
characterization of the prepared materials is performed. Further, for characterization

reactivity studies a knowledge on the stability under reactive condi- stability

tions is a prerequisite and thus the clusters are tested towards their
temperature stability. Last, the reactivity of cluster catalysts is probed reactivity

under different conditions, towards two different reactions. Various
’new’ experimental means are applied to probe and analyze (Pt) clus-
ters and serve as a perspective for future testing and application of
cluster based materials.

As a long term goal, the results of both UHV and ambient experi- long term goal

ments are supposed to contribute to bridge the well known ’pressure
gap’ in surface science (sec. 2.3.1), for the particular case of clusters.
Thus, both vacuum and applied experiments need to be combined to
gain an insight to which extent cluster results under UHV conditions
can be extrapolated towards ’real’ materials and conditions applied
in industry. The work presented is hereby intended to contribute to
foster the understanding on both the fundamental and the applied
level and aims to further the use of cluster based model catalysts,
with prospect for improving catalyst materials in general.
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1.3 Approach, concept and collaborations

The particular approaches, concepts and collaborations chosen in this
work to fulfill the scope of this thesis are stated in the following and
summarized in a sketch in fig. 1.3.1.

For the vacuum section, all cluster experiments were carried outUHV

in situ, i.e. under UHV conditions and repeated on single crystal sur-
faces under the exact same measurement conditions, thus allowing
for the best possible comparability (also to literature with slightly dif-
ferent experimental conditions). To cope with the necessary high sur-
face sensitivity when probing the electronic structure of cluster and
adsorbates, the absolute surface sensitive technique MIES in combi-
nation with the more conventional UPS was used. To interpret the
obtained spectroscopic results better a new data treatment for MIES/
UPS data was designed and applied to quantify the adsorption stud-
ies (sec. 2.2.2). Further standard surface science techniques: TPD/
TPR, IRRAS and AES were used for the adsorption and reactivity
measurements on new reactions and molecules.

supported 
size selected 

Pt clusters

electronic structure

adsorption/reactivity

characterization

reactivity

stability

gas phase (CO)

liquid phase (H2O)

ΔT (UHV)

ΔT (ambient)

local

integral

surfaces/clusters

TCE

HR-STEM

XPS

E-TEM

INPS/STEM

μ-reactors
photocat

TPD

EES

TPD/TPR

IRRAS

EES

UHV ambient

ethene

CO, TCE

Figure 1.3.1: Schematic sketch of the thesis approach to further the under-
standing of Pt cluster catalyst materials under UHV (left) and
ambient (right) conditions. The main focus points are depicted
in black, the studied systems/aims in blue and the techniques
with the arrows.

In order to prepare cluster materials more efficiently, with higherambient

reproducibly and also on insulating materials the sample deposition
system has been improved (sec. 3.3.1). The performed ex situ exper-
iments under ambient conditions are inspired by the requirements
for a successful ’real’ catalyst depicted in fig. 1.3.2. These require-
ments constitute a good measure to test the applicability of (mono
disperse) cluster materials as model systems under more realistic en-
vironments. Experiments in all three main categories were conducted
in order to elucidate the capabilities of cluster catalysts. A thorough
characterization to confirm the high precision of cluster materials (re-
producibility) also after transfer to ambient conditions, is performed
by means of STEM (local information) and using XPS (integral).
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Further, the stability using ETEM and INPS/TEM with respect to
temperature (and pressure), as well as the reactivity (µ-reactors and
photo catalysis) under applied conditions were probed with different
methods. The aspects of regeneration and mechanical stability as well
as selectivity were not explicitly addressed.

Stability ReactivityPreparation

Possible 
Regeneration

Reproducible
Preparation

High activity
by volume

High selectivity
(no by-products)

No deactivation
(long lifetime)

Possible 
Regeneration

Reproducible
Preparation

Thermal
Stability

Pressure
Stability

High strength
(mechanical)

Figure 1.3.2: Requirements for successful, applied catalysts, divided into
three groups: preparation, stability and reactivity. The graph
is based on the argumentation by Niemantsverdriet in [41].

As probing low surface area catalyst materials such as clusters is collaborations

a nontrivial task, it requires, as under UHV, highly sensitive and so-
phisticated methods. A variety of different and complementary col-
laborations were initiated as a part of this thesis, to profit from their
expertise in the study of (cluster) materials under ambient conditions.
Some of the techniques are corroborating each other and thus help to
gain a more complete picture. The cluster deposition was performed
at TUM, before, during and after the measurement close contact was
held with all collaboration partners. Further, the results were dis-
cussed and interpreted in a joint work. All partners for the ambient
experiments are briefly introduced in the following.

TEM measurements (sec. 5.1.1 and 5.2.1) for local characterization TEM

were performed at three different locations: TUM (Fachgebiet Elek-
tronenmikroskopie, Dr. Hanzlik), LMU (Chair of Physical Chemistry
II, Dr. Döblinger) and DTU/CEN (Dr. Hansen, Dr. Wagner and D.
Deiana). Post detection data treatment for characterization of the mi-
crographs has exclusively been performed at TUM using a new data
treatment (sec. 3.3.2). INPS sample chips (sec. 5.2.2) were produced INPS

and measured at Chalmers University (Prof. Langhammer and K.
Wettergren); corresponding TEM images taken at DTU/CEN and treat-
ed at TUM. The µ-reactors (sec. 5.3) were prepared and measured at µ-reactors

DTU/CINF (Prof. Chorkendorff, Dr. Jensen and J. Riedel); prelimi-
nary measurements were performed during visits at the DTU. Photo-
catalysis samples (sec. 5.4) were prepared and measured in collabora- Photocat

tion with LMU (Chair of Photonics and Optoelectronics - Dr. Jäckel,
Prof. Feldmann, Dr. Berr).
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1.4 Choice of systems

As catalyst material, Platinum is used for all (both ambient and UHV)catalyst material: Pt

experiments in this thesis. Pt represents one of the most important
elements used in catalysis, due to its outstanding (catalytic) reactivity
(see sec. 2.2.1) for a large variety of reactions [3] and thus has wide
application in both industry and academia. Of course, in the light of
the argumentation for possible comparison of experiments in UHV
and ex situ also the same catalyst material is necessary.

As particle support in the UHV for all experiments, clusters weresupport

deposited onto MgO, a well studied inert metal oxide [27, 26]. For
ambient experiments similar inert supports, i.e. SiO2, Si3N4 or amor-
phous carbon were used. It is planned and currently ongoing work to
use similar supports for UHV and ambient experiments in the future,
with silicate as a common support material.

Beside the interest to probe supported size-selected clusters under
different conditions and with the general challenges as introduced
above, the use of cluster based materials in this work is motivated
by a variety of individual scientific questions. The motivation for the
particular choice of the different systems and reactions studied are
briefly presented, a literature survey covering some theoretical and
mechanistic details is subject of a later section (sec. 2.1).

CO as probe molecule and the catalytic oxidation of CO is cho-CO oxidation

sen as benchmark reaction for comparison of reactivity in both UHV
and ambient experiments. It is one of the best studied reactions in
catalysis [42, 43, 44, 45]. Most data from cluster reactivity in UHV is
available for the CO oxidation reaction and the electronic structure of
CO is well understood. Thus, investigating the CO oxidation in the
ambient experiments, is preferential, with prospect of comparison to
the results in the UHV. Further, clusters might contribute to clarify the
ongoing discussion on the structure insensitivity of the CO oxidation
on supported particles [46].

The study of the ubiquitous ground-water pollutant trichloroetheneTCE degradation

(TCE) [47] is motivated by developing an alternative for the degrada-
tion of this health hazard. Due to its chemical inertness, current TCE
degradation methods are inefficient and energy intensive. Promising
alternative approaches reported so far, include photocatalytic conver-
sion of TCE (gasphase [48] and supported [49]) and the use of small
noble metal particles to catalyze the conversion [50, 51]. Yet, more
efficient catalysts are desirable, however require a more fundamental
knowledge of the activation of TCE towards degradation. Up to date,
mainly theoretical approaches are reported [52, 53, 54] and only few
experimental works are known [55, 54]. To this end, in order to eluci-
date the capabilities of clusters and investigate the underlying mech-
anisms for (possible) TCE conversion, adsorption studies in UHV on
surfaces and Pt clusters are performed.
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As a second example for hydrocarbon activation and reactivity, Ethene
hydrogenationthe hydrogenation of ethene is investigated. The study of olefines is

of high industrial relevance, for example in the process of refining,
where crude oil is separated and treated in order to give applicable
products like fuel and raw materials for petrochemical use [56]. In
this context, the hydrogenation of hydrocarbons (including ethene) is
a main reaction and occurs in large scales, usually on metal oxide
supported Pt or Re particles [57]. Particularly, Pt is known to be a
good hydrogenation catalyst [5] and consequently a logical choice
for use towards the activation and conversion of olefines. As the CO
oxidation, the hydrogenation of ethene (especially on Pt) has been
subject to countless publications [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64], fostered
by its industrial relevance. Up to date, important mechanistic details
(intermediate species, avoiding deactivation, etc.) are still not solved.
Mono disperse Pt clusters might shed light on some of the open ques-
tions, and are therefore investigated along with a Pt(111) surface, by
different experimental means in UHV.

Under ambient conditions the photocatalytic water splitting reac- photocatalytic water
splittingtion is studied, with focus on the hydrogen evolution. Motivated by

the necessity of the introduction of renewable sources of energy [2, 65]
hydrogen is considered to play an important role in the future mix of
sustainable energies [66, 67]. In order to generate hydrogen, the photo-
catalytic water splitting reaction (sec. 2.1.3) is a promising approach
to contribute to future hydrogen fuel production [68]. In particular
semiconductor materials, decorated with noble metals have proven
to have suitable optical properties [69] and chemical stability [70]
along with considerably high reactivity towards hydrogen evolution.
However, up to now the composition of the cluster catalyst materials
[71, 72, 73] were not well defined and thus circumvented a system-
atic study of such materials. To this end, a new hybrid photocatalyst
material with size-selected clusters was synthesized and its perfor-
mance towards hydrogen production studied as a function of cluster
coverage and size.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

A graphical overview of the chapters and sections in this thesis is
summarized in the roadmap in fig. 1.6.1. As the thesis is divided into
two major parts, corresponding to the UHV and ambient experiments
performed, these parts are reflected in various chapters.

In a literature survey and theory chapter, the three studied cat-2 Literature/Theory

alytic reactions (CO oxidation, ethene hydrogenation and water split-
ting) are presented. A short introduction into the electronic structure
of model systems is given, explaining the relation between adsorp-
tion and electronic structure and presenting some considerations and
models utilized. With respect to the UHV experiments, EES of sup-
ported clusters and adsorbate species and the data treatment and in-
terpretation for EES results is given. As a last part, the motivation for
ambient experiments of model catalyst and a small section dealing
with the stability of catalyst is presented.

The experimental chapter consists of three parts, covering first the3 Methods

cluster synthesis (formation, mass selection and deposition). In a sec-
ond part, the UHV setup and the procedures for experiments fol-
lowed by a short introduction to each of the used techniques along
with some experimental details is given. Third, the approach for cat-
alyst preparation and transfer and the used techniques for ambient
experiments are presented, including explanations of the methods.

The first results part is dedicated to studies under UHV conditions4 UHV

and begins with the determination of the sensitivity of the MIES/
UPS setup. Next, the measurements of the electronic structure of two
different cluster sizes is presented. The capabilities of the setup are
further elucidated, using CO as probe molecule and its adsorption
properties probed on Pt(111). Last and most important, the adsorp-
tion properties and reactivity of the olefins TCE and ethene are stud-
ied as a function of coverage on surfaces and also on supported Pt
clusters by means of EES, TPD/TPR as well as IRRAS and AES.

The second results part, dealing with ambient cluster catalysis is5 Ambient

divided into three sections. First, the outcome of the characterization
of the cluster catalysts (STEM/XPS) is shown. Second, first results on
the stability (ETEM/INPS) are presented. Last, two examples for re-
activity of size-selected clusters are presented. As an example for gas-
phase catalysis, results of CO oxidation in µ-reactors are discussed. In
liquid phase, a new hybrid cluster photocatalyst material is systemat-
ically tested for photocatalytic water splitting.

Based on the results of the previous sections a summary and con-6
Conclusion/ Outlook clusion is presented. Further, a short outlook is given, with respect to

ongoing experiments and future work.
The appendix contains further (experimental) details on the UHVA Appendix

and ambient part. Additionally, gas phase photoelectron spectra of
the studied molecules are included.
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1.6 Thesis Roadmap

Catalysis with supported size-selected Pt clusters -  
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Figure 1.6.1: Thesis road-map: Chapters are listed on the left; their content
is pictured on the right, with distinguishing between UHV and
ambient parts. Chapter 4 and 5 list the major techniques uti-
lized (left) and the systems studied (right).





Part I

B A C K G R O U N D A N D M E T H O D S

Lorem ipsum.





2
L I T E R AT U R E S U RV E Y A N D T H E O RY

This part is split into three sub sections. First a brief introduction, cov-
ering the studied reactions and their mechanisms is presented. Sec-
ond, the fundamentals of the electronic structure of model systems
and adsorbed species, with a focus on electron emission spectroscopy
(EES) are discussed. Last, the motivation for studying catalyst model
systems under ambient pressure conditions is introduced, followed
by a brief description of thermal stability under applied conditions.

2.1 Chosen catalytic reactions

The following sections deals with the reactions studied within this
work. For UHV and ambient experiments CO oxidation, for UHV
ethene hydrogenation and for ambient conditions photocatalytic water
splitting is introduced. As these model reactions are extensively stud-
ied in surface science only a brief overview is given. Further, the sur-
vey is limited to findings on Pt surfaces and Pt nanoparticles, in the
case of photocatalysis, to semiconductor based systems (i.e. CdS).

2.1.1 CO oxidation

The conversion of CO and O2 into CO2 in the gas phase has a free
enthalpy of −283 kJ/mol and is therefore thermodynamically favored
[74, 75]. However, in order to initiate this reaction, the activation en-
ergy for the dissociation of O2 has to be overcome, lowered e.g. by a
heterogeneous catalyst. The reaction occurs on Pt (and other group Langmuir−

Hinshelwood
mechanism

VIII metals) surfaces via a Langmuir− Hinshelwood (LH) mechanism
[76, 77, 42, 4, 46, 78] with the following steps1 (eq. 2.1.1- 2.1.4, ∗ rep-
resent surface adsorption sites).

O2 + 2∗ 
 2O ∗ (2.1.1)

CO + ∗ 
 CO ∗ (2.1.2)

CO ∗+O∗ 
 CO2 ∗+ ∗ (RDS) (2.1.3)

CO2∗ 
 CO2 + ∗ (2.1.4)

2CO + O2 
 2CO2 (sum) (2.1.5)

1 Also a low temperature mechanism based on molecular oxygen [79, 80] and addi-
tional pathways for different surface sites (steps and terraces) [81] are known.

13
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Despite this simple mechanism a few particularities of the reac-
tion need to be mentioned. It is necessary for the CO and the O2

molecule first to be strongly adsorbed (chemisorbed) before reaction
takes place [74], a coverage dependent step. Pre-adsorbed CO inhibits
dissociative oxygen chemisorption (a necessary prerequisite for the
reaction to happen), whereas a pre-adsorbed oxygen layer affects the
sticking probability for CO only slightly [82]. This phenomenon is
commonly known as ’CO poisoning’ and needs to be taken into ac-CO poisoning

count for experimental considerations. Based on these observations
the two key factors influencing the reactivity of a catalyst towards
CO oxidation are given: First, the chemisorption of CO and second,
the dissociative adsorption of oxygen [35].

Supported Pt clusters2 on MgO(100) showed a change in reactiv-Pt cluster reactivity

ity towards CO oxidation atom by atom [30, 26]. Based on TPR and
IRRAS results different reaction pathways were assigned [30, 75, 32].
The reactivity as a function of size was also correlated to the corre-
sponding level of the center of the d-band [84, 85, 86, 87] for each size
and thus the efficiency of breaking the oxygen double bond [88, 32].
Recent results in a similar size range support the correlation between
electronic structure and reactivity [89, 90], additionally stressing the
influence of the shape of the catalyst particle. For bigger particles,
the different adsorption sites observed for CO responsible for the dif-
ferent TPR peaks, were successfully assigned, by comparing it with
stepped surfaces [91].

The observed behavior of changing reactivity atom by atom, isstructure
insensitivity particularly intriguing since the CO oxidation reaction is one of the

classic examples of structure insensitivity. This means, its turnover
rate is essentially independent of metal dispersion, even though the
structure and coordinative unsaturation of exposed metal atoms are
known to differ among clusters of different size [46, 7]. However, sev-
eral examples for insensitivity are known [92] (and herein) for very
small sizes and is correlated to the higher binding strength of CO
on step sites present on these small particles, which contain a higher
fraction of CO bound to step sites.

Recently the CO oxidation reaction on supported Pt particles (ofambient condition
reactivity different sizes) was studied under applied conditions (elevated pres-

sures and temperatures, as well as steady-state conditions) and by
means of different techniques. Monitoring changes in plasmon fre-
quency (INPS, sec. 5.2.2) the reaction as a function of the mole fraction
(at ambient pressures) was measured on Pt catalysts (2− 20 nm size)
on SiO2 and proved to be able to detect CO poisoning [93], compa-
rable to UHV results. Similar sized catalysts were investigated under
near atmospheric pressures (in a reaction cell) and supported by UHV

2 Previously Ptx (x = 1, 2, 3) on SiO2 had shown different CO adsorption/desorption
properties in TPD measurements already [83], however no CO oxidation had been
studied at that point.
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characterization. TOF and activation energies were extracted and the
results were extrapolated to single crystal data, suggesting no size ef-
fects in 2− 3 nm particles [92, 19]. Catalysts synthesized by colloidal
methods and tested in flow reactors, at elevated temperatures, sup-
port these findings [46, 94] and the assumption of structure insensi-
tivity. CO oxidation on cluster materials produced with atomic size
control were recently investigated at elevated pressures and revealed
size dependent reactivity which was correlated to a change in par-
ticle shape and electronic structure [95]. Lastly, larger nanoparticles
(3− 9 nm) in µ-reactors showed oscillation behavior for the reaction
[96], similar to observations known from Ertl et al. [97].

Measuring the reactivity in these studies, steady-state reaction con-
ditions are present and the change in reactivity as a function of tem-
perature is probed. While running the reaction the temperature is
increased, at a certain temperature a sudden increase in turnover is
observed and this known as light off phenomenon. This behavior is light off

explained by the earlier introduced CO poisoning effect. In the low
temperature range CO has a much higher sticking coefficient than
oxygen and thus the CO molecules occupy all free sites on the cata-
lyst as soon as exposed to the reactant mixture and consequently pre-
vents the catalytic conversion. With increasing temperature residence
time of the CO gets shorter and eventually oxygen can bind and sub-
sequently react to CO2 - due to stoichiometry each oxygen molecule
reacts with two CO and thus leaves two free surface sites after desorp-
tion. In a cascade reaction all available adsorbed CO molecules react
off and give rise to a sudden increase in CO2 production. Decreasing
the temperature a hysteresis is found, because when cooling the sam-
ple, free sites are still available and sustain the conversion down to
temperatures below the ignition temperature of the light off [94, 96].

In conclusion, the CO oxidation mechanism on Pt, and other d-
metals is well understood and serves as a benchmark reaction to char-
acterize reactivity. However, with respect to behavior for supported
metal particles and small clusters under ambient conditions, there is
still the need for studies in order to fully understand the role of the
size, particularly with respect to the electronic structure.

2.1.2 Ethene hydrogenation

The decomposition of ethene under vacuum has been proven to oc-
cur over a family of single crystal surfaces, Pt, Rh, Pd, Ru as well
as supported Pt, Pd and Ni particles. For Pt(111), but also for other
d-metals, in the absence of hydrogen, ethane is formed and can be
detected when studying thermal desorption of ethene, thus the for-
mation of ethane occurs via a self-hydrogenation [98].
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During the thermal decomposition, hydrogen is formed on the sur-self-hydrogenation

face and is able to hydrogenate ethene to ethane. The rate determining
step (RDS) is the C− H bond breaking [5] and the overall reaction is
described by the following steps (eq. 2.1.6-2.1.10).

C2H4 + ∗ 
 C2H4 ∗ (2.1.6)

C2H4∗ 
 C2H3 ∗+H ∗ (RDS) (2.1.7)

2H∗ 
 H2 (2.1.8)

C2H4 ∗+H∗ 
 C2H5 ∗+2 ∗ (2.1.9)

C2H5 ∗+H∗ 
 C2H6 + 2∗ (2.1.10)

Based on isotope labeling experiments (TPD, IRRAS) [62, 61, 99,
100] it was concluded that the catalytic ethene hydrogenation reaction
on surfaces proceeds as a step wise process of hydrogen incorpora-
tion. This step wise general mechanism is called the Horiuti-Polanyihydrogenation

Horiuti-Polanyi
mechanism

mechanism [101] and is shown in eq. 2.1.11-2.1.15 [1].3

H2 + 2* 
 2H ∗ (2.1.11)

C2H4 + ∗ 
 C2H4 ∗ (π − bonded) (2.1.12)

C2H4 ∗+∗ 
 ∗C2H4 ∗ (di− σ bonded) (2.1.13)

∗C2H4 ∗+H∗ 
 C2H5 ∗+2 ∗ (RDS) (2.1.14)

C2H5 ∗+H∗ 
 C2H6 + 2 ∗ (2.1.15)

C2H4 + H2 
 C2H6 (sum) (2.1.16)

As denoted in the equations, ethene forms two types of adsorbates
on the surface depending on the temperature [104]. Between 37 −
45 K, π-bonded species (associatively chemisorbed) are formed [105,T < 45 K, π-bonded

106], which upon heating above 52 K begins to form a stronger chemi-T > 52 K, di− σ

sorbed di − σ species [107, 108, 109] on Pt(111) sitting in a f cc 3-
fold hollow site [109]. These species are the kinetically relevant ones
and the RDS is the recombination of the reactants, which must over-
come the strong di − σ species [1]. Above ∼ 250 K4 ethylidyne isT > 250 K,

ethylidine formed [110, 109] which is a strongly triple-bond carbonaceous sur-
faces species that forms a strongly adsorbed and difficult to remove
over layer on the Pt-surface. Calculations suggest that ethylidyne does
not directly participate in the reaction mechanism, thus the conver-
sion to ethane is likely to proceed via hydrogen incorporation [111].

3 The presented mechanism is the simplest proposed hydrogenation mechanism, and
also known as competitive Horiuti-Polanyi mechanism, as the reactants ethene and
hydrogen compete for one single class of adsorption sites. In order to explain ob-
servations with respect to micro kinetics on heterogeneous catalysts this approach
is too simple, however since no kinetic interpretation is done within this thesis, the
reader is referred to the literature for a more detailed understanding [102, 103].

4 At room temperature the hydrogenation reaction of ethene is again surface-
insensitive because of the size and symmetry of ethene [5].
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This process increases significantly at higher temperatures [5], but so
does the formation of elementary carbon on the metal surface, at tem- T > 450− 500 K,

carbonperatures above 450− 500 K. At higher concentrations a graphite layer
forms and the organic deposits become immobile, consequently the
active sites on the metal are poisoned [5, 98]. At even higher temper-
atures (∼ 700 K) ethene rapidly forms a monolayer of graphene. The T > 700 K,

grapheneformation of carbon is structure sensitive as described above in con-
trast to the hydrogenation and represents due to catalyst deactivation
one of the major problems in industrial processes.

Despite the numerous publications available, two major questions
remain (part wise) unanswered [62]. First, the exact mechanism for
the formation of ethylidyne and its actual role in the catalytic forma-
tion of ethane and second, a detailed picture of the ethane formation
including all relevant C2 moieties.

For the ethylidyne species the question arises as to whether it is a
simple spectator [112] or does it have a more active role in the hydro-
genation of ethene [62]. The current opinion is [113], that it does not
actively participate in the reaction, however blocks the sites available
for ethene adsorption [63] or react with hydrogen and thus indirectly
affects the reaction kinetics of hydrogenation [111, 114].

The catalytic hydrogenation probably occurs via the incorporation
of hydrogen atoms into a weakly adsorbed ethene, maybe even on car-
bonaceous layer [64]. This ethene then forms ethyl moieties and even-
tually forms ethane, released as product form the surface [114, 62, 64].
However, all these processes are competing with the formation of
ethylidyne. As a consequence of the competitive formation the effi-
ciency of the reaction under vacuum is low and the formation of
ethane only accounts for a small percentage of the initial amount of
ethene. For example, measurements found that only 10 % of a satu-
rated ethene layer were converted via self-hydrogenation to ethane at
283 K [63].

Based on these considerations and experimental evidences a cur-
rent model for the ethane formation on Pt(111) is depicted in fig.
2.1.1a, involving both π-bonded and di− σ bonded species [109]. The
competitive interplay between ethylidyne formation and the hydro-
genation to form ethane [109] is presented as both a reaction scheme
and as an energy diagram.

Possible routes to the formation of ethylidyne are shown in fig.
2.1.1b, despite experimental [5, 109, 115, 113, 98, 62, 64, 63, 60] and
theoretical [116, 111, 104, 117] efforts, the elementary steps involved
in the transformation from ethene to ethylidyne are still debated. Fur-
ther, the influence of co-adsorbates (i.e. oxygen, CO) on the reactivity
(as a function of coverage) have been studied [118, 119, 100, 115, 113],
however are not within scope of this thesis and are not discussed.
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(a) C2 surface moieties and energy diagram. (b) Conversion to ethylidyne.

Figure 2.1.1: Reaction scheme and energy diagram for the surface chem-
istry occurring during thermal conversion of ethene via hydro-
genation on Pt(111) (a). The mechanisms shown, for both the
conversion of ethene to ethylidyne (via an ethylidene intermedi-
ate) and for H − D exchange and hydrogenation reactions (via
a common ethyl moiety) [62]. Possible reaction pathways for
ethylidyne formation over Pt group metals at T > 200 K, (b),
three mechanisms are suggested: mechanism 1 (a,b,f and e),
mechanism 2 (a,b,g and h) and mechanism 3 (a,i,j and e) [111].

Various investigations on ethene hydrogenation on supported (Pt)supported Pt
particles particles also have been performed [91, 120, 103, 9, 121, 122] and the

following observations are reported. For the adsorption of ethene on
platinum nanoparticles, the ethylidyne species is formed at slightly
lower temperatures than 300 K; carbon polymers are already formed
at 390 − 480 K showing no trace of attached hydrogen in contrast
to single crystals [116]. Hydrogenation studies on Pt particles sup-
ported on silica (zeolites) indicate a structure insensitive behavior as
for Pt(111) [103, 120]. However, for particles supported on SiO2 and
Al2O3 with a size below 2 nm a structure sensitivity is observed. For
progressively smaller sizes a four times increase in reactivity dimin-
ishes below 0.6 nm, until no reactivity was measured [121, 9]. On a
more mechanistic level it was mentioned that ethylidyne would not be
involved in the reaction in the case of supported particles [123, 109]
and that in absence of hydrogen only the di− σ species could be con-
verted to ethylidyne [124].

In summary, the mechanisms of the catalyzed ethene hydrogenation
reaction (even on simple model surfaces) is far from being settled. A
better control on the reaction, i.e. by means of a well defined catalyst
might help to shed light on some of these open questions.
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2.1.3 Photocatalytic water splitting

Photocatalysis is based on the principle, that through adsorption of
photons free charge carriers are generated, which supply catalyzed
redox reactions with enough energy to get a reaction going. In the
case of water splitting, the mechanism of photocatalytic hydrogen gen-
eration as illustrated in fig. 2.1.2a, can be divided into three steps:
first absorption of photons by a semiconductor material creating elec-
tron/hole-pairs, second migration to the surface or recombination,
and third surface reduction/oxidation reactions [68].

(a) Process sketch. (b) Energy diagram.

Figure 2.1.2: Illustration of the mechanism of photocatalytic water splitting
and corresponding energy diagram. The process (a) involves
three steps: photon absorption generating electron-hole pairs
(step 1), charge-carrier separation (and recombination, step 2)
and surface reduction/oxidation reactions (step 3). Schematic
energy diagram (b) for exciton mediated water-splitting in a
semiconductor. A minimum band gap size of 1.23 V vs. NHE
and suitable band edge positions are prerequisite [69].

A photocatalyst material should adsorb UV-Vis photons efficiently
to meet the requirement of using the sunlight as an energy source
[68]. This property is determined by the DOS of the underlying semi-
conductor material. Electronic states in semiconductors, according to
the band model, can be described by a valence band (VB) and a con-
duction band (CB) separated by a band gap (Eg) [125]. Illumination
will lead to excitation of electrons from the VB to the CB and gener-
ation of empty states (so called ’holes’ h+) at the upper edge of the
VB as soon as the photon energy exceeds the band gap (hν > Eg).
Photo generated electrons and holes that subsequently migrate to
the surface of the semiconductor without recombination can cause re-
duction (H2 formation, EH2O/H2 = 0 V) and oxidation (O2 formation,
EOH−/O2 = 1.23 V or oxidation of a hole scavenger) reactions [68]. The
water splitting reaction (2H2O 
 2H2 + O2) can be described by the
partial equations for reduction (eq. 2.1.17) and oxidation (eq. 2.1.18)
[69].
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4H2O + 4e− 
 2H2 + 4OH− + 4h+ (red) (2.1.17)

4OH− + 4h+ 
 O2 + 2H2O + 4e− (ox) (2.1.18)

2H2O 
 2H2 + O2 (sum) (2.1.19)

Since for the formation of the O2 molecule a complex four holehole scavenger
(TEA) oxidation is necessary (see eq. 2.1.18), the oxidation reaction is quite

difficult to achieve. In order to still be able to study the reduction
reaction (eq. 2.1.17) the oxidation step is replaced by the oxidation of
a so called hole scavenger. The reduction potential of this scavenger
lies energetically above the VB; the oxidation usually requires only
one or two holes and can therefore be easily achieved. In the exper-
iments within this thesis, TEA (triethanolamine) as a sacrificial hole
scavenger was used. The disadvantage of a scavenger is, that it gets
consumed during reaction (hydrogen evolution) and thus the reaction
is no longer a cyclic process.5

In order for H2 and O2 formation to occur at the semiconductor
surface the CB edge must be more negative than the reduction po-
tential6 of the H2O/H2 redox couple whereas the upper VB edge
must be more positive than the oxidation potential of OH−/O2 as
illustrated in fig. 2.1.2b. These requirements for a semiconductor pho-
tocatalyst for hydrogen generation give rise to a minimum band gap
of 1.23 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of 1008 nm. Due to losses1.23 eV required for

water splitting from over potentials in various steps of the photocatalytic process,
suitable band gaps for real photo catalysts lie in the range of 2 eV
(≤ 620 nm) and therefore these systems are in principle capable of
utilizing light in the visible range of the solar spectrum [68]. For the
discussion of nano structured materials as photo catalysts the above
considerations of the general electronic structure of semiconductors
are however not quite adequate, since quantum size effects have to
be considered. These lead to a distribution of rather individual, dis-
continuous electronic states and enable the tailoring of the band gap
of nanometer size objects by synthetic variation of their composition,
shape and dimensions [126, 127].7

In the presented case CdS , as a prominent example for nano struc-CdS

tured II-VI semiconductors, were used since their lower band gaps
compared to corresponding oxide materials make them attractive can-
didates for visible light assisted photocatalytic hydrogen generation.

5 In terms of energy efficiency this makes the performance less productive; thus in
perspective of an applied research the reduction potential and the availability of a
scavenger needs to be taken into account.

6 Redox potentials are given with respect to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) at
pH = 0.

7 For example, it was shown that the band gap size of CdS clusters decreases from
about 3.6 eV to about 2.6 eV (bulk CdS Eg = 2.4 eV [128]) when increasing the diam-
eter of the clusters from 10 to 60 Å .
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The hole scavenger TEA protects the CdS from anodic photo corro-
sion (caused by oxidation reactions, i.e. CdS + 2h+ → Cd2+ + S) by
swiftly consuming the holes, preventing any other oxidation reactions
[129]. Using nanorods (NRs), the metal sulfide photo catalysts permit NRs

short bulk to surface transfer distances for the charge carriers reduc-
ing the probability of electron-hole recombination by control of the
rod diameter [68]. NRs are particularly advantageous compared to
nano particles, because of their high chemical stability. Their large
structures, up to hundreds of nanometers, prevent them better from
agglomeration or coalescence [128]. Further, concerning noble metal
decoration, it has been shown that these structures can serve as a
suitable support for the nucleation and growth of noble metal clus-
ters and larger particles from solution [71, 130].

After photon absorption, charge carrier separation and migration
is the next crucial step of photocatalytic hydrogen generation. For the
formation of hydrogen the generated electrons need to be transferred
to the semiconductor surface or to a catalytic active metal particle. In
a similar way holes must be transferred to the surface, in order to
catalyze O2 formation or the oxidation of a hole scavenger. High pho-
tocatalytic activity can only be obtained when competing processes
like trapping by surface defects or photoluminescence by electron/-
hole recombination can be suppressed to some extent [73].

The use of noble metal particles as co-catalysts has proven to greatly noble metal
decorationenhance the photocatalytic activity for hydrogen generation [70, 71,

129, 69]. A comparative study on CdS nanoparticles showed that
amongst Pt, Pd and Rh the highest hydrogen production rate can be
obtained over Pt metal8 loaded CdS particles [70]. Thus, Pt was cho-
sen as the co-catalyst metal. The metal particles act as an efficient sink
for photo generated electrons and thereby catalyze the reduction of
water to hydrogen [132].

In order to improve further the efficiency of the hydrogen evolution
reaction, it is necessary to fully understand the underlying reaction
mechanisms. Understanding and controlling the metal co-catalyst is
one way to achieve higher reactivity.

8 These findings can also be related to Pt being the most active metal in electrochem-
ical hydrogen evolution, owing to the ideal chemisorption strength of the adsorbed
reaction intermediate H+ corresponding to the Sabatier principle [131].
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2.2 Electronic structure and EES

This section is dedicated to the main focus of the UHV experiments
in this thesis, the electronic structure of metal surfaces, supported
metal clusters and adsorbate interactions. In the light of the idea to
tune reactivity by the modification of the catalyst (i.e. size) a brief
introduction of adsorption and the electronic structure of the catalyst
adsorbate interaction is given.9 Further, an overview over EES results
on metal particles and clusters is presented, followed by a sections
about EES of adsorbates and the data treatment for comparison to
gas phase spectra, applied in this work.

2.2.1 Adsorption

As mentioned, the way of how gases/adsorbates interact with sur-
faces is of crucial importance and considered as a key step in hetero-
geneous catalysis [3]. Consequently, in order to understand the nature
of heterogeneous catalyst properties, it is essential to investigate the
adsorption behaviour of reactants [136, 5]. A comprehensive under-
standing of adsorption requires detailed information about the elec-
tronic properties of the adsorbate-substrate pair [99], as the electronic
structure of a surface is an essential factor determining its chemical
reactivity [85]. A few thoughts, considerations and models utilized in
this work are briefly mentioned in the following.

The catalytic reactivity of a material can be described by Sabatier’sSabatier’s principle

principle [1, 137]. It states, that catalytic reactions proceed best if
the interaction between reactant/adsorbate and surface is neither too
strong, nor too weak10; thus the optimum reactivity is related to the
heat of adsorption. Sabatier’s principle is reflected in volcano curvesVolcano curves

[138], where the reactivity of different elements towards a particular
reaction is plotted as a function of its position in the periodic table,
and thus its electron(ic) configuration [137]. As a result of experimen-
tal and theoretical observations plotted as volcano curves, often Pt
turns out to be the optimum catalyst material [139]. This is the reason
for the choice of Pt in this thesis with respect to CO oxidation [74, 86]
and for the hydrogenation of ethene [5, 87], where Pt is known to be
ideal. The optimum reactivity of Pt (compared to other d-metals) is
further well described using the popular d-band model [84, 85, 86, 87].d-band model

The model describes trends in the interaction between an adsorbate11

and a d-metal surface to be governed by the coupling to the metal
d-bands [140].

9 An introduction to the underlying fundamental solid state theory can be found in
the literature [133, 134, 135, 1].

10 I.e., in the case of CO oxidation the metal should bind neither to strong for the CO
to poison the surface, nor to weak to not being able to break the oxygen bond.

11 An atom or molecule in front of a metal surface interacts with all valence states of
the surface atoms. For a transition metal, a broad sp-band and a narrow d-band.
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Consequently, the bond strength between catalyst and adsorbate,
and thus, whether a metal is reactive or not, can be estimated and
manipulated changing i.e. the center or the filling, of the d-band. In
the case of Pt, its aforementioned outstanding reactivity (for oxida-
tion and hydrogenation) can be explained by an optimum position of
the metal d-band. Thus, an ideal ability of the surface to bond to the
adsorbates in the sense of Sabatier’s principle, based on considera-
tions on the electronic structure [141]. This model also explains, why
molecules adsorb more strongly on under-coordinated sites, such as
steps and defects, on surfaces. Since the surface atoms on these sites
miss neighbors, they have less overlap and will be narrower, leading
to a d-band shift and consequently a stronger bonding [142]. Based
on this insight, the reactivity of supported clusters12 with under-
coordinated sites, can be explained and exploited to fine tune desired
chemisorption bond strength and reactivity [88, 30].

Further, the adsorbate surface interaction can be described on the adsorbate MOs

basis of molecular orbitals (MO). Of course, the interaction involves
the whole band structure of the solid, however these simplified MO
considerations are sufficient to explain and understand the later ex-
perimentally observed adsorbate MOs (see appendix sec. A.3 for gas
phase EES spectra [143]) and their changes in the EES spectra. Briefly,
the relevant (outermost) MOs for CO and ethene/TCE activation and
chemisorption to a surface are summarized.

The well known Blyholder model [144, 20, 145] describes the MO Blyholder model

interaction of a CO molecule at the surface of a transition metal. The
lone pair of electrons on the carbon atom (5σ, HOMO) donates into
the metal, forming a σ-bond. The d-orbitals of the metal donate elec-
tron density into the anti-bonding (2π∗, LUMO) orbital of CO giving
rise to a π-bond (back donation). The energetic shift of the 5σ orbital CO chemisorption

strength: low 5σ

MO
is, therefore directly related to the strength of the bond formed be-
tween CO and the surface. Thus, the lower the energy level of the
MO (i.e. high BE), the stronger the chemisorption of the CO [146].13

For olefines, a similar MO, the Dewar Chatt Dunchanson model is Dewar Chatt
Dunchansonknown. As for CO, the ethene molecule donates π-electrons of its lone

pair (HOMO) into a d-metal with the right symmetry and forms a σ-
bond. By means of a back donation the d-orbitals of the metal donate
electron density back into the π* orbital (LUMO) of the olefin, weak-
ening the C = C bond, while the metal olefin π-bond gets stronger
[147, 59]. The stronger the bond of the molecule to the surface, the C2H4 chemisorption

strength: low πC−C
MO

lower the energy of the ethene HOMO, thus as measure of chemisorp-
tion strength the BE of the ethene πC−C is decisive.

In cases of substitute groups on the olefine (i.e. chlorine), the differ- TCE

ent substitutes of the alkene alter its electronic structure and therefore

12 Assuming a cluster with enough atoms, to be considered already metallic.
13 The 5σ and 1π orbital are almost energetically degenerate, as a consequence of

chemisorption and thus, the extent to which these MOs are joined is another marker
of the strength of chemisorption.
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the energy levels of the MOs. Dependent on the electronegativity of
the substitute groups the strength of the C = C bond is influenced
[143, 55]. Using substitute groups such as halogens, the strength of
the C = C bond is lowered. Consequently, in the case of i.e. TCE,chlorine rests

weaken C = C bond
and are stericly

demanding

the interaction with the metal for both donation and back-donation
gets less and chemisorption is more difficult. Further, the additional
substitute groups attached to the olefine render the molecule more
stericly demanding, complicating a strong chemisorption bond to the
metal [148].

2.2.2 EES of supported clusters

From an experimental perspective, electron emission spectroscopy
is probably the most important and often used technique to inves-
tigate the (valence) electronic structure [149]. The following briefly
discusses the major results of the last few decades gained by means
of EES with respect to clusters (without adsorbates). In contrast to gas
phase PES [150, 151], conventional EES of supported clusters yielded
little information [88].

For the first EES of supported ’clusters’ reported, deposition was
performed by metal evaporation and thus the experiments suffered
form poor cluster size control and increase in size with the deposited
amount [149, 152]. However, the evolution of deposited atoms/clus-
ters to bulk properties were observed for Ag on SiO2 [153], Pt and Pd
on C [154] by means of XPS. In the case of silver, bulk features were
established at a coverage of 5× 1015 atoms/cm2 and were preceded by a
shift towards lower binding energy (BE) for increasing coverages in
the low BE energy threshold of the EES spectrum by approximately
2.5 eV and the appearance of the spin-orbit split Ag 4d peaks. A sim-
ilar behavior, was observed for Pt and Pd as a function of coverage.
The most prominent feature of the EES however, was the onset of
electron density at E f and a bulk Pd behavior at 14 × 1015 atoms/cm2

[155].14 The origins of the aforementioned core level shifts were dis-
cussed in relation to final and initial state effects and as a function
of ’size’, based on growth models for the chosen deposition method
[156, 152].

Later experiments, promoted through the development of sophis-
ticated cluster sources, first ’real’ EES data of size-selected Pt clus-
ters was obtained and clarified earlier observations [157, 158, 159].
Comparing IP of Pt atoms and dimers, the support was seen to in-
duce a 1.6 − 1.8 eV negative shift in IP due to final state screening
(explanation see sec. 2.2.3), suggesting that clusters of this size were
not metallic. Also, the valence electronic structure was probed as a

14 Within this work also CO was dosed on the surface and the resulting UP spectrum
revealed the expected CO MO peaks, which were shifted about +0.5 eV compared
to of single crystal data thus indicating a possible cluster induced effect [155].
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function of cluster size, showing the characteristic Pt spin-orbit split
photoemission peaks. However, the experiments were performed us-
ing cluster coverages at which aggregation of the clusters cannot be
ruled out and thus contradict observations made for similar systems
in gas phase [145]. More recently experiments, present no new in-
sights except, that EES (UPS) of ’size-selected’ Ag923 and Ag25 clus-
ters is achievable while assuring that no agglomeration15 occurs [160].
Selected Pt clusters supported on TiO2 probed by means of XPS [95],
showed size-dependent shifts towards lower BE for increasing size, in
agreement with the above literature.

Concerning MIES, only in the last decade and considerably few at-
tempts have been done towards elucidating the electronic structure
of supported catalyst materials. On MgO the alkali metals Na and Li
have been probed [161] as well as Ag [162], deposited via vapor depo-
sition - in either case the metals could hardly be detected and only at
high coverages. Further, Pd on MgO was probed revealing small fea-
tures at extreme high coverages [163, 164], the authors consider that
a reduction in particles size beyond 1 nm will give rise to the change
of the interaction process between He* and the adsorbate from AN to
AD as soon as the transition from metallic-like to molecular behavior
of the cluster takes place.

2.2.3 Photoemission of adsorbates - data treatment

Photoemission experiments have been shown to provide much in-
sight into the electronic structure of the adsorbate/adsorbent inter-
action [165, 146, 9]. Thus, this section is dealing with the peculiarities
and problems of these techniques for the study of adsorbate inter-
action and approaches used in this thesis. General choices for data
treatment are presented and explained, the interpretation is subject
of the following section. The considerations are based on the general
knowledge on PES/EES, the (experimental) principles are briefly in-
troduced in the chapter 3 in sec. 3.2.5.

The general picture of a EES experiment of an adsorbate on a d-
metal, including the changes to the spectrum, can be seen in fig. 2.2.1.
The important features are the change ∆φ in the work function (WF),
attenuation of the d-band signal, ∆I, and the presence of adsorbate
photoemission peaks. The change in WF can be explained using the
jellium model as a simple description. An adsorbed species changes
the dipole layer of the surface (depending on the dipole moment of
the adsorbate) which is the surface contribution to the WF and this
changes its value. The attenuated d-band intensity is changed because
the adsorbed gas reduces the photo emission of the substrate [41].16

15 Using lower coverages additionally characterization by means of STM.
16 However, this does not need to be interpreted as an electron flow from the d-band

into the unoccupied states of the adsorbate.
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With the intention to study the adsorbate-substrate/catalyst inter-
actions the occurrence of adsorbate peaks originating from the corre-
sponding MOs are of paramount interest. In particular, a comparison
with gas phase PE spectra of the free molecule can yield informa-
tion on the MO interaction with a surface, which manifests itself as
a shift in the IP of the adsorbate’s MO [146, 166, 167, 59]. Further,
the changes in the WF of the adsorbent can reveal more information
on the nature of the interaction as well as corroborate conclusions
reached by studying the shift of IPs.

Figure 2.2.1: Schematic UPS spectra of adsorbed species on a d-metal and
the corresponding DOS of the metal and MOs of the adsorbed
species [41].

In gas-phase studies the electron BEs are commonly referenced toreference level

the vacuum level and plotted on an ionization potential (IP) scale,
whereas in the study of solids, EF provides the experimental reference
point on a BE scale (with EF = 0) [148]. Thus, in order to compare
gas phase spectra with spectra of adsorbed molecules on a surface,
the BE scale of the latter is converted into IP energy scale.17 For this
purpose the WF has to be added to the measured electron BE. It is
usual practice to reference with respect to a fixed WF value, either
the WF of the clean substrate as recommended by Broughton et al.
[168] or by using the WF of the saturated surface as suggested by
Kelemen et al. [148, 146]. The practice of using a fixed WF reference
point accounts for the fact that usually adsorbate BE (measured with
respect to EF), which belong to non-interacting orbitals, are fixed in

17 It is noteworth, that this conversion of BE to IP still fails to completely define the
adsorbate surface interaction in terms of the molecular orbitals of the adsorbate. In
the case of UPS this is largely due to the fact that it is an integral technique and
therefore probes a very large number of molecules at once, while at the same time
requiring relatively high coverages (1 ML) to resolve individual peaks [146]. Only
with a local technique at very low coverage, i.e. in the absence of adsorbate-adsorbate
interactions which can lead to a 1 eV shift, can the true adsorbate electronic structure
be realized.
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energy when increasing the adsorbate coverage; although the WF is
coverage dependent [148, 168]. Further details on the argumentation
on the so called ’reference level problem’ can be found in the litera-
ture [169, 170]. For referencing the EE spectra of this work, the WF
of the clean metal substrate as indicated in eq. 2.2.1 is added, thus
following the procedure suggested by Broughton et al.:

IPsolid = BEsolid + φclean sur f ace (2.2.1)

Furthermore, as seen in the sketch in fig. 2.2.1, at high IP energies secondary electron
correctionan increasing amount of secondary electrons [41, 136] are present.

These electrons have undergone inelastic collisions and additional
scattering events while traveling through the specimen and there-
fore contain no meaningful information about the electronic structure
[146, 167]. Unfortunately, these electrons also suppress features from
the adsorbed molecule in the spectra. In order to reveal features ob-
scured by these secondaries, it is a common approach to subtract a fit
function [171]; for the spectra in this work a polynomial function is
fitted to the spectra and subtracted from the original spectrum [172].

A more detailed description of this approach, along with the used
peak fitting procedure and details on the parameters, is stated in the
appendix in sec. A.1.5.

2.2.4 Interpretation of BE shifts of adsorbates in EES

Comparing gas phase spectra of the free molecules with that of ad- shifts in BE/IP

sorbed ones, two observations are made: loss of rotational fine struc-
ture, thus broadening of peaks, and a shift in energies on an IP
scale. The extent of the energy shift reflects the state of the adsorbed
molecule [165, 148]. However these shifts ∆EB compared to the gas
phase values cannot be directly related to chemical properties since
they consist of mainly two parts that can be separated in contribu-
tions from physical adsorption, called ’relaxation shifts’ ∆ERV and
chemical adsorption ∆EBOND (eq. 2.2.2) [165, 146].

4EB = 4ERV +4EBOND (2.2.2)

For physisorption, the valence band peaks belonging to MOs are relaxation shifts

found to shift towards lower IP compared to the gas phase values.
Most of this effect can be accounted for as a final state effect, where final state effect

the electron hole from the emitted electron is screened by surround-
ing molecules and the surface [146], thereby increasing the KE of the
emitted electrons and lowering the IP [59]. This energy shift (∆ERV) is
referred to as ’relaxation energy’ [173, 165] although it also contains
a potential energy contribution which depends on the adsorption ge-
ometry in front of the surface [169].
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For core-level BE the observed relaxation shifts (∆ERC) are usually
bigger, as the presence of valence-electron reservoir in the metal al-
lows the molecular equivalent of outer-shell relaxation, as electron
charge is transferred into the molecule’s valence orbitals during pho-
toemission. Concerning the size of the molecule, the larger the mole-
cule, the less the observed relaxation shift as the created hole charge
tends to be screened already in the molecule itself [165].

In the case of chemisorption, the shifts oppose the trend observedchemisorption shifts

and shift to higher BE/IP. The cause is an initial state effect, due to theinitial state effect
change in the chemistry of the molecule [59], where the bonding MO
is lowered18 in energy [174].

Figure 2.2.2: Energy level diagram for EES (on an IP scale) from an ad-
sorbate molecule, showing ground state M, core-hole state
M+(core), as well as hole states M+(VBS) and M+(VNBS)
of binding and non-binding valence orbitals to the substrate,
respectively. Hole-state energies (BE) are lowered (∆ERV) upon
physisorption, because of screening by the substrates (note the
bigger relaxation for core holes ∆ERC). Upon chemisorption,
the bonding orbital can be identified by an increase ∆EBOND in
BE, may however include contributions of ∆ERV [165].

The different changes expected in EES along with their energy
shifts upon adsorption of a molecule are summarized in fig. 2.2.2. The
energy level diagram highlights again, that due to the possible convo-
lution of the introduced initial and final state effects, it is difficult, to
gain clear chemical information from EES if both physisorption and
chemisorption occur [170].

18 For the particular case of C2H4 chemisorption the important MO to observe is the
πC−C MO, a high BE/IP corresponding to a strong bond [59].
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Last, with respect to the differences found in the application of symmetry selection
rule for UPSUPS and MIES for probing adsorbates, symmetry considerations are

necessary. For UPS an additional selection rule based on symmetry
needs to be applied, that has a polarization dependency of the light
[146, 145]. Thus, the orientation of the adsorbate orbitals and the
polarization of the incoming light both play a decisive role in the
photoemission of an electron in UPS. Applying Fermi’s Golden Rule,
the photoemission experiment only detects electrons that lead to a
total symmetric dipole transition matrix element and the final state
of the photoemission is necessarily gerade. If the incident light is s-
polarized then it has ungerade symmetry in the emission plane and
in order for the transition matrix element to be non-zero, the initial
state must also be ungerade. This occurs for p-orbitals that are paral-
lel to the surface plane (i.e. 1π or 2π∗ in the case of CO, as it is known
to adsorb perpendicular to the surface in many cases). If the incident
light is p-polarized then it has gerade symmetry and therefore only
gerade initial states will photo emit (for CO, 5σ and 4σ ).

For MIES, other selection rules apply which are not considered in
this thesis. The UPS setup in this work uses unpolarized light, thus
contributions of both s- and p-polarized light can be seen.

2.3 Model catalysts under ambient and applied conditions

In this section the motivation and common approaches for the study
of model catalyst materials under ambient conditions is further elu-
cidated. Additionally, in the context of the performed experiments, a
short introduction into the stability of supported catalysts is given.

2.3.1 Materials and pressure gap

The understanding of surface reactions in general, with respect to cat-
alytic reactions, was predominantly achieved using surface science
[136, 175, 9]. Most of these findings, however were obtained on ideal-
ized systems and under idealized conditions, mainly on single crys-
tals at low pressure and temperature conditions. The dilemma of dilemma of

traditional surface
science

the traditional surface science approach becomes apparent. Investi-
gations of real catalysts (complex materials), conducted under rele-
vant conditions by in− situ techniques, provide little information on
the surface of the catalyst, because the techniques which are surface-
sensitive can often only be applied on model surfaces under particu-
lar conditions (e.g. vacuum). Further, despite being able to describe
a catalytic reaction on a well-defined single crystal of a metal under
well defined and simplified conditions, this becomes tremendously
more complicated when the same reaction runs over small catalyst
particles on a support in a realistic reactor environment [41].
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In this perspective, gaps between catalysis and traditional surface
science have been identified in the mid 1980’s: the ’pressure gap’ [176],
the ’materials gap’ [177] and sometimes the ’complexity gap’19 [178].
Bridging these gaps are still important [41] and current issues in catal-
ysis [179].

The first approaches to overcome these gaps were so-called single
crystal approaches. The bridge to more realistic conditions was estab-extrapolation of

results lished by simply extrapolating the results from UHV/single crystal
experiments to industrial conditions [180].20 Considering the differ-
ence of roughly ten orders of magnitude in pressure and simplifica-
tion of the reaction [177] this is a rather surprising result and does
not work, but for a few examples [182, 180].

Inorder to overcome the materials gap, more complex surfaces un-materials gap

more complex
reactions

der UHV conditions are studied. In particular, moving from single
crystal surfaces towards metal oxide supported particles with differ-
ent sizes and complexity. These model catalyst surfaces have signifi-
cantly contributed to a better understanding [43, 183, 184, 9, 185, 11,
186, 5]. Beside these supported particles, prepared in UHV usually
by means of deposition by evaporation processes [92], other means
of preparing model catalyst surfaces are know, e.g. using lithography
[187, 175, 188, 189]. Except, for a few examples (as the use of size-
selected supported clusters in this work) the prepared model mate-
rials often lack reproducibility, thus the majority of experiments can-reproducibility

not be reproduced and compared [7]. Furthermore, all these more
realistic, model systems also mark only another way point, since the
structure and chemical composition of a catalyst in operation will be
largely determined by dynamic processes. This is problematic, since
static conditions, typically applied in surface science, become increas-
ingly irrelevant with increasing rate and pressure [180].

Therefore, by using these more sophisticated materials, two ma-pressure gap

jor strategies towards bridging the pressure gap have been pursued.
On one hand there is the popular approach of adapting conventional
surface science techniques to work at elevated/high pressures for in-adapting in− situ

techniques to higher
pressures

situ measurements [90, 92]. This has been successfully achieved for
a wide variety of instruments, i.e. STM [190, 113, 191], XPS [182] or
(E)TEM [192, 193, 194]. Other, (optical) techniques have been read-
ily applied at higher pressures as well, e.g. IRRAS [195, 19], S-SHG
[109] or FEM [196]. On the other hand, a current trend in achiev-
ing insight at elevated pressures and more realistic conditions is the
application of new characterization methods, such as micro-reactorsnew methods

[197, 198] or sensing devices, exploiting different physical properties
[199, 200, 201, 202].

19 The complexity gap is covering the study of gas and mass transport phenomena,
which additionally to materials and pressure gaps need to be considered [178].

20 The first example was the calculation of the rate of ammonia formation under in-
dustrial conditions [176, 177], based on well studied single-crystal surface reactions
[74, 181, 6].
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Despite the mentioned efforts being only a rough and only partial
overview on the current work on the materials and pressure gap, it
is still a way to go until conventional surface science allows for ulti-
mate insight into the ’work’ of an industrial catalyst. Using sophis-
ticated model catalyst systems and a variety of different techniques,
this work helps to contribute bridging the gaps.

2.3.2 Stability

With respect to reactivity studies of model catalysts, but also during
application in industrial processes of ’real’ catalysts, the stability and
possible deactivation of a catalyst is a problem of great concern for
both [203, 204]. In either case, good knowledge of the stability of
the catalyst is a prerequisite for the study of its reactivity, however,
often catalyst reactivity is probed [19, 92, 91], with addressing little
attention to its stability.

Causes of deactivation are basically three-fold: chemical, mechan-
ical or thermal - hereby six different routes of deactivation of cata-
lyst material are described (some have been introduced before, with-
out further explanation): poisoning (i.e. CO on Pt), fouling (i.e. coke
formation during ethene hydrogenation on Pt), thermal degradation,
vapor compound formation accompanied by transport, vapor-solid
and/or solid-solid reactions, and attrition/crushing [205, 206].

Migration and coalescence Ostwald ripening
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Figure 2.3.1: Schematic illustration of Ostwald ripening (right) and Migra-
tion and coalescence (left) sintering processes of particles on
surfaces. Below are shown the corresponding, theoretically to
expect PSD.

Within focus on the ambient part of this work the thermal deactiva- thermal deactivation

tion, and more particular sintering as temperature induced degrada-
tion mechanism is studied. Three mechanisms for crystallite growth
are known and advanced: crystallite migration, atomic migration and
vapor transport. These processes can in general be accelerated by pro-
moters (i.e. water vapor, oxygen) and are usually irreversible.
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Since vapor transport requires very high temperatures it is unlikely
to happened in the conducted experiments, the two remaining possi-
ble mechanisms of particle growth are: Ostwald ripening (interparti-
cle transport) or particle coalescence and are briefly introduced on an
qualitative basis, further information in the literature [192, 207]. Fig.
2.3.1 shows illustrations for the two processes along with theoretical
particle size distributions (PSD) - as an initial PSD, the ideal case of
a Gaussian distribution is taken (of course this varies with synthesis
process). In general, the sintering of small metal particles on an oxide
support are driven by a favorable, lower total energy of the particle,
due to the loss of surface area and further enhanced by the additional
lower surface free energy when uncovering the support surface [1].

The minimization of the surface free energy is the driving forceParticle coales-
cence/migration for particle coalescence (merging of particles) after migration of parti-

cles over the surface. The movement of the surface atoms at elevated
temperatures induces a Brownian type movement of particles on the
surface and eventually two meeting particles coalescent and become
one particle. The total number of particles decreases as larger parti-
cles are formed on the expense of smaller ones. With respect to the
PSD the number of larger particles will rise, while the distribution
in general will decrease in size - a particular characteristic is the tail
towards larger particles. During Ostwald ripening the larger particlesOstwald ripening

grow at the expense of smaller ones, as atoms get detached from the
smaller ones and subsequently attached to the bigger particles. When
the sintering process is advanced, a decrease in the number of par-
ticles is expected, as atoms move to the larger particles and smaller
ones ’disappear’. The maximum of the PSD is shifted to higher val-
ues with a sharp cut-off; however, the tail of the distribution faces
towards smaller particles as a consequence of the continuous supply
of smaller particles [192, 40].

The different mechanisms can in general be distinguished by their
’tail’ of the PSD, even if this argumentation might be considered
part-wise invalid based on experimental observations [208]. Concern-
ing the temperature, when to expect sintering, the correlation with
characteristic physical properties is useful [204]. The so-called Tam-
man and Hüttig temperatures, are directly related to the melting
temperature. In the case of Pt, sintering is expected from THüttig =

0.3Tmelting ≈ 608 K, for small particles, already at lower temperatures.
These observations also justify the use of metal oxides as support ma-
terials, as they are considered thermostable. In order to study sinter-
ing phenomena on a local level, particularly TEM [209, 210] and STM
[211], have shown to be precise methods with insights into the funda-
mental mechanisms are, however disregard ensemble effects. There-
fore, methods close to application [212, 207, 206] are the usual choice;
new methods, correlating local phenomena with integral methods are
highly desirable.



3
E X P E R I M E N TA L M E T H O D S

This chapter is dedicated to the utilized methods and their underly-
ing theoretical background. The chapter is divided into three parts:
in sec. 3.1 the synthesis of size-selected metal clusters under vacuum
conditions (for both UHV and ambient experiments) is described,
sec. 3.2 deals with the experimental techniques in the UHV regime,
whereas sec. 3.3 describes the methods used for the ambient exper-
iments. Since some of the characterizations for the ambient experi-
ments are performed in the UHV a strict separation of the methods is
difficult; i.e. the electron emission spectroscopy (EES) techniques are
treated in the UHV part including the XPS; despite being used for
ambient experiments.
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Figure 3.0.2: Schematic sketch of the nanocat experimental setup (top-view).
The setup is divided into three major parts (boxes with dashed
orange lines): cluster source (bottom), sample preparation (top
left) and analysis chamber (top right) [17, 29, 213, 20, 38].

The cluster synthesis (for both UHV and ambient) as well as the UHV setup

UHV experiments have been performed at the UHV setup (nanocat)
depicted in fig. 3.0.2. The setup consists of three parts: the cluster
source, the sample preparation and the UHV analysis chamber. Each
of the sections can be separated by vacuum gates. The setup is equip-
ped with two quadrupole mass spectrometers (QMS) which connect
both the sample preparation and the UHV chamber to the cluster
source and allow for deposition of mono disperse cluster catalysts
either for UHV or for ambient experiments.

33
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3.1 Cluster synthesis

The formation of size-selected metal clusters requires sophisticated
experimental conditions, which can be achieved by different approa-
ches. The choice of the right cluster source is dependent on the sub-
sequent experiments (i.e. gas phase or supported), the mass range
and even the chosen material [11, 214]. As a prerequisite for study
of clusters on surfaces, a optimal source needs high cluster flux with
narrow size distribution and the possibility to deposit the cluster at
low kinetic energy (soft-landing, section 3.1.3). In this respect the
laser ablation cluster source is one method of choice. Cluster cata-
lysts reported in this work have all been generated using a high fre-
quency laser evaporation source [25, 17, 18, 38]. Thus, only the per-
formance and mode of operation of this type of source (with Pt clus-
ters as example) is described. Other concepts for cluster generation
and an overview over existing sources are available in the literature
[157, 17, 88, 151, 215, 189, 216, 11, 217, 14].

3.1.1 Cluster formation and guidance

The setup for cluster formation by means of the high frequency laser
ablation cluster source is depicted in fig. 3.0.2. The beam (2nd har-laser ablation cluster

source monic, 532 nm) of a diode pumped solid state Nd:Yag Laser1 (DPPS
Spitlight, InnoLas, Germany; 70 mJ) with a frequency of 100 Hz is
guided through the chamber and focussed (focal length 1.0 m) onto
a rotating (1 Hz) metal target disc (Pt, 99.95 % purity, Goodfellow,
U.S.A.). The produced metal plasma is subsequently cooled by two
processes. In a thermalization chamber with a delayed (typical range
0.1–6 ms) helium (He 6.0, Westfalen, Germany) gas pulse, triggered by
a piezo valve (piezo disc, PI, Germany; tunable pulse width and in-
tensity) and afterwards by an adiabatic (super sonic) expansion of the
helium metal vapor through an expansion nozzle into the vacuum.
This enables the cooling of the clusters’ degrees of freedom and re-
sults in a beam of cold, charged and uncharged clusters with a tight
kinetic energy distribution2 [25, 26]. The cluster beam passes then
through a skimmer (5 mm diameter) and afterwards proceed trough
a linear octupole (150 mm length), details are described in [29]. The
ions are guided further through the differentially pumped vacuum
system through a pin hole and a first stack of einzel lenses along the
axis of the differentially pumped vacuum setup into the bender unit.

1 The utilization of a diode pumped laser is preferential, because of high pointing
stability and constant power output over time.

2 The size distribution of the cluster beam can be tuned by the delay of the He pulse, its
gas background pressure and is dependent on the geometry and distance between
nozzle and thermalization chamber [25, 26, 29]. For smaller cluster sizes the He
pressure (in the cluster source chamber) needs to be higher than for bigger ones
[218]. The kinetic energy distribution upon impact is measured by a RFA (sec. 3.1.3).
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3.1.2 Mass and charge selection

The bender is a quadrupole deflector (including entrance and exit Quadrupole bender

lens - Din and Dout, respectively) and separates the charged clusters
from the neutral ones. Uncharged clusters are unaffected by the po-
tentials applied to the bender and deposited onto a quartz glass, per-
pendicular to the laser beam. The ion beam however is bent by 90° to-
wards the direction of the analysis chamber or the sample preparation
chamber (∼ 90 % transmission). Generally, the potentials of the deflec-
tor rods are applied in such way, that cationic clusters are directed
towards the direction of the used QMS. These clusters are focused
into the QMS by an additional stack of einzel lenses (lenses 16,17,18).
Depending on the bender settings, already a mass-preselection is
achieved [219], as only clusters with a certain mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z ) can pass the bender on an appropriate trajectory through the
exit hole into the following ion optics [20, 38, 39].

For mass selection down to a single mass, mass separation by the QMS mass selection

QMS (ABB Extrel Merlin, U.S.A.) is necessary and allows for choosing
one single cluster size up to a mass range of 16000 m/z. 3 Additionally,
the QMS can be operated in an ’ion-guide’ mode where a range of
different sizes can pass. In the following a brief description of the
general principles of a QMS are given, in order to explain the size
distribution of the resulting cluster materials.

The separation of different ions in a QMS is based on the mass to
charge ratio (m/z ) and is achieved by applying electric fields that vary
with respect to time (at high frequencies).4 The basic design is illus-
trated in fig. 3.1.1a and consists of four hyperbolic rod electrodes (the
distance between the rod tips is 2r0) which create a high-frequency
quadrupole electric field. Usually the hyperbolic surfaces are well
approximated by rods with cylindrical cross sections, as it is in the
QMS used in this work. Onto these rods two voltage components are
applied: a high-frequency alternating (R.f.) potential V cos ωt (phase
shifted by 180° for rods next to each other) and a superposed direct
(DC) voltage U (the same sign for opposed rods) [221, 222, 223]. An
ion injected into the QMS in the direction of the axis of the field (z)
starts to oscillate at right angles to the axis of the field. For these ions
equations of motion can be formulated, the Mathieu equations, with Mathieu equations

u representing the displacement of the particle along the x and y axis:

du2

dξ2 + [a− 2qcos(2ξ)] u = 0 with ξ =
ωt
2

(3.1.1)

3 The upgrade of the QMS mass range from previously 4000 m/z [20] to 16000 m/z [220]
increases the mass range in the case of Pt from Pt20 to Pt80 and thus opens up the
room for the study of cluster sizes in the intermediate range between clusters and
nano crystallites without loosing the control of the size selection.

4 Other means, i.e. strong magnetic fields or flight time can also be used to separate
ions based on their m/z ratio.
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(a) Field generating potentials [223]. (b) Stability diagram [223].

Figure 3.1.1: Field generating potentials (a) and stability diagram (Mathieu
diagram) (b) of a QMS. The blue shaded areas represent values
of a and q which give rise to bounded trajectories. The com-
plete blue area defines the stability region for ions when pass-
ings through the QMS for RF-only conditions (a = 0), however
when applying an additional DC potential (in the plotted case
the ratio a/q = 2U/V = const.) only the dark blue area is stable,
defined by the orange line - also known as the mass scan line.

Solutions of these differentials can be classified into stable and un-
stable solutions - i.e. ones where an ion passes the mass filter (so
called bounded solution where the displacement of the ion along x
and y remains finite as t→ ∞) and others that strike the rods and are
filtered out (unbounded solutions, infinite for t → ∞), respectively.
From these equations two parameters with dependence upon the po-
tentials applied can be defined: a (R.f. stability parameter) which de-
pends upon U and q (DC stability parameter) which depends upon
V. These parameters are defined as follows [224, 223]:

a =
4eU

mω2r2
0

and q =
2eV

mr2
0ω2

(3.1.2)

For an ion to pass the mass filter the condition for stability in both x
and y direction must be fulfilled and can be plotted as a stability dia-
gram (fig. 3.1.1b). Here the bounded, stable trajectories are colored in
blue and the mode of operation of the QMS is expressed in a function
defined only by the two variables a and q.

In the case of selected clusters (Ptx) the QMS is operated in suchselected clusters

way that U/V = const.. In terms of the stability diagram, this is repre-
sented in the figure as orange line, commonly known as the mass scan
line. For fixed values of ω, r0, V and U and assuming singly charged
particles/clusters5 one can think of ion with different masses being
lined up along the mass scan line [225].

5 The assumption of singly charged clusters is justified, using a laser ablation cluster
source [17, 18, 11].
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Adjusting the value for the U/V ratio appropriately, the slope of the
mass scan line can be set in such way that only ions of one mass fall
in the stable region (dark blue area in fig. 3.1.1b). The QMS works as a
band pass filter with defined boundaries and ideally (here: q = 0.706,
mass scan line passing through the peak) only one mass is selected
[221, 224, 223, 225].

For unselected clusters (Ptn) the R.f. component is zero, thus a = 0 unselected clusters

and consequently the mass scan line equals the q axis. As a result all
ions in the (dark and light) blue area in 3.1.1b would pass the QMS
(0 < q < 0.908) for small q. However, still a particular value for the
R.f. voltage, i.e. q can be set (e.g. q = 0.706, as for the selected case).
Now the QMS works as a high-pass mass filter [222, 225, 223] and
the stable conditions are 0.706 < q < 0.905, thus the smallest mass
to pass the QMS is q < 0.706

0.905 ≈ 7/9. This ratio can be readily applied ’R.f. only’ mode
equals a high pass
mass filter with 7/9

of selected mass

to determine the lower mass limit to pass the QMS when depositing
unselected clusters; i.e. for the case of selected Pt46 clusters with the
mass 8970 u the smallest mass to pass when switching the DC current
off is 7/9× 8970 u = 6970 u corresponding to 35,7 atoms per cluster.
The resulting smallest mass to pass is then Pt36, which is stated in
the following as Ptn≥36, to describe the size range when depositing
unselected clusters.

By changing the voltage for V a linear mass scan (as m ∼ V ∼ QMS mass scans
1/ω2) [223] can be effected in order to characterize the abundance of
different cluster sizes by the cluster source. Mass scans have been
recorded by measuring the current on the sample in the UHV and
the sample preparation chamber as a function of size, by means of
the QMS. Different ranges and excerpts of mass scans are displayed
in fig. 3.1.2, showing well resolved peaks for different masses.

The optimization of the range of these mass scans is dependent on
the optimization of the ion optics and in particular the bender; i.e. for
the scan on the UHV side, the mass has been optimized for the depo-
sition of Pt11. Typical currents of the setup (on both sides) are in the
range of up to 150− 280 pA for selected Pt sizes with absolute mass
selection. As a consequence of the natural isotope distribution of Pt
(about 1/3 for each of the major isotopes Pt194,Pt195 and Pt196) the
peaks broaden towards higher masses. However, from an experimen-
tal point of view, this does not interfere with the mass selection down
to one single cluster size [218], as during deposition the maximum
of one mass is selected and thus only one clusters size is deposited.
During optimization the resolution of the QMS can be adjusted by
changing the U/V ratio on the QMS, as apparent from fig. 3.1.1b -
after the upgrade to 16000 m/z both QMS utilized for mass selection
have been working at a resolution of 6.4 (a particular value, used to
achieve mass separation up to the high mass range).
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(a) UHV mass scan for Pt11.

(b) Sample preparation mass scan for Pt46.

Figure 3.1.2: Different ranges of mass scans, showing the size distributions
of Pt+ clusters selected by the QMS for the UHV part (a) opti-
mized for Pt11 and for the sample preparation (b) for Pt46. The
orange dots represent the raw data, which has been smoothed
for better visibility of the trend (blue lines).

3.1.3 Deposition

After size selection, the beam is guided through four more stacks of
Einzel lenses and an single lens (’plate 2’) towards the sample for
UHV experiments.6 The expansion as well as the travel through oc-soft landing

tupole and QMS accelerate the clusters. At too high kinetic energies,
one risks the destruction of the clusters upon impact by e.g. pinning,
atom loss and consequently has no longer mono disperse cluster ma-
terials.

Therefore, the cluster catalysts need to be deposited onto the sup-
port under so called ’soft landing’ conditions at deposition energiessoft landing

Ekin ≤ 1eV/atom lower than 1 eV/atom [88, 11, 226].7 These conditions can be ensured
by a retarding field analysis (RFA), where the cluster current is mea-retarding field

analysis (RFA) sured as function of an applied retarding potential on the samples.
Fig. 3.1.3 shows a representative RFA for size-selected Pt+11 clusters.

6 For ambient experiment deposition, no additional lenses are used (see sec. 3.3.1).
7 This value is further supported by theory, e.g. for Au [227] and Cu [228] clusters.
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Figure 3.1.3: Retarding field analysis for size-selected Pt+11 clusters de-
posited in the UHV chamber; measured current (blue) as a
function of the retarding potential, the kinetic energy (deriva-
tive, orange) and the velocity distribution (green).

The blue curve is a fit of the measured cluster current as a function
of the retarding voltage. The orange curve plots the first derivative of
the blue curve and its maximum is the kinetic energy that the majority
of the clusters have. The maximum kinetic energy is at about 9 eV 8,
which means for Pt11 a value of 0.81 eV/atom, thus assures soft landing.
From the analysis it can further be seen, that the average velocity of
the clusters equates to about 900 m/s [218, 145].

The deposition of size-selected Si clusters on Ag(111) [229] and
Pd clusters on graphene [211] using a similar cluster source has been
investigated using local probe experiments and supports the previous
assumption of soft landing conditions. In order to focus the cluster
beam onto the support an additional (attractive) potential of −2 V is
applied for the UHV experiments, however no potential is applied for
the cluster deposition of ambient samples.

The number of deposited clusters is obtained by integrating the coverage

measured ion current (617 Programmable Electrometer, Keithley In-
struments, U.S.A.) on the substrate over the deposition time by means
of a LabView program of in-house design [25, 230, 145]. The clus-
ter concentration on the surface is determined under the assump-
tion that all the clusters carry a single charge and are neutralized
upon deposition. The concentration of clusters has usually been ex-
pressed in percentage of a MgO monolayer (% ML), with an atom % ML cluster

coveragedensity of 2.25× 1015 atoms/cm2 [231, 232, 29]. For the UHV studies the
value needs then to be corrected for the actual single crystal area of
0.785 cm2 at a diameter of Ø=10 mm. With the recorded integral I
and the elementary charge e the number of deposited clusters N on a
single crystal in % ML is given by equation 3.1.3.

N [%ML] =
100× I

0.785 cm2 · e · 2.25× 1015 (3.1.3)

8 The average of the clusters has actually only an energy of 3.1 eV, thus 0.28 eV/atom.
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Despite the advantages for comparison of coverages on the MgO
support (within the nanocat lab), this unit is not easily comparable
to the commonly used total amount of particles deposited. For this
purpose a unit based on the measured quantity (discharge current
of e per cluster per surface area) e/nm2, i.e. cluster per surface area is
introduced. The conversion between the units is given by:

1 %ML = 1.27 %ML/crystal area = 0.29 e/nm2 = 2.9× 1014 e/cm2 (3.1.4)

A conversion table (tab. A.1.1) for some values can be found in0.1 %ML
=0.029 e/nm2 the appendix on page 191. These new units are support independent

and allow for quantification on both the local level (e/nm2), as well as
for integral measurements by simply changing the surface area and
using e/cm2. These introduced units are used throughout this thesis
for comparability of the deposited amounts of clusters.

Knowing the exact amount of clusters deposited combined with
the precise mass selection of one cluster size, one can calculate the
amount of Pt atoms and the total amount of Pt used. This allows fur-
ther for precise activity measurements, in case of calibrated methods
for dosage and detection of the reactants and products. Beside the
number of atoms, the important quantity from a catalysis perspective
is the so called dispersion9, when measuring the reactivity of a het-
erogeneous catalyst material [5, 1]. Unfortunately, up to now no meth-
ods for the necessary calculation of surface atoms for (size-selected)
clusters is known. Though there are plenty of theoretical calculations
available for size-selected clusters in the gas phase [227, 233, 234, 235]
and even results on surfaces [236, 11], experimental investigation (by
means of local methods, e.g. STM or TEM) on the local structure have
been (recently) reported [229, 237, 238, 95, 239, 211] and are heavily
dependent on cluster and support material as well the experimen-
tal conditions.10 Further, with larger clusters support effects become
more important along with an increasing number of structural iso-
mers. Consequently, within this work only rough approximations of
cluster shape (i.e. spherical) and surface atoms (tab. A.1.2) are used
and the more meaningful data is given by the number of clusters.

9 The ratio of the number of surface atoms (available as reaction sites) to the total
amount of atoms [41].

10 Current experimental results suggest a transition from 2D to 3D structures for noble
metal clusters in the size range of 8-10 atoms [239, 95, 26, 30, 33] with strong support
influence [236].
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3.2 Ultra High Vacuum

All experiments under vacuum conditions have been performed in a
bakeable, stainless steel UHV chamber (analysis chamber in fig. 3.0.2)
at a base pressure below 2 × 10−10mbar.11 For sample preparation,
the setup is equipped with an e-gun and a MgO evaporator of in
house design as well as an commercial sputter gun (EX03, Thermo
Scientific, U.S.A.) and an evaporator (e-flux electron beam evapora-
tor, Tectra physical instruments, Germany) for Si (or Ti) evaporation.
The introduction of gases is possible by means of a leak valve (VG-
MD7) and an molecular beam doser (MBD), both attached to a gas
manifold. For cluster deposition the gate valve towards the cluster
source is opened and closed afterwards to keep the base pressure in
the chamber low.

Characterization and analysis are performed using the following
surface science techniques: temperature programmed desorption/re-
action (TPD/TPR), pulsed molecular beam reactive scattering (pM-
BRS), infrared reflective adsorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), metastable
impact electron spectroscopy (MIES), ultraviolet photoelectron spec-
troscopy (UPS) and auger electron spectroscopy (AES) . First the ex-
perimental setup is briefly described, followed by the support prepa-
ration and characterization as well procedures utilized in this work.
These descriptions include a concise introduction to the underlying
physical principles of the applied techniques (including experimental
details).

3.2.1 Sample holder

The single crystal samples are mounted onto a three fold Cu sample
holder which can be moved by a manipulator stage in x,y (horizon-
tal) and z (vertical) direction as well as rotated (by 360°) and thus al-
lows to adjust the position of the crystals for each technique. Each of
the single crystals (Mo(100), Pt(111) and Mo(112) - all MaTeck, Ger-
many) is fixed by two W wires (Ø=0.3 mm) spot-welded onto two
Ta rods. Over these wires and the rods the crystals can be separately
heated resistively by applying a current on a feedthrough (outside of
the vacuum) connected to the rods, as the different crystals are elec-
trically isolated by sapphire plates. For temperature measurement of
each crystal, a type C (W-5% Re/Re/W 26%) thermocouple (Omega
Inc., U.K.) is spot welded onto the side of each single crystal. For
details of the setup for temperature read-out and the control of the
heating see appendix sub section A.1.2. The crystal holder is brazed
onto a hollow stainless steel tube, which is filled with LN2 allowing
for cooling the crystals as low as 95 K. A precise description of the
sample holder can be found in the literature [29].

11 A detailed overview over the used pumping systems is given in [213].
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3.2.2 Support preparation and characterization

The following procedures have been applied for the cleaning and/or
preparation of the supports. Representative EES spectra are shown in
the appendix in section A.1.6 and are in agreement with the literature.

The Pt(111) crystal has been cleaned by repeated cycles of oxidationPt(111)

(T = 800 K, p(O2) = 5 × 10−6 mbar, 4t = 45 min), heating (T =

1300 K, 4t = 1 min) and Ar+ sputtering (T = 700 K, p(Ar+) = 5×
10−6 mbar, 4t = 60 min, U = 1 keV, I ∼ 11µA). The procedure is
followed by annealing (T = 1300 K, 4t = 1 min) and oxidation (T =

650 K, p(O2) = 1× 10−7 mbar, 4t = 2 min) [240]; subsequently the
single crystal purity was checked by means of AES and MIES/UPS
(detailed analysis in the following sections) and is in good agreement
with the literature [241, 242, 243].

Impurities from both Mo(100) and Mo(112) crystals were removedMo(100)
Mo(112) by heating the crystals (T = 2200 K, 4t = 2 min), oxidation (T =

800 K, p(O2) = 7× 10−7 mbar, 4t = 15 min) [244] and heating (T =

1150 K, 4t = 2 min); the surfaces were then also analyzed by AES
and MIES/UPS and are in agreement with the literature [232, 245].

The MgO(100) thin film was prepared accordingly to the literatureMgO(100)/Mo(100)

[232], by evaporation of Mg (99.5% purity, Merck Germany) in an oxy-
gen back pressure (T = 600 K, p(O2) = 5× 10−7 mbar, 4t = 12 min)
at an approximate growth rate of 1 ML/min and was reordered by sub-
sequent annealing (T = 800 K). Recorded AES and MIES/UPS spectra
show the features known from published data [231, 31, 245, 246].

3.2.3 Dosage of gases

For dosage of molecules onto the surfaces the leak valve for conven-
tional Langmuir dosage or a calibrated molecular beam doser (MBD)molecular beam

doser (MBD) based on the design of Yates et al. [247, 248] is available in the setup.
For all dosages in this work, the MBD was used12, allowing dosage of
a well defined amount of molecules. This is achieved by calibrating
the effusion of gas molecules from a known back pressure13 through
a micrometer sized pin hole into a second chamber with a micro-
capillary plate providing separation from the analysis chamber. The
better precision of this technique compared to Langmuir dosage is
supported by an experimental comparison (appendix, fig. A.1.2).

The number of molecules dN released by the doser in the time
interval ∆t is given by equation 3.2.1 [29] as a function of the pressure
pg in the gas line and the molar mass m of the dosed molecule.

dN = 2.5× 1013 · pG · ∆t · 1/√m (3.2.1)

12 The crystals were brought into close proximity of the doser (∼ 1 cm) and the
molecules were adsorbed at 90 K < T < 100 K.

13 Measured using a baratron (MKS Instr., U.S.A.) with a precision of ±1.0 mTorr.
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In order to express the dosed number of molecules in the unit ML,
the number of surface atoms per area of the different surfaces need
to be considered (a table stating the number of surface atoms for
the different surfaces can be found in the appendix in tab. A.1.4).
As for the cluster coverage the surface area needs to be corrected by
the area of the used single crystals (0.785 cm2), e.g. the amount of crystal area:

0.785 cm2surface atoms for the MgO surface accounts to 1.77× 1015 atoms/crystal.
The required back pressure pG (in Torr) for a dosage time of 100 s is
for that example given by:

pG =
1.17× 1015 ·

√
m

100 · 2.5 · 1013 ( f or 1 molecule/SA) (3.2.2)

All dosages in this work are reported in the unit molecules/SA, the dosage unit:
molecules/SArequired back pressures for the dosed molecules onto the surfaces

MgO(100) and Pt(111) are stated in the appendix in tab. A.1.3.14 For
better comparability, the TCE dosage amounts in TCE/SA on all four
surfaces and clusters (section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2) are related to MgO(100),
allowing one to compare the absolute amount of adsorbed TCE on
the surfaces and clusters. In contrast all other dosages of ethene, CO,
oxygen and hydrogen are related to the used surface MgO(100) and
Pt(111), respectively.

3.2.4 Adsorbate and product detection (TPD/TPR)

Using Temperature Programmed (TP) experimental techniques, the
desorption of a given molecule depending on the temperature is de-
tected. The TP methods give access to the type of formed products on
the surface, how strong molecules are bound, information on differ-
ent reaction pathways and processes, such as adsorption or decompo-
sition [1]. Temperature ranges in which a molecule desorbs, help to
understand the interaction with the surface. Desorption in a low tem-
perature range (∼ 100–300 K), with weak adsorption correspond to
physisorption. Stronger interactions, based on dative or weak chem-
ical bonds, in the range between ∼ 300–600 K and are subsumed as
chemisorbed species [167].

For a TP experiment, a mounted crystal is heated linearly with
time15, using resistive heating and thermocouple controlled tempera-
ture measurement. The concentration of the desorbing species is mon-
itored by a differentially pumped QMS and recorded.

The pumping speed of the UHV system is an important aspect,
since it needs to be high enough in order to prevent re-adsorption.

14 Under the assumption of a sticking probability of unity for the molecules at low
temperatures [29].

15 Changing the heating ramp, the resolution of the TP spectra can be influenced. A
lower rate leads to separated peaks for molecules adsorbed in different states which
do not differ significantly in adsorption energy.
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In the case of an infinitive pumping speed, re-adsorption can be ne-
glected and the relative rate of desorption r can be expressed16 asTPD rate equation

the change in adsorbate coverage θ (in ML) by time unit (with: re-
action rate constant for desorption kdes, order of desorption n, pre-
exponential factor v, desorption energy Edes, gas constant R, temper-
ature T, start temperature To and heating rate β).

r = −dθ

dt
= kdes · θn = v(θ) · θn · exp(− Edes(θ)

R(To + βt)
) (3.2.3)

The activation energy and the pre-exponential factor both depend
on the coverage as a result of the attractive or repulsive interactions
between the adsorbate molecules [1, 249]. Different kinetic orders of
reaction or desorption can be distinguished from variation of curve
shape or variation of initial coverage [249]. The adsorbate coverage
(quantitatively) and the surface coverage, can be obtained (if cali-
brated), because the integral under the curve is proportional to the
initial coverage. Furthermore, the orientation of physisorbed adsor-
bates may be distinguishable [167]. Also, a value for the adsorption
energy Eads, which equals in general the energy of desorption Edes
(∆Edes = q0 + ∆Eads , with q0 as the heat of adsorption) [250] can
be obtained. This provides information on the adsorbate strength
and also information on the temperature dependence of the adsorp-
tion strength. Lateral interactions between adsorbates can be derived
through the coverage dependence of the adsorption energy and the
pre-exponential factor which reflects the desorption mechanism.

A number of techniques, which can be applied to TP spectra in
order to obtain kinetic data are known [251, 252, 253, 41, 254, 249].
However, this further interpretation is time-consuming, if performed
correctly; considering that the measured TPD data was not used for
any kinetic analysis this is not further covered here.

With TPR17, a surface chemical reaction is investigated. The exper-TPR

imental procedure is the same as for TPD except that the increase in
temperature provides the energy to overcome an activation barrier of
a chemical reaction. The experimental conditions however may not
correspond to ’real’ reaction conditions, [249] as TPR are not measur-
ing in steady state or even quasi-steady state conditions and thus no
kinetic data can be obtained from the experiment.

The TPD/TPR experiments were performed using a differentiallyexperimental details

pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer (Balzer QMG 421, Switzer-
land) at a linear heating rate (β = 2 K/s) with the sample in line-
of-sight to the QMS (∼ 1 cm in front of the skimmer). The skim-
mer is mounted at the entrance near the ionizer of the quadrupole

16 This is a valid approximation, however does not take into consideration some cover-
age dependent processes, i.e. lateral interaction of the adsorbates.

17 Both TPR and TDS are used for the description of the technique [253, 249].
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mass spectrometer, with an aperture of 3 mm, therefore only des-
orbing molecules from the sample are probed. Amplifying the ion
current with a channeltron detector the setup has a detection limit
of 10−15 Torr. The mass signals and corresponding temperature are
recorded simultaneously, further details in the appendix (sec. A.1.3).

3.2.5 Electron (emission) spectroscopies (EES)

Photoemission or (photo) electron emission spectroscopy (EES) is, in
a strict sense, based on the photoelectric effect, where a sample ir-
radiated by electromagnetic waves emits electrons. The number of
emitted photo electrons is proportional to the intensity of the incident
light, and the kinetic energy on the wavelength of the light (assuming
that the minimum photon intensity is used).
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Figure 3.2.1: Summary of the EES used in this work: probe particle, corre-
sponding excitation energies and surface sensitivity.

Based on the discoveries of Hertz (photoelectric effect) and later
Einstein [255] (describing light as quantized in photons of the energy
hν), different developments led to the techniques XPS and UPS, which
are essential tools in surface science [8, 41]. XPS (also called ESCA) XPS

using x-rays for excitation, was developed in the 1950s’ by Siegbahn
et al. [256, 257, 258]. Using UV light instead, the development of UPS, UPS

is mainly based on the contributions of Turner et al. [259] in the gas
phase as well as Spicer et al. [260] and Eastman [261, 262] on solids.
Nowadays, synchrotron radiation makes the whole energy range be-
tween XPS and UPS available, overcoming the limitation of monochro-
matic light sources.
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(a) Excitation light and regions of BE [258]. (b) Universal curve [265].

Figure 3.2.2: Regions of BE accessible with different photon sources (a).
Solid circles: localized, atom-like orbitals (core electrons).
Shaded area: delocalized, molecular orbitals (valence electrons)
[258]. Mean free path of electrons in metallic solids as a func-
tion of their energy (universal curve) [8, 265, 41] (b).

MIES traces its beginning to the discovery of Penning in 1927 [263]MIES

while studying discharge phenomena, suggesting an ionization pro-
cess due to the collision between metastable atoms and target atoms.
Therefore, MIES is often called Penning ionization electron spectros-
copy (PIES) [173]. The underlying PIE processes involved in MIES are
based on Auger de-excitation phenomena.

Last, AES is based on the emission of element characteristic AugerAES

electrons, first observed by P. Auger in 1925 [264], interpreted as the
result of a relaxation process of core-ionized atoms after irradiation
with x-rays (»Auger decay«.)

For the presented methods, probe particle and the corresponding
excitation energy are summarized in fig. 3.2.1 and the appendix (tab.
A.1.6). As consequence of the different excitation wave length, core
electrons (XPS/AES) or valence electrons (MIES/UPS) are probed (fig.
3.2.2a). The mean free path of the ejected electrons for the methods
XPS, UPS and AES defines their surface sensitivity. The relation be-universal curve

tween the mean free path λ of the electrons in metallic solids as a
function of their kinetic energy is plotted in fig. 3.2.2b. As visible
from the graph, electrons in the range of 10–1000 eV have a mean free
path in the order of only a few atomic layers (with a minimum for
energies between 40–100 eV) and thus are ideal to probe the top most
surface layers [136, 165]. The argumentation of the mean free path
is also valid for MIES, however here the surface sensitivity is further
increased by the probe particle, which is simply too big to penetrate
into the surface and thus is absolutely surface sensitive.

The different methods are explained in the following subsections -
some experimental details are stated in the appendix.
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Auger Electron Spectroscopy

For AES the sample is excited by a beam of primary electrons (alter-
natively, with x-rays) with a kinetic energy between 1–10 keV. These
electrons remove an electron from the (inner) core shells of a sample
atom and the leaving electron creates a core hole. The ionized atom
may return to its electron ground state via one of the two following
de-excitation processes (fig. 3.2.3) [8].

1. An electron from a higher shell fills the hole and the energy
thereby released is emitted as a quantum of characteristic radi-
ation (X-ray fluorescence)18, fig. 3.2.3a.

2. The hole gets filled by an outer shell electron; the available en-
ergy is then transferred in a radiation less process to a second
electron (Auger electron) which leaves the atom with a specific
kinetic energy (Auger process/decay), fig. 3.2.3b.

(a) Excitation. (b) Deexcitation.

Figure 3.2.3: Deexcitation processes for atomic core holes. a) emission of X-
ray radiation, b) emission of an Auger electron [136].

In the case of the Auger-process the kinetic energy of the emitted
Auger electron is not determined by the energy of the primary elec- Auger electrons are

independent of
excitation energy

trons, but its energy is a function entirely defined by the different
energy levels of the orbitals involved in the process.19 Furthermore,
the Auger peaks are element specific, because they only depend on
the orbital structure. The energy levels can be influenced by chemi-
cal bonds, causing a chemical shift. This allows one to gain informa-
tion on the chemical bonding, if the transition involves valence levels
[266].

18 This gives rise to another non-destructive element specific spectroscopy, commonly
used in analytical chemistry: X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF).

19 Thus, varying the excitation energy of the electron beam one can distinguish between
electrons which are emitted via an Auger process or not; the energy of an Auger
electron does not change.
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The X-ray level nomenclature is used to describe Auger transitions;x-ray nomenclature
for transitions i.e. KLI LI I I stands for a transition, where the initial core hole in the

K-shell is filled by an electron from the LI-shell, while the Auger elec-
tron is emitted from the LI I I-shell (see fig. 3.2.3b) [41, 8, 167]. As an
approximation, the kinetic energy Ekin of the Auger electron emitted
from a free atom can be described using the various binding ener-
gies (E(X)) of the involved shells with respect to the vacuum level.
Including the work function φ and δE to compensate for relaxation
processes the energy balance in fig. 3.2.3b accounts to:

Ekin(KLI LI I I) = E(K)− E(LI)− E(LI I I)− φ− δE (3.2.4)

The depth in the solid from which the information is recorded is
mainly a function of the electron energy and only to a small extent
dependent on the type of material (the probability for emitting an
Auger electron decreases with increasing atomic number). Since the
used primary electrons have about three times the energy than the
emitted Auger electrons, the mean free path of the Auger electrons is
determining the probe depth of the sample. The escape depth is in the
range of a few ML, therefore an AES may not show the real surface
composition but rather an average across the first atomic layers [8].20

In electron-excited spectra, the Auger electrons appear as small
peaks in an intense background of inelastic scattered electrons (sec-
ondary electrons). In order to make the Auger peaks more visible,
Auger spectra are plotted in a derivative spectrum as dN(E)/dE. As
a convention the energy of an Auger peak is defined as the minimum
in the high energy slope of the differentiated peak [1].

For this work the AES have been recorded using the electron gunexperimental details

of the hemispherical electron energy analyzer (VSW HAC 150) at an
voltage of 3 kV for excitation. Modulation is achieved by applying
an AC voltage on the sample using a function generator (HP 3310A).
The lock-in technique (EG&G model 5204) is applied to extract the
modulated signal, further details are stated in sec. A.1.5.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

When a surface is bombarded with x-rays an electron may absorb all
the energy of a photon and be able to escape the solid. The kinetic
energy of that electron reflects the energy of the photon and, more
importantly the BE of the electron [8]. The kinetic energy Ekin of such
an electron with respect to the vacuum level is derived from Einstein’s
equation for the photoelectric effect [255].

20 The variation of the angle of the primary beam with respect to the surface can al-
ter the penetration depth, thus gives the possibility to determine absolute surface
concentrations by comparing to well-known standard spectra [8].
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The conservation of energy for all PES is expressed (in approxima- conservation of
energytion) with φ as the work function of the bulk, the product hν (with

Planck’s constant h and frequency ν) of the exciting electromagnetic
wave equals the photon energy E and the binding energy EB of the
electron [167]:

Ekin =hν− EB − φ (3.2.5)

Using a monochromatic light source, it is thus possible to map out
the electron density as a function of the BE, by measuring the kinetic
energy of the emitted electrons. Since the electron density as a func-
tion of EB is element specific the chemical composition of a sample
can be determined, both qualitative and quantitative.21 Further, the
measured EB is not only element-specific but also contains chemical
information, because the energy levels of core electrons depend on
the chemical state, i.e. the chemical environment of the atom. Such chemical shift

changes in binding energy in the range of 0 − 3 eV are known as
chemical shift [165].

In order to correctly interpret the measured BEs, one has to fur-
ther take into account final state effects. This is in contrast to the final state

implicit assumption for the balance of energy (eq. 3.2.5), where based
on Koopman’s theorem, the measured IP equals the energy of the
probed MO, thus does not change during the photoemission pro-
cess. Thus, one needs to consider the effect that photoemission data
represent a state from which an electron has just left and not the
case before the photoemission (initial state). As a result the measured initial state

BE is usually a convolution of both initial/final state and additional
relaxation effects, complicating the interpretation of the measured
spectra. Well known effects such as ’shake-off’ or ’shake-up’ are a shake-off

shake-upconsequence of relaxation process (loss of energy due to transfer to
another electron of the atom, thus shift to higher EB) and therefore
amount to final state effects [166]. A deeper interpretation and expla-
nation of more effects (e.g. multiplet splitting) goes beyond the scope
of a short introduction, further information can be found elsewhere
[8, 41, 165, 146, 166].

For excitation routinely monochromatic x-ray sources are used, also
in this work a twin-anode setup with a Mg Kα and Al Kα source is Mg Kα (1253.6 eV)

Al Kα (1486.3 eV)applied. Generally, the intensity of the electrons N(E) as a function
of kinetic energy is measured; however more often XPS spectra are
plotted versus the BE. Other than the desired photoelectron peaks in
a XPS spectrum, peaks originating form Auger decays are observed
as a result of the mechanism introduced in the previous subsection.
As a convention, photoelectron peaks are labeled according to the
quantum number of the level (see previous AES subsection) from
which the electron originates [1, 165].

21 Concentrations cannot be calculated without a structure model [41].
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An electron with orbital momentum l (0; 1; 2; . . . indicated as s; p;
d;...) and spin momentum s has a total momentum j = l + s. As the
spin may be either up or down (s = ±1/2), each level with l ≥ 1
has two sub levels, with an energy difference called the spin-orbit
splitting. As an example, the Pt 4 f level gives rise to two photoemis-spin-orbit splitting

sion peaks, 4 f7/2 (with and l = 3, j = 3 + 1/2) and 4 f5/2 (with and
l = 3, j = 3− 1/2) [8, 41] and a fixed intensity ratio of 7/2 : 5/2 = 4 : 3.

The resolution of XPS is determined by the uncertainties intro-
duced by line width of the source ∆Ex, the broadening due to the
analyzer ∆EA, and the natural line width ∆Enat

22 of the studied level:

(∆E)2 = (∆Ex)
2 + (∆EA)

2 + (∆Enat)
2 (3.2.6)

Experimental details are stated along with the sample preparationexperimental details

for XPS measurements in the ambient section 3.3.3.

Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy

For UPS, for excitation UV photons with a considerably lower energy
in the range of 10 to 100 eV [167] are used. In this work a He discharge
lamp is employed, which emits photons with an energy of 21.21 eV
(He Iα) [267]. The achieved energy resolution lies at best in the order21.21 eV (He Iα)

of meV (for gas phase) due to the long life time of the ionized atoms.
At these low excitation energies photo electron emission is limited to
valence electrons.23 Thus, it allows one to probe the electronic struc-
ture and bonding of the surface as well as changes in electronic levels
due to the presence of adsorbates [41, 253].

With UPS the density of states (DOS) is measured, more precisely
a convolution of the densities of unoccupied and occupied states (as
a consequence of the final state sitting in unoccupied parts of the
DOS of the studied material, obeying momentum conservation rules)
which is therefore referred to as Joint Density of States (JDOS) [41]. In
order to better understand these effects (and the difference between
monochromatic and tuneable light sources), one can describe the flux
of photo electrons in a specific direction R by using Fermi’s golden
rule. From this results, that the number N of the emitted photo elec-
trons is due to the selection rule for the momentum ∆k = 0, pro-
portional to the combined DOS of the concerned bands. It is given in
good approximation as [268, 167]:

N
(

R, E f , hν
)
∼
∫

Di (Ei) · D f (Ei + hν) ·
∣∣µi f

∣∣2 · dEi (3.2.7)

22 ∆Enat is given by the Heisenberg’s uncertainty relationship ∆Enat∆t ≥ h/2π, with ∆t
as the life time of the core ionized atom and h as Planck’s constant.

23 The emission of photo electrons is described in a three step model [167], addressing
the processes before the electron leaves the solid - adsorption of the photon energy
with excitation of a photo electron (1), that diffuses to the surfaces (2) and gets
emitted from the surface (3) into the vacuum. Further details in [136, 20, 146].
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Di and D f are the initial and the final DOS; Ei and E f the energy of
the initial and the final state, respectively and µi f the matrix element
for the dipole transition. However, the number of effectively emitted
photo electrons is also dependent on other factors, such as the mean
free path [213]. The simplest experiment is to measure at a fixed wave-
length hν = const. The distribution N(E) is then both dependent on
the initial density Di and the final density D f . This method results
in an energy distribution curve (EDC), which includes the DOS of EDC

initial and final states, the aforementioned JDOS. The UPS spectra in
the present work were recorded in the EDC method. Usually, the den-
sities of the final state show less structures than the initial densities
and is approximated by a fgree electron in the solid and so UPS spec-
tra show mainly information about the initial DOS. This can be cir-
cumvented using synchrotron radiation, thus varying the wavelength.
Keeping the KE of the emitted electrons fixed at a value, one probes
at a fixed final state E f the energy distribution of the initial states Ei;
this method is known as constant final state (CFS). In constant initial CFS

state (CIS) one measures with a fixed initial state the energy distri- CIS

bution of the final states, thus keeping the energy difference constant
[167, 269]. As the performed experiments within this work includes
neither angle resolved measurements (ARUPS) nor variation of the
excitation energy, the construction of the band structure of the inves-
tigated materials is impossible and the discussion of the underlying
principles can be found elsewhere [145, 146].

Fig. 3.2.4 shows a schematic sketch of the energy levels during the conservation of
energyPES process. Based on the conservation of energy24 Ekin is described

by eq. 3.2.5 as for XPS.
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E    kin,ÊS
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Φ    S

ΔΦ
E    Vac,ÊS

E    F,ÊS

E    B

hν
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Figure 3.2.4: Energy diagram of the PES process, sample (left) and analyzer
(right) are in electrical contact [213].

24 Concerning the conservation of momentum, compared to the momentum of an
electron in the bulk, the momentum of the UV photon can be neglected. For this
reason only perpendicular electron transitions in the band structure are allowed
[270, 20, 145].
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In order to measure the distribution of Ekin, the emitted electrons
need to be sent through the energy analyzer into the detector. The
analyzer A has a WF φA, different from φS. Through electrical contact
between sample and analyzer the Fermi edges are equilibrated and a
contact potential of ∆φ = φA − φS exists. Assuming φS < φA, excited
electrons with a low kinetic energy cannot reach the analyzer. In order
to overcome this problem, an accelerating potential (in the presentedacceleration

potential −30 V work −30 V) is applied to the sample, with respect to the analyzer
and shifts the spectrum for the value of the applied voltage. From the
maximum kinetic energy Emax

kin, A (EB = EF) = hν− φA for an electron
(the higher edge of a resulting UPS spectrum) and the minimal kineticwidth of the

spectrum energy Emin
kin, A (Ekin, S = 0) = φS − φA = ∆φ (lower spectrum edge)

follows the width of the spectrum ∆E (eq. 3.2.8).

∆E = Emax
kin, A − Emin

kin, A = hν− φS (3.2.8)

Using eq. 3.2.8 and the photon energy of 21.2 eV (for He Iα) one
can calculate the macroscopic WF φS of the sample [41, 261, 146, 271]:work function

φS = 21.2 eV− ∆E (3.2.9)

Details of the precise measurement conditions, the calibration andexperimental details

the used electronic setup are in the appendix in section A.1.5. Details
of the underlying ideas of the data treatment procedures for adsor-
bate EES are also found in the literature survey in section 2.2.3.

Metastable Impact Electron Spectroscopy

Because UPS delivers information from several top atomic layers, it
is difficult to characterize trace amounts of adsorbates. This limita-
tion can be overcome e.g. by photoemission of adsorbed xenon (PAX)
[272]. This technique is a site-selective titration technique, in whichPAX

Xe adsorption sites are revealed by means of UPS; it has been used
effectively to characterize catalytic systems [273, 274]. An alternative
surface sensitive technique capable of determining trace amounts of
adsorbates is metastable impact electron spectroscopy (MIES).

Metastable noble gas atoms with low kinetic energy25 interact with
the tails of the wave function of the surface atoms (and adsorbed
species [275]) and eject electrons from the uppermost surface layer
exclusively [173] as they cannot penetrate into the surface [276]. As
a consequence, the kinetic energy distribution of ejected electrons
(MIES spectrum) contains information on the electronic states of the
solid surface [173] also known as SDOS (Surface DOS) [275].

25 MIES is obviously non-destructive, since the metastable atoms are introduced with
low kinetic energies (< 0.1 eV [173]), preventing the metastable atoms from penetra-
tion into the surface and avoids sputtering effects.
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Figure 3.2.5: Reaction scheme describing the possible interactions of a
metastable He* atom with the surface [213].

Different processes (fig. 3.2.5) can occur if a metastable atom is
close to a solid surface; the interaction depends on the value of the
WF of the solid and the solid material (i.e. insulator, semiconductor
or metal). At the surface two possible deexcitation processes for the
triplet state He∗ (23S) can occur, depending on the electronic prop-
erties of the material: Auger Deexcitation (AD) or Resonant Transfer
(RT). AD leads directly to the ground state and occurs for all surfaces,
but is about a factor of two magnitudes slower than RT. Thus, if pos-
sible, RT deexcitation occurs leading to either a negatively charged
metastable or a positive ion. In the case of the cation the deexcitation
into the ground state proceeds via Auger Neutralization (AN). For
the negatively charged ion, again, one of two Auger decay processes
(AD or Autodetachment, AU) lead to the ground state.

Within the scope of this work two processes are of importance: AD
for the case of MgO as insulator material and the adsorbed organic
molecules (no RT possible [213]) and RT followed by AN for the case
of the single crystal surfaces (all φ ≥ 3.8 eV [213]). Further details on
the other processes are well explained in the literature [263, 8, 173,
270, 277, 278, 279, 280, 213, 281].

Fig. 3.2.6a shows the energy scheme of the AD process, where AD ( on
insulator/adsorbate)the metastable approaches the surface. In the mechanism an electron

from the surface tunnels into the 1s orbital of the He and the electron
in the 2s gets ejected, with a kinetic energy, that carries the the in-
formation of the BE of the electron originating from the solid.26 The
conservation of energy can be seen in fig. 3.2.6a and as with UPS an
expression for Ekin, can be obtained [213, 145]:

Ekin = E∗ − φS − (EF − EB) (3.2.10)

As this relation resembles the one derived for UPS (eq. 3.2.8) again
by simply balancing out the difference between the excitation ener-
gies for UPS (21.21 eV, He Iα) and MIES (19.81 eV for 23S) both spectra 19.81 eV for He 23S

can be superimposed, so that the Fermi edges EF match each other.

26 The presence of an adsorbate simply adds the adsorbates electronic energy levels to
the band structure, along with any shifts due to bonding, and therefore the electron
which tunnels into the 1s state can also come from an adsorbed molecule.
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Figure 3.2.6: Underlying MIES processes; AD for metals (a) and RT followed
by AN for insulators (b) [213].

This fact makes MIES and UPS spectra comparable. However, this
is only possible for MIES driven solely by AD processes (thus, in-
sulating materials).27 Furthermore it needs to be kept in mind that
MIES spectra include only information of the uppermost (surface)
layer, whereas UPS is a convolution of the top two to three layers.

The faster RT process occurs on the majority of metal surface. RTRT/AN (on metal)

followed by AN requires (fig. 3.2.6b), that the 2s-electron of the He∗

atom can tunnel into an unoccupied state of the solid. The He+-ion,
generated by RT is neutralized by an AN, where a surface electron
tunnels into the 1s hole, while a second electron is emitted from the
surface. Due to the fact that two electrons are involved in the deexci-
tation process, the detected electron holds information on the BE of
both involved electrons and consequently the resulting spectrum can-
not be interpreted easily and is not directly comparable to UPS (this
is not the case for adsorbates on which the metastable still deexcites

27 Problems due to charging up the surface are observed for insulators [282]; the sur-
face gets positively charged originating from the processes on the surface. Resulting
spectra show a shift towards higher binding energies since the charging effects are
rarely neutralized due to the limited conductivity.
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via AD). Nevertheless, conservation of energy allows the calculation
of the width of the spectrum which gives access to the WF.28

∆EAN = Emax
kin, A − Emin

kin, A = IP− 2φS (3.2.11)

Data treatment in form of deconvolution of MIE spectra is reported
in the literature [279], however involves quantum mechanical calcula-
tions. Since the MIE spectra of the bare metal surfaces are of minor in-
terest, this is not done within this work. MIES spectra were recorded experimental details

simultaneously with the UPS spectra, therefore the same experimen-
tal conditions apply and are discussed in section 2.2.3 and A.1.5.

3.2.6 Vibrational spectroscopy (IRRAS)

Within the catalysis and surface science, vibrational spectroscopy tech-
niques are important tools to identify adsorbates, study their binding
behavior, can provide information on adsorption sites. In the case
of infrared spectroscopy, the most common form of vibrational spec-
troscopy, the vibrations in molecules are excited by the absorption of
photons in the infrared range. Since the IR has only been used for few
measurements within this work the experimental setup is described
below but no theory is presented here, but can be found elsewhere
[41, 283, 43, 195, 284].
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Figure 3.2.7: Top view of the IRRAS setup in the nanocat lab, the insert (left
bottom corner) shows the passing IR beam at a glazing angle
of 85°, with respect to the surface normal of the single crystal
(4). For details see text.

In order to measure infrared adsorption spectra on single crystal
surfaces, a variation of IR spectroscopy is used, called infrared re-
flection adsorption spectroscopy (IRRAS). A schematic sketch of the
IRRAS setup of the nanocat is depicted in fig. 3.2.7.

28 The values of the WF extracted from the MIES hold, as a result of the different
processes involved, a higher error and thus need to be interpreted with care.
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The IR beam leaves the N2 purged infrared spectrometer (Thermo
Scientific Nicolet 6700, U.S.A. - at single reflection mode) and passes
through a CaF2 window (1) into the mirror chamber (1× 10−3 mbar).
The mirror chamber focuses the beam onto the single crystal by means
of a fixed flat mirror (2) and a focusing parabolic mirror (3) with a
focal length of 25 cm (both mirrors are polished Al mirrors and can
be adjusted in x,y direction). The beam enters then the UHV chamber
through another CaF2 window (1) and is reflected on the single crys-
tal (4). The sample is part of the optical system and acts as a mirror.
The silicate viewport (5) helps to position the crystal. The IR beam
is focused onto the single crystal at a grazing angle and, during themaximized

p-component reflection, of the p-component29 of the IR light on the single crystal
excites those vibrations of the adsorbed molecule for which the com-
ponent of the dipole moment perpendicular to the surface changes
(this is an additional selection rule for IRRAS).30IRRAS surface

selection rule The IR beam leaves the UHV chamber, passes through another CaF2

window and an aperture (6) (to exclude stray light) and gets focused
through a KBr lens (7) onto the photo-element of the liquid nitro-
gen cooled mercury-cadmium-tellurium (MCT/A) detector (Thermo
Scientific).31 The detector and the lens system are connected under
vacuum (1× 10−3 mbar) consisting mainly of one bellow. The detec-
tor itself is mounted onto an x-y table (8); with this setup the detector
can be moved along the three axis in order to obtain a perfect optical
alignment [28, 283, 35].experimental details

At best a peak-to-peak noise level of 0.05 % (transmission at 4 cm−1

resolution, a mirror velocity of 1.89 and averaging over 512 scans) is
achieved. Data acquisition is performed by the software (IR software,
Thermo Scientific Nicolet, U.S.A.), all spectra have been background
corrected.

29 The steep angle results in a maximal electric field perpendicular to the surface (p-
component) and therefore the largest absorption of the adsorbed molecules.

30 For IR spectroscopy in general selection rules apply, i.e. which require for a molecule
to be detected a dynamic dipole momentum which changes during the vibration.

31 The cooled detector minimizes absorption by background carbon dioxide, water va-
por and H-bonded water.
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3.3 Ambient techniques

All depositions of samples for later ambient experiments have been
performed at the setup described in detail in subsection 3.3.1. As men-
tioned in the introduction (subsec. 1.3) most of the experiments were
conducted in a joined approach with a number of different collabo-
ration partners. In the following the different applied techniques are
presented, including a brief introduction of the underlying physical
principles, the utilized samples (incl. preparation if applicable) and
the measurement with experimental details.

3.3.1 Catalyst preparation and transfer

A schematic sketch of the sample deposition setup is shown in fig.
3.3.1. After mass selection by means of the QMS (see sect. 3.1.2) the
clusters leave the QMS trough an exit lens attached to the QMS body.
In an UHV chamber cross (2 × 10−9mbar without deposition, 5 ×
10−7mbar during deposition) the cluster beam is then guided through
a Mo shield (5) with an aperture of 9 mm (fixed on a grounded Cu
feedthrough (6)) to protect the sensitive QMS electronics and to fur-
ther achieve a homogeneous cluster beam. After leaving the aperture
the clusters are deposited onto the samples (at sample position #2)
under soft landing conditions (sub sec. 3.1.3) - the distance between
the sample and the aperture is 5 − 10 mm, depending on the used
sample holder.

turbo
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pre pump
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Figure 3.3.1: Sample preparation setup consisting of a rotary, linear stain-
less z-slide transfer manipulator attached to a UHV chamber
cross. On the manipulator tip customized sample holders are
fixed and can be moved between the positions (#1 and #2). The
samples are prepared in a load lock, equipped with a differen-
tially pumping system and separated by means of a pneumatic
vacuum gate; for details see text.
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A precise position of the sample with respect to the aperture is
achieved by visual control through a viewport opposite of the QMS
(4) and ontop (not shown). The sample holders are fixed at the tip of
a rotary, linear stainless steel tube with motor driven z-slide transfer
(150 mm - PI Instruments, Germany), which is electrically insulated
from the vacuum setup. The neutralization current of the clusters
can be read out by a pico ammeter (Keithley Instruments, U.S.A.) at
the end of the manipulator arm and allows for coverage calculation
similar to the UHV analysis chamber (see sect. 3.1.3). Subsequent to
deposition the sample is moved into (sample) position #1 in the load
lock and automatically the pneumatic gate (3) closes, separating the
deposition chamber from the load lock. The area behind the gate (incl.
the load lock) is pumped by a turbo molecular pump and through a
bypass also by a rotary pump. For venting the system the turbo pump
(Leybold, Germany) is separated manually by a vacuum gate, the ro-
tary pump by a valve (VAT, Germany) and the cavity is flooded with
nitrogen. The sample can then be removed from the load lock and
can transferred for further experiments. Loaded with a new sample
the cavity gets pre-pumped and then evacuated by the turbo pump.
Within minutes a pressure of 1× 10−5–5× 10−6 mbar is reached and
allows one to introduce the sample into the preparation chamber.

For deposition of clusters onto insulating materials (e.g. INPS chips,insulating samples

sect. 3.3.4) it is necessary to provide negative charges for neutraliza-
tion during deposition. Using an ion gauge (Bayard-Alpert type [285],
tectra, Germany) Ta filament (7) an electron-shower for neutralization
is available. Typically a current of 4 A and a potential of 10 V is ap-
plied, resulting in a emission of electrons with a stable current of
250–300 pA on the sample. The emission is tunable and set to a value
to overcompensate for the arriving charges and avoid charging (the
Mo shield protects the sensitive QMS from charges).

Different sample holders for the sample types have been constructedsample holders

(fig. 3.3.2); all holders can hold two samples at a time, increasing the
efficiency of the setup. The holders can accommodate the following
sample types: TEM grids, ETEM grids, µ-reactors, SiO2 wavers (XPS),
INPS chips, and GC samples.32 A detailed list of sample types, sup-
port material and conductivity are stated in the appendix in tab. A.2.1.
All holders are constructed to fix the sample in line with the central
axis of the manipulator arm and further fix the sample with either a
screwable cap (TEM grids) or mask, with an opening corresponding
to the desired deposition area.

The holders in fig. 3.3.2a and 3.3.2b can hold a sample (XPS, INPS
or µ-reactor) and a TEM grid at the same time with both samples
being centro-symmetric. This allows one to deposit a sample of the
mentioned type and a TEM sample without breaking the vacuum,

32 Glassy carbon (GC) and TEM for electrochemical measurements were deposited, but
the results not presented in this thesis.
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(a) µ-reactor / ETEM. (b) INPS / XPS. (c) TEM / Glassy carbon.

Figure 3.3.2: Holders for sample preparation for ambient experiments, one
holder at a time is attached to the manipulator arm by means of
two screws. Holders (a) and (b) can accommodate one sample
(green) of the indicated type and additional a TEM sample at a
centro-symmetric position; on holder (c) also two TEM samples
can be fixed.

changing the deposition conditions and at the same position by sim-
ply rotating the manipulator by 180°. This results in comparable de-
position condition for the two samples.

With the holder in 3.3.2c also two TEM samples can be fixed and
deposited subsequently without breaking vacuum. The area on which
the current is read out, is at least the cap size for the TEM holders
(diameter of Ø=10 mm). Thus, it is slightly bigger than the aperture
opening of the Mo shield and one can assume that all clusters exiting
the aperture hit the sample and their discharge current is recorded.
A characterization of the cluster beam and coverage is performed by
means of XPS and TEM (see sec. 5.1).

3.3.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM allows to probe details on an atomic scale, as in microscopy
the resolution is limited by the wavelength of the used probe enti-
ties. Thus, with a wavelength of 400–700 nm for photons in the visible
light range features smaller than about 1 µm cannot be resolved with
a standard optical microscope [41]. However, by lowering the used
wavelength the resolution of a microscope can be improved and in
the case of TEM this is achieved by means of electrons as probe enti-
ties, with wavelengths in the range a few picometer (e.g. 0.00197 nm
for a 300 kVmicroscope). Further with the use of electrons, charged
particles are used which can be accelerated to high energies with
short wavelength and be focused by electromagnets [286, 287].

Figure 3.3.3a depicts a sketch of a TEM, which is analogous to an TEM

optical microscope, despite using electrons instead of photons and
thus replacing optical lenses with electromagnetic ones.
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From a source33 (historically a W filament, nowadays a field emis-
sion gun) a primary electron beam is guided through condensor lenses
to create a broad electron beam. The beam passes through the sample,
where beside the transmission, diffraction or further interactions, like
backscattering or photoelectron emission can occur [40]. TEM uses
the transmitted electrons which are projected as a two dimensional
image, that gets magnified by further electron optics to produce an
image. The contrast of the micrographs depends on sample proper-
ties (i.e. thickness, density, diffraction condition) and adjustment of
the microscope (i.e. focus). Three different kinds of contrast are ob-
served in TEM: mass-thickness (results of incoherent scattering as acontrast

function of the atomic number Z and sample thickness)34, diffraction
(based on coherent Bragg scattering by the lattice planes) and phase
contrast (caused by phase differences of the electrons) [41, 192].

(a) TEM. (b) TEM/STEM. (c) HAADF-STEM.

Figure 3.3.3: Schematic set-up of an electron microscope in the transmission
(TEM) (a) and combined (TEM and STEM) (b) modes. Note
how the dark field detector is off the central axis, as the dark
field image is based on scattered electrons. The HAADF-STEM
operation mode with bright- (on the central axis) and dark-field
detectors (of the central axis) is shown in (c). Two different
modes are available for dark field imaging, i.e. annular dark
field (ADF); high-angle annular dark field (HAADF). Figures
modified after [41].

33 The information limit of a TEM depends on temporal and spatial coherence of the e-
beam, where the former is related to the energy spread of the electrons, the latter on
the source size. In order to achieve the highest possible resolution, monochromatic
and coherent electron sources are applied [192]. The error of non perfect sources
results in chromatic aberration and is expressed by the coefficient CC.

34 The mass-thickness contrast is the reason why denser regions with higher scattering
probability of the beam appear dark and light regions appear bright in TEM [288].
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The principle setup for STEM is shown in fig. 3.3.3b and in more STEM

detail in fig. 3.3.3c. The major difference compared to TEM is, that
the electron beam gets focused by condensor lenses, is scanned over
a sample area by scan coils and for each beam position an intensity
is recorded. Further the objective lens is located before the sample
and combined with an additional aperture. Two types of images can
be obtained, a bright (BF) or dark field35 (DF) [41]. For the BF the
detector is positioned on the optical axis, however for DF the image
is composed of electrons scattered out of the optic axis by the sample
and thus recorded off axis by ring shaped detectors. Depending on
the angle θ of detection one differentiates annular DF (ADF) and (at
even higher scattering angles, θ > 50 mrad off axis) high-angle ADF
(HAADF). The last mode is also known as Z-contrast mode, where
the scatter of electrons of heavy elements creates the image and the
scattering probability to high angles is proportional (∼ Z1.7) and very
sensitive to the atomic number Z, i.e. the mass density and the num- Z-contrast

ber of atoms of the probed element [288].
In approximation one can argue that for ’thin’ objects a plain and

ideal Z-contrast can be interpreted with a simple relation between Z
number of the probed element (incl. the sample thickness, i.e. parti-
cle size) and image intensity.36 This simple (ideal) interpretation is
however not taking into account, that the image can be distorted by
instrumental instabilities and is dependent on the focus of the objec-
tive lens (in particular the so called beam convergence angle) as well convergence angle

as the chosen aperture [288]. A major draw back of the technique is
the potential beam damage of the sample, caused by the high energy beam damage

electrons during image acquisition [290, 288].
An additional modification, overcoming the major (S)TEM draw- ETEM

backs, being limited to vacuum conditions, is achieved using in-situ
TEM also known as environmental TEM (ETEM). First TEM micro-
graphs under elevated pressures were taken in the 1970s’ and today
TEM imaging is possible at up to the mbar pressure range with res-
olutions comparable to that of an conventional (analytical) TEM. Us-
ing ETEM comparable reaction conditions for ’real’ catalysts can be
achieved, e.g. reactive gases under elevated temperatures and allow
realistic insights into materials on a local level. Usually differential
pumping and small reaction cell (with the sample) are used to obtain
the desired experimental conditions [209, 193, 291, 192].

The micrographs for this thesis have been recorded at three differ- experimental details

ent locations: TUM using TEM, LMU and CEN using both (BF) S/
TEM and (HAADF)-STEM mode, with the latter method being pref-
erential for Pt catalysts, due to Z-contrast. Assignments of the TEMs
to the location and specimens as well as their instrumental specifi-

35 In DF the obtained images are inverted, i.e. metal particles appear light (high scatter)
on an dark background (low scattering).

36 At the detection of the high scattering angle for HAADF of 50− 200 mrad the inten-
sity of the incoherent scattering is ∼ Z2 [289].
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cations are stated in the appendix in table A.2.2. Further a variety
of different TEM samples were used, in order to mimic the support
of the corresponding sample for actual reactivity measurements (e.g.
INPS, nanorods, etc.) in the best possible manner; the different types,
supports and the used TEM location are indicated in tab. 3.3.1 and
further details in the appendix in table A.2.3.

Table 3.3.1: List of the used TEM grids within this work sorted by the sam-
ple type used for the different application, support material and
thickness. Additionally the deposited clusters sizes and the loca-
tion of the measurements is indicated.

’sample’ section support deposited sizes venue

TEM 5.1.1 Au/C 2 nm 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68 TUM

STEM 5.1.1 Cu/C 2 nm 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68 LMU

ETEM 5.2.1 Si/SiO2 8 nm 8, 22, 34, 46, 68 CEN

’INPS’ 5.2.2 SiO2/SiO2 40 nm n 6 53, 68, 68, 22+68 CEN

photocat 5.4 Cu/C/CdS 2 nm 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68 LMU

Post detection data treatment has been performed using a com-data treatment

puter based algorithm of in-house design, based on the image and
particle analysis tool of IGOR PRO 6.22A (Wavemetrics, U.S.A.) on
the raw STEM micrographs (after acquisition, HAADF-STEM micro-
graphs are smoothed using a median filter). The following results
can be obtained by the analysis: height, area and volume distribution
function (HDF, ADF and VDF, respectively)37; the results in terms of
precision are validated by analyzing similar images with three dif-
ferent tools (SPIP 5, Image Metrology A/S, Denmark; Image J, NIH,
U.S.A. and a tool developed at the Physics Department, TUM, Dr.
Bele).

3.3.3 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

A brief introduction of the underlying principles for XPS are stated
in sec. 3.2.5 along with the other used EES techniques, thus only the
experimental details are stated.

The measurements of XPS spectra of supported cluster materialsexperimental details

(sec. 5.1.2) were performed on different samples. For comparing dif-
ferent sizes particular samples were prepared, by deposition of size-
selected clusters on silicon wafers pieces (8× 15 mm).

37 The commonly obtained particle size distribution (PSD) is based on the diameter
of the particles; however in light of the small subnanometer particles the use of the
ADF is preferential.
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Prior to deposition the wafer pieces were cleaned in the following
order in acetone, methanol and iso− propanol in an ultrasonic bath for
five min [292]. After deposition, the samples were brought to ambient
conditions and subsequently transferred to the separate XPS UHV
setup in air.

Two samples at a time were mounted onto an electrically grounded
z-transfer manipulator. The samples were introduced into a sepa-
rate UHV analysis chamber with a typical pressure in the region of
1× 10−9 mbar, equipped with a Leybold Heraeus LHS-IO X-ray photo-
electron spectrometer. Non-monochromatized Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) ra-
diation was used for excitation of the electrons [293]; the spectra were
recorded digitally using a multichannel scalar and a PC (Collect Spec-
tra 8.0 software).

Post detection data treatment was performed with IGOR Pro 6.22,
using Doniach-Sunjic [294] fit functions. Further details on the setup
as well as measurement conditions and parameters are stated in the
appendix in sec. A.1.5.

3.3.4 Indirect Nanoplasmonic Sensing (INPS)

A rather new platform for characterization of heterogeneous catalyst
materials is INPS, based on evaluation of localized surface plasmonic
resonance (LSPR). The effects are generally well understood and thus LSPR

only a short qualitative introduction is given [295, 296, 297].
’Plasmons’ exist in bulk metal, metal surfaces as well as in metal

nanoparticles and are based on the coherent oscillations of (s)-elec-
trons under the influence of an external photon field. In the case of a
bulk metal a collective charge density wave in the electron gas is built
up and its plasmon frequency lies in the range of UV light. Above
this plasma frequency the radiation is partly absorbed or transmitted,
since the electrons in the field cannot follow the incident field. Its
frequency is simply to fast for the electrons to respond. Below the
plasma frequency, the incoming field is screened by the electrons and
oscillates. As a consequence, the incoming radiation is reflected - with
the plasmon frequency in the UV range, visible light is thus reflected
and makes a metal appear ’metallic’.

Whereas bulk plasmons as longitudinal modes cannot be excited
by a transversal wave such as light, this works for small particles,
where the k vector is not a good quantum number. Consequently
for particles a LSPR (a result of collective coherent oscillations of the
conducting electrons with respect to the charged atomic cores) can
be detected. The observed plasmon frequency is strongly dependent
on the temperature [298], particle geometry, size, (dielectric) environ-
ment and the material. These dependencies are used, for INPS in
order to characterize and study materials [67, 93, 202, 299], by observ-
ing the change in plasmon frequency.
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The key element of the setups is an INPS sensor chip as shown inINPS chip design

fig. 3.3.4a. It consists of a conventional glass slide (10× 10 mm) onto
which an amorphous array of uniform and noninteracting gold discs
(30/40 nm height and 76 nm diameter) are deposited by means of hole-
mask colloidal lithography and covered with a 10 nm thin dielectric
spacer layer (e.g. SiO2, Si3N4) [296]. As the gold discs are covered
with the spacer layer, they cannot physically interact with the studied
material that is deposited ontop of the layer, except via the dipole
field created from the LSPR in the gold discs and thus the method is
’indirect’. In this work different Pt cluster sizes and coverages have
been deposited onto the spacer layer using the electron shower for
charge neutralization of cluster anions (3.1.3).

Fig. 3.3.4b shows the possible induced spectra shifts in plasmon fre-
quency (wavelength λ), maximum extinction and peak width (FWHM)
of two different samples (red and green) induced by the previously
mentioned dependencies [296].

Figure 3.3.4: INPS measurement platform. Fig. (a) shows a sketch of the
INPS chip design; based on a glass substrate gold discs in the
nanometer size range are placed, which are covered by a dielec-
tric spacer layer onto which the studied material is deposited.
Possible chemical and/or physical changes in the nanomaterial
on the spacer layer induces a spectral shift (color change) of the
Au nanodisk sensor LSPR. The experimental setup is depicted
in (c) two optical fibers for optical transmission measurement
through a quartz tube in which the INPS chip with the clusters
is mounted. The gas flow and the temperature in the tube can
be controlled and are monitored along the measurement [296].

The experimental setup ’Insplorer instrument’ (Insplorion AB, Göte-experimental setup

borg, Sweden) at CHALMERS (fig.3.3.4c) consists of two optical fibers
for optical transmission measurement through a quartz tube in which
the INPS chip with the clusters is mounted.
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The temperature (Eurotherm, Germany) and the gas flow (Bronk-
horst, the Netherlands) can be controlled and are monitored (C-type
thermocouple) along with the changes of the plasmon features.

During INPS spectroscopy the wavelength of maximum light ex- signal read-out

tinction (peak maxima) of the LSPR in the Au sensor particles is the
main observable, and thus its shifts are recorded. Utilizing a curve-
fitting procedure, introduced for LSPR by Dahlin et al. [300], the shifts
are efficiently measured with a resolution of 0.01 nm under optimal
conditions and by means of a simple pixel array spectrometer. In or-
der to compensate for systematic experimental errors (i.e. different
layer thickness or samples temperature) the relative variations of the
peak positions are measured, and not absolute ones. Further, the ap-
plied curve-fitting procedure efficiently reduces noise - the obtained
measurement value will in the following be denoted as centroid [202].
Additionally, changes in the FWHM of the peaks an the extinction
maxima of the signals is recorded.

3.3.5 µ-reactors

The development of µ-reactors for study of heterogeneous catalysts
has been pursued and envisioned by different research groups [187,
301, 198, 302, 303, 304, 201] and are based on the idea of scaling down
a conventional reactor to dimensions in the micrometer range. This al-
lows for better control of the reaction conditions (negligible tempera-
ture and partial gas pressure differences), possible (high through put)
screening as well as testing low amounts of catalysts. The µ-reactor
used in this work, was particularly designed to study gas-phase reac-
tions of model catalysts.

The device and its fabrication, as well as the measurements setup
has been described in large detail [197, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 96],
thus only a very brief summary is given here. The advantages of the
system are the small reactor volume, the efficient heating or cooling
(due to the small dimensions) and by using a glass lid the possibility
for photocatalytic experiments [310, 311]. Most important is, that due
to the long diffusion length of the gases in the reactor volume (almost
an order of magnitude longer than the radius of the reactor volume)
full contact of the gas with the catalyst can be ensured and subse-
quently all reactants leaving the cavity are analyzed by the QMS.

The Si-based µ-reactors are fabricated under cleanroom conditions fabrication

at Danchip/DTU based on standard micro fabrication processes, i.e.
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) and photolithography. The reactor (16× dimensions

20 mm) consist of two gas inlets (I1 and I2) connected to the mix-
ing zone, allowing for diffusional mixing38 of the two reactants (fig.
3.3.5a). The outlet of the mixing zone is then connected to small out-

38 This is necessary, since the flow in the flow channels is laminar and thus mixing can
only be achieved by diffusion [309].
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I1 I2 O1 O2

(a) µ-reactor. (b) Measurement setup.

Figure 3.3.5: CAD drawing of a (2ndgen.) µ-reactor including the Pt heat-
ing structure (gray areas) [96, 309] (a). Gas is introduced from
the two inlets (I1,I2), which are connected to the mixing zone.
The main flow exits through the main outlet (O1), whereas the
products leave the reactor through the capillary outlet (O2) and
are fed into a QMS for analysis. µ-reactor measurement setup
at CINF (b). The reactor (grey) is connected via its outlets to a
gas manifold system including, manual (black) and pneumatic
(grey) valves, mass flow controller (MFC), turbo pumps (TP)
as well as rotary pumps (RP) [96, 309]. The different pressure
ranges are indicated by the colors: ambient pressure (blue), pre
vacuum (orange) and high vacuum (green).

let (capillary) leading to the reaction chamber and the outlet for the
main flow (O1). The capillary limits the flow into the reaction cavity
(236 nL volume) and after the reactants passed through the reactor
(typical residence time 10 s; at 1 bar in reactor ∼ 1015 molecules/s), they
exit through another capillary (1500 µm length) over a second outlet
(O2) connected to the QMS. The channels I1, I2 and O1 have a depth
of 250 µm, where as the capillaries and the reactor cavity have a depth
of only 3 µm. As catalyst support a 50 nm thin SiO2 film is grown ther-
mally in the reactor cavity.

After deposition of catalyst material (sec. 3.3.1) the reactors are sub-sealing of the
reactors sequently hermetically sealed by means of cooled anionic bonding of

a pyrex lid (0.5 mm thickness) [307]. This is achieved by a applying
high potential between lid and reactor (1 kV) at a low current (mA)
and at the same time heating the structures (using two halogen lamps)
to temperatures above 400 °C (controlled by a C-type thermocouple)
for 30–45 min. At these temperatures the pyrex lid becomes ionically
conducting and forms strong chemical bonds between the lid and the
sample. In order to not heat the reaction cavity and jeopardize that
the deposited clusters materials sinter, on the reactor cavity a water
cooled Cu finger is placed on the reactor back side (ensuring that the
temperature of the cavity does not exceed 40 °C). Using a bonding
setup within proximity of the deposition setup at TUM (rebuilt and
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adapted on the design from CINF/DTU [307, 309]), the samples are
sealed right after deposition and contaminants can be kept low, as
well as the reactors can be shipped to the measurements location.

Originally temperature measurements of the reactors (1stgen.) was temperature
measurementachieved with four point measurement of resistance of a Pt thin film

resistant temperature detector (RTD) deposited onto the pyrex lids
by photolithography. Since this was troublesome not only for read-
out but further also required a heating device, in the 2nd gen. re-
actors a combined Pt heating and RTD structure was implemented
on the backside of the reactor itself (fig. 3.3.5a). For measurements
within this work the 2nd gen. (sec. 5.3) were used. Recently, however,
it turned out that the temperature being measured at the same posi-
tion as heating causes a temperature gradient of up to 25 °C (absolute
maximum temperature) and thus underestimating the catalyst perfor-
mance. To that end, another new reactor design (3rd gen.) with three
additional heating structures is currently under testing.

In fig. 3.3.5b the setup for µ-reactors measurements, located at measurement setup

CINF/DTU is depicted. Briefly, the reactor is attached via its out-
lets (sealed by O-rings) to a stainless steel metal block. Inlets are
connected to a gas manifold system (controlled by manual valves),
supplying the reactor with two different gases at a time and given
flux (mass flow controllers), the gas lines can be evacuated by means
of a differential pumping system. Outlet O1 is attached to a pres-
sure controller (for measurement of the reactor gas pressure) and is
backed by a turbo; O2 is fed into the QMS, which is as well backed
by the turbo.39 Several updates and changes have been performed
due to leaks at the O-rings, i.e. the setup is flushed with Ar to keep
undesired gases out of the reactor or in a new approach is overcome
by evacuating the surroundings of the reactor itself - in either case
the performed measurements within this thesis are not affected by
contaminations.

Once the reactor is attached to the system and evacuated, measure- measurement
procedurements can be performed and are controlled automatically by software,

which is feed with flow files stating the chosen experimental proce-
dure (time, gas flows, temperature, etc.). The automatization is nec-
essary in terms of reproducibility and feasibility, since measurements
often last for days. The procedure used for the measurements in this
work is stated in sec. A.2.3. Details on how to measure the active area
of a catalyst by titration and further procedures are well described in
[96]; briefly also in the results, sec. 5.3.

39 Note that both the mass flow controllers (for different gases) as the QMS (for conver-
sion of the measured mA signals into number of molecules per t) need calibration
[309].
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3.3.6 Photo catalysis (PhotoCat)

Photocatalysis experiments were conducted using an established semi-
conductor system and for decoration with noble metals, combining it
with size-selected clusters. The general synthesis and measurementmeasurement

approach approach is depicted in fig. 3.3.6. Colloidal semiconductor CdS nano
rods are spin coated onto conducting ITO glass substrates (fig. 2.1.2b),
the substrates get decorated with Pt clusters (fig. 3.3.6b) under UHV
conditions (sec. 3.3.1). After deposition the samples are transferred
into aqueous solution and their photocatalytic activity in terms of
hydrogen evolution efficiency under illumination is measured (fig.
3.3.6c). The following contains a brief description of the steps, based
on the literature [220, 312, 289, 313].

(a) Spin-coating. (b) Cluster deposition. (c) Photocatalysis.

Figure 3.3.6: Schematic representation of the experimental platform for
atomic scale insight into photocatalytic nanosystems. Colloidal
semiconductor nano crystals (CdS nanorods) are spin-coated
onto ITO substrates (a) followed by deposition of cluster under
UHV conditions (b). The resulting samples are investigated for
their photocatalytic activity in terms of hydrogen generation
efficiency in aqueous solution (c). Reprinted (adapted) with per-
mission from [220] - Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

The CdS NRs were synthesized at LMU on the basis of reportedNR synthesis

procedures [129, 71, 73, 72, 289]. Briefly, CdS NRs with a narrow di-
ameter and length distribution can be prepared via ligand assisted ki-
netically controlled growth, taking advantage of the anisotropic prop-
erties of the hexagonal (wurtzite type) crystal structure of CdS and
using long-chained phosphoric acids as capping ligands. By means
of the chosen synthesis approach an aqueous stock solution of CdS
NRs stabilized with cysteine ligands is fabricated. CdS NR covereddeposition on

support films of 8× 14 mm size are prepared on ITO glass support. The glass
rectangles are cleaned and after drying under a flow of nitrogen, the
samples are transferred to a plasma cleaner for about 30 s in order
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to improve the hydrophilic properties of the ITO surface. The films
are subsequently dipped into a 0.5M NaCl solution containing 0.1%
polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (PDDA) which acts as a wet-
ting reagent. The samples are then spin-coated40 with a uniform thin
layer of CdS NRs using the CdS stock solution diluted 1:1 with Mil-
lipore water. Absorption spectra are taken on a Cary 5000 UV-VIS-
NIR spectrometer (Varian Inc., USA) after the coating procedure to
quantify the amount of NRs covering the ITO glass and to assure
a highly reproducible preparation procedure. On each sample spin
coating is repeated until the height of the exciton peak appearing at
470 nm, which can be taken as a measurement of the amount of CdS
deposited, is in the range of OD = (15 ± 3) × 10−3 corresponding
to a coverage of 1–2 ML of CdS NRs [312]. Finally, organic residues
are removed in the plasma cleaner and the clusters were deposited as
described in 3.3.1.

Hydrogen generation and photocatalytic efficiency measurements experimental

are carried out at RT using the as prepared films in a 5 cm long gas
tight quartz cuvette filled with 500 µL of a 10 vol-% aqueous solution
of triethanolamine (TEA) as a hole scavenger at LMU. The films are
illuminated in the spectral range of 360–440 nm by the filtered light of
a 450 W Xe lamp. The average sample excitation area is 1.12 cm2 and
an excitation power of averaged 27.0 mW/cm2 is measured with a ther-
mopile photo-sensor (Coherent PM3). Prior to all measurements the
solution is deaerated by bubbling argon for several minutes through
the liquid. During the measurements 10 µL aliquots are taken in situ H2 evolution

from the remaining gas volume (about 1 mL) in the cuvette at reg-
ular times. For this purpose a syringe is lanced through a septum
which forms the closure head of the reaction cuvette. Collected re-
action gases are injected into and analyzed by a gas chromatograph
(GC-2014, Shimadzu GmbH, Germany) using Ar as a carrier gas.

The quantum efficiency (QE) for hydrogen generation (the ratio QE

of photoelectrons consumed for hydrogen production to the num-
ber of photons absorbed by the solution) is evaluated accounting for
small measured variations of absorption areas, optical densities be-
tween the sample films and minimal fluctuations of the exciting Xe-
lamp intensity between the experiments. Further for contamination
of nitrogen and oxygen in the syringe during to transfer and injection
in the the GC is accounted [312]. For the calculation of the monolayer
quantum efficiency (MLQE) the measured optical density of the sam- ML QE

ples, exceeding that of a monolayer, were exchanged by the calculated
optical density of a perfectly aligned nano rod monolayer. This mod-
eled QE takes into account that only the uppermost layer of CdS nano
rods is decorated with Pt clusters and is thus photo catalytically ac-
tive [313, 220].

40 Corresponding TEM samples were prepared by means of drop casting NR solution
onto TEM grids, since spin coating is not feasible.
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4
M O D E L C ATA LY S T S U N D E R VA C U U M
C O N D I T I O N S

The chapter is divided into four major parts, illustrating the capa-
bilities of the MIES/UPS setup towards application for adsorption
studies and cluster science as well as investigation of the reactivity of
olefins on Pt clusters. For comparison, the experiments on the clusters
are repeated on ’inert’ MgO support and a Pt(111) single crystal.

First, the sensitivity of the recently introduced and improved EES 4.1 sensitivity of
MIES/UPSsetup [213, 20, 314] is characterized. This is achieved by evaluating

the measurements of the electronic structure of TCE adsorbed on
surfaces (in sec. 4.4.1) and correlating them to TPD measurements.

Second the results of MIES/UPS measurements of the electronic 4.2 EES of clusters

structure of size-selected, supported Ptx clusters of two different sizes
are presented and evaluated with help of the literature.

In a third part, the known adsorption properties of CO, and adsor- 4.3 CO interaction

bates after a CO oxidation TPR, both on Pt(111) are investigated as
a test reaction. The EES results show the capability of MIES to probe
the electronic structure of a surface reaction, i.e. their adsorbates re-
spectively.

Last, the interaction and reactivity of the olefins TCE and ethene 4.4 Olefin
interactionon metal surfaces and size-selected Pt clusters is investigated using

a combination of TP and EES techniques. The interaction is probed
on different surfaces utilizing the introduced data treatment (see sec.
2.2.3 and A.1.5).

In particular, the adsorption behavior of TCE is studied on the sur-
faces MgO(100), Mo(100), Pt(111) and Mo(112) [172] and on MgO
supported Ptx clusters of different sizes. Ethene adsorption is probed
on MgO(100), Pt(111) as well as supported Ptx clusters. As a function
of cluster size, the reactivity of Ptx clusters towards ethene hydrogena-
tion is probed by means of TPR. To further elucidate the reactivity of
ethene on Pt clusters in contrast to the Pt single crystal surface, also
initial experiments using AES and IRRAS are presented.

For assignment of the observed MOs of the adsorbed molecules, gas phase MOs in
appendixcorresponding gas phase PES spectra for all reactants and products

are shown in the appendix in sec. A.3. The assignment of the spec-
tral features to the corresponding MOs is based on theoretical cal-
culations found in the literature [143] and supported by additional
calculations [315].

73
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4.1 MIES/UPS sensitivity for adsorption studies

The sensitivity of the redesigned MIES/UPS experimental setup [20,
246, 314] was evaluated by studying the adsorption of TCE. Previ-
ous measurements with TCE on MgO(100) [213, 20] had only given
a qualitative picture of the sensitivity. Thus, in order to quantify the
results a systematic study on the adsorption of TCE on single crystal
surfaces was measured as a function of coverage, determined addi-
tionally by means of TPD. TCE as adsorbate molecule is an ideal
choice, since the molecule shows distinct peaks in EES (see sec. A.3
for gas phase PE spectra) and has a high ionization cross section. The
results of this part are based on the results of sec. 4.4.1, but only focus
on the surface sensitivity.

The results of the peak integration as a part of the post-detection
data treatment (see sec. 2.2.3 and A.1.5) of the TCE MOs (see fig.
4.4.12) on the Mo(112) surface are discussed as a representative ex-Mo(112)

ample. Applying the background correction procedure for EES data,
introduced in this work, all five TCE related peaks of the adsorbed
molecule on the surfaces can be resolved and fitted.

Figure 4.1.1: Representative MIES/UPS peak intensities for TCE on Mo(112)
plotted against the dosed amounts of TCE (bottom) and the cor-
responding coverage in ML (top) as determined from TPD. For
each data point the peak intensities of the peaks I to IV have
been averaged and normalized to the filled first ML (comple-
tion of the physisorbed layer in TPD, dashed line). The errors
of the data points are the standard deviation of the four aver-
aged peak intensities. For MIES data a saturation of the peak
intensity is visible for a filled first ML, whereas for UPS the
intensities increase up to a coverage of four ML corresponding
well to the expected probe depth of the method. The arrows
indicate 1/6 ML and 1/3 ML. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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Figure 4.1.1 displays the sum intensity of peak I to IV acquired from
EES measurements on Mo(112) after dosing the indicated amount of
TCE. Peak V is excluded due to possible influence of the applied
background correction1, for details see sec. A.1.5. The intensities are
normalized to the completion of the first ML (obtained from TPD
measurements). The indicated error bars are calculated from the stan-
dard deviation of the four averaged peak intensities with respect to
the normalized intensity. The systematic error introduced by defin-
ing a unity intensity for the first complete filled adsorbate layer (ML)
determines if the spectroscopy is suitable for submonolayer quantifi-
cation. This is clearly the case for the MIES data, as the peak intensi-
ties saturate after the completion of the first layer, which is evidence
of exclusive surface sensitivity. In contrast, for UPS a saturation of
the normalized intensities occurs between three to four ML, corre-
sponding to the expected probe depth of the method. Further, the
strict linear increase of the MIES data clearly indicates that assump-
tion of a constant sticking coefficient for TCE is justified (up to one
ML). UPS data suffers much more from scatter in the submonolayer
regime. As visible from the graph, the measured MIES data can be MIES can quantify

1/3 ML of TCEused to reliably quantify at least the amount of 1/3 ML.

1/3 ML

(a) MIES.

1 ML

(b) UPS.

Figure 4.1.2: Minimum amount of TCE necessary to detect the different
MOs of the molecule by means of MIES (left) and UPS (right)
on the surfaces MgO(100), Mo(100), Mo(112) and Pt(111). The
bar graphs are based on the evaluation of the corresponding
MIES/UPS spectra recorded as a function of coverage (see sec.
4.4.1) and are based on tab. 4.4.1. The left scale for MIES is in-
creased by a factor of 10 compared to UPS for better visibility,
the dashed lines indicate the coverage determined from TPD.

1 As shown later (sec. 4.4.1), systematic errors seem to be introduced by the back-
ground fitting procedure for peak V. Thus, possible errors introduced by the normal-
ization procedure including all five peak components, might be reduced excluding
peak V. However, doing so, the rest of the MIES data remains almost unaffected and
UPS data does not gain in quality.
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Figure 4.1.2 shows the minimum amount of adsorbed TCE neces-
sary to resolve each MO peak feature in the MIES/UPS spectra, based
on the results stated in tab. 4.4.1. The graphs allow for comparingMIES five times

more sensitive
towards TCE than

UPS

the data sets obtained on the different surfaces MgO(100), Mo(100),
Mo(112) and Pt(111). Generally it can be stated, that depending on
the substrate, the MIES data are about five times more sensitive to
TCE with respect to the UPS data set.

Quantitively, with MIES the first indications of TCE MOs after
dosage of an equivalent amount of 0.02 TCE/SA (for all surfaces) canMIES detection

limit of 0.02 TCE/SA

= 13% ML on
Mo(112)

be resolved, corresponding to 13% of a filled physisorbed first ML
(4.5× 1013 TCE/cm2). In order to detect all five TCE MOs with MIES for
the less sensitive cases of MgO(100) and Pt(111) a dosage of an equiv-
alent coverage of about 0.05 TCE/SA (∼ 1/3 ML = 1.1 × 1014 TCE/cm2)
is necessary. For UPS the first indication of TCE MOs on Mo(112)
are seen at 0.05 TCE/SA and all five peaks can be detected above 2/3

of a complete physisorbed TCE layer (2.2× 1014 TCE/cm2). The results
show a superior submonolayer surface sensitivity for MIES compared
to UPS, also in comparison to NEXAFS and UPS results from Cassuto
et al. where the detection limit for TCE on Pt(111) was estimated to
be θ ∼ 1 ML [55].

These MIES has at least a three times higher surface sensitivity com-Summary

pared to UPS. The achieved detection limit of as low as 0.02 TCE/SA

is particularly important if molecular adsorption at specific surface
sites are to be monitored. For example the prospect for application of
MIES on supported model catalysts, i.e. cluster or cluster-adsorbate
complexes. A typical, average coverage for, i.e. Pt clusters in reac-
tivity measurements is 0.058 e/nm2 (equal to 5.8× 1013 clusters/cm2) On
such a cluster catalyst surface MIES would be able to resolve one
TCE molecule per cluster. Consequently, the redesign and the modi-
fications applied to the MIES/UPS setup allow for probing with sub-
monolayer surface sensitivity in a range applicable for cluster adsor-
bate complexes.
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4.2 EES of supported pristine clusters

This section is dedicated to the potential of the MIES/UPS setup to-
wards probing the electronic structure of pristine supported clusters.
Preliminary experiments with Pt [316] and Pd [20] clusters supported
on MgO(100) (using a less sensitive MIES/UPS setup and unselected
clusters in the later case), were used as a basis for studying Pt11 and
Pt30 clusters on MgO(100) support, as a function of coverage by EES.

The coverage of clusters was varied in such a way that compara-
ble amounts of Pt surface area were probed under the assumption of
a spherical cluster shape2 (appendix tab. A.1.2); in the present case,
double the amount of Pt11 was deposited compared to Pt30. For the
measurements a spectrum of the blank support was taken, clusters
deposited, heated to 180 K in order to desorb potential adsorbates
introduced during deposition, the sample cooled to T < 100 K and
measured again. The resulting UP/MIE spectra are depicted in fig.
4.2.1 for Pt11 and in fig. 4.2.2 for Pt30. The raw spectra along with
spectra normalized with respect to the secondary electron peak in
the range of 15–17 eV, are shown. This normalization compensates for
apparent fluctuations in number of photons and metastables over the
long duration of the measurements. The effects as a function of cov-
erage become more obvious after normalization. In general charging
of the surface for all acquired spectra can be excluded, as a potential
charging effect would shift the spectra towards higher BE (see TCE
on MgO(100) in sec. 4.4.1), which is not observed.

For both cluster sizes the effects observed in the MIES spectra are MIES

similar and proportional to the amount of deposited metal. Increas-
ing cluster coverage reduces the MgO(100) O2p feature at 6 eV (most
probably because increasing coverage on the surface), increases the
electron density in the range 8–13 eV and further shifts the peak max-
imum of the secondary peak towards lower energies. Additionally, a
closer look at the high BE cut-off reveals indications for two slopes,
which can probably be related to a second WF introduced, when de-
positing the clusters. The applied coverages (max. of 0.116 e/nm2 cor-
responding to 0.5 %ML, a usual range for cluster experiments) are
too low to have a more significant impact on the MIE spectra. This
observation is in agreement with MIES data of vapor deposited Ag
on MgO on which particular metal features (in particular s orbitals,
the outmost lying valence orbitals)3 could only be seen at coverages
above 1/3 ML [162] corresponding to a coverage of 8.7 e/nm2 (assuming
atoms). Further, these features can only be seen as they are located in
the energy range from 0–5 eV, where the MgO(100) support shows
no spectral features.

2 TEM results in sec. 5.1.1 support the assumption of a spherical cluster shape.
3 Also experiments probing the electronic structure of supported alkali metals Li and

Na on metal oxide support, show s orbital features at high enough coverages [161].
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(a) MIES raw.

Pt(111)

(b) UPS raw.

(c) MIES normalized. (d) UPS normalized.

Figure 4.2.1: EES of four different Pt11 coverages on MgO support. Raw
spectra (top) as well as normalized spectra with respect to the
peak of the secondary electron emission (bottom) are shown.
MIES (left) and UPS (right) are plotted on an BE scale. The
maximum coverage of 0.116 e/nm2 corresponds to a coverage of
0.5 %ML. For (b) the Pt(111) spectra is shown for comparison.

Due to the RT/AN de-excitation process on metal surfaces (see sec.
3.2.5) no particular metal features (i.e. 5d features as for UPS) can be
seen of Pt(111) using MIES (see appendix fig. A.1.7) and thus also not
for the clusters. Expectations of Krischok et al. [164], that a controlled
size reduction of metal clusters below 1 nm will give rise to the change
of the interaction process between He∗ and the adsorbate from AN to
AD as soon as the transition from metallic-like to molecular behavior
of the cluster takes place, cannot be supported with the presented
data. It might however simply be due to a yet too low sensitivity of
the applied (EES) methods and used cluster coverage. Nevertheless,
the observed spectral changes upon cluster deposition illustrate the
possibility to probe in the submonolayer range with MIES, even if
distinct spectral features are missing.
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(a) MIES raw.

Pt(111)

(b) UPS raw.

(c) MIES normalized. (d) UPS normalized.

Figure 4.2.2: EES of different Pt30 coverages on MgO support. Raw spectra
(top) as well as normalized spectra with respect to the peak cor-
responding to the emission of secondary electrons at the high
binding energy cut off (bottom) are shown. MIES (left) and UPS
(right) are plotted on an BE scale. The maximum coverage of
0.058 e/nm2 corresponds to a coverage of 0.2 %ML. For (b) the
Pt(111) spectra is shown for comparison.

For UPS, similar observations with respect to MIES for the decrease UPS

in density at the MgO(100) feature at 6 eV for both sizes can be made.
Additionally, the second O2p feature, visible only in UPS at 9.1 eV,
gets reduced (to a larger extent for the Pt30 sample), in agreement
with [277]. Further a shift in the secondaries is visible, for both sam-
ples, towards lower BE with increasing coverage. Again, careful in-
spections of the high BE cut-offs reveals two slopes that might be
attributed to a second WF arising from the deposited metal. Features
originating from the characteristic 5d band double peak structure of
Pt are not visible and might be explained by the low cluster coverage.
The most important difference between the two sizes is, however, the
increasing electron density at the Fermi edge (EF) for Pt30.
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Fig. 4.2.3 shows excerpts of the normalized UPS spectra in the re-
gion of EF. Whereas for Pt11 no electron density can be seen in the
range of 0–3 eV at all coverages, for Pt30 (already at coverages as low
as 0.015 e/nm2) a small, but clear, signal (higher than typical noise, com-
pare Pt11 spectra) up to the Fermi edge is observed. However, this
behaviour is surprising if comparing with reports in the literature, as
discussed below.

(a) UPS excerpt for Pt11. (b) UPS excerpt for Pt30.

Figure 4.2.3: Excerpt of the normalized UPS spectra for better visibility in
the region of the EF as a function of Pt11 (a) and Pt30 (b) cover-
age.

Form a sensitivity point of view, the low coverage at which thecomparison to
literature density is detected (1.5× 1012 e/cm2 = 0.005% ML) is one of the lowest

reported so far in this cluster size range.
Comparable minimum amounts for the density at the Fermi edge

reported are 1.5× 1015 atoms/cm2 (5% ML of Pd on C) [152, 149], 7×
1014 e/cm2 (Pd on SiO2) [155], 3× 1014 e/cm2 (Pd on SiO2) [9] for vapor
deposition4 and ∼ 1× 1014 e/cm2 (Pt1–6,10 on SiO2) [157, 158] as well
as ∼ 3× 1012 e/cm2 (Ag55,923 on HOPG) [160] for size-selected clusters.
Pt bulk features (in UPS) and also the observed electron density at EF

are not seen, but this is not surprising, as the amount of Pt required
to see such spectral features in UPS is ∼ 14× 1015 atoms/cm2 (∼ 1/2 ML)
[155, 9]. Turning towards the widely discussed metal to insulator tran-
sition for clusters [151] the observed electron density for the bigger
cluster size might be an indication for somewhat metallic behavior
compared to the smaller Pt11 clusters and consequently be a possible
explanation of the different behavior in reactivity for supported metal
clusters. However, to the best of (our) knowledge, no comparable ob-

4 As stated previously (sec. 2.2.2), using this preparation method, particularly at the
reported coverages, agglomeration of the particles cannot be excluded and conse-
quently it is doubtful that the results reflect the behavior of small particles. Further
the method limits the minimum amount of ’clusters’ deposited to the number of
nucleation sites, with a typically density in the order of 3× 1012 e/cm2 [149].
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servations have been made for supported clusters in that particular
size range, therefore the significance of this result is hard to judge.

Additionally, from fig. 4.2.3, it can be seen that for both sizes the
shift towards the low energy cut off is proportional to the amount of
cluster coverage. The total shift of 0.9–1 eV is far above the resolution
limit, and may allow for quantification with respect to coverage.

Last, the evaluation of the WF for both MIES and UPS (not shown
in a graph) and both sizes show a small increase (slightly larger than
the experimental error of ±0.05 eV), probably originating from the
deposited metal with a WF value above the support. The effect of an
increasing WF, considering the low coverage studied, is in agreement
with the literature [277] for other systems (Ag, Cu and Pd on MgO).

In summary it can be stated, that with the used setup, the EES Summary

of supported size-selected clusters at submonolayer coverages can be
achieved. For MIES no additional features originating from cluster
materials can be observed, due to the very low coverages and prob-
ably the deexcitation mechanisms occurring on metal surfaces. Yet
changes in the spectra are observe. UPS changes for different cluster
coverages are more pronounced and particularly the appearance of
electron density at the Fermi edge for Pt30 might be an indication for
metallic behavior. To verify these interesting observations the use of
local methods (i.e. scanning tunneling spectroscopy, STS) for probing
the electronic structure of a single cluster supported on a metal oxide
material might further the understanding of these phenomena.
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4.3 Interaction of carbon monoxide

On Pt(111) the well studied adsorption of CO and, CO oxidation
by means of TPR, was used as test system for investigating the ca-
pabilities of the MIES/UPS setup for probing the surface electronic
structure of adsorbates, before and after a surface reaction. In a first
part using TPD and EES, as well as MIES as a function of temperature,
the adsorption properties of CO on Pt(111) and MgO(100) (with TPD
only) are investigated and compared to the literature. Second, with
EES, the surface is studied after a TPR experiment and again com-
pared to findings on the electronic structure in the literature. Both
of the reactants have been subject to MIES studies on single crystals
already (oxygen [317, 281, 318] and CO [319]). In this work, the use of
the CO molecule as a test system with the available MIES/UPS setup
helps to judge further the reliability and precision of the methods.

The evaluation of the observed features in the electronic structure
within this chapter is performed manually, without the help of the au-
tomated treatment tool (sec. 2.2.3) as the spectral features were simply
too weak to do so. This is due to the fact that the channeltron of the
HAC was replaced before the measurements reported in this section
and consequently EE spectra were not obtained with an optimized
setup at full sensitivity.

4.3.1 CO adsorption properties

In a first step comparable TPD experiments of CO interaction onTPD

MgO(100) and Pt(111) as a function of coverage were recorded and
are depicted in fig. 4.3.1.

Spectra on MgO(100) show the expected behavior of a weakly ph-MgO(100)

ysisorbed molecule with one desorption peak α (maximum at 112 K),
independent of the coverage.5 The observed peak is in good agree-
ment with the literature [27], the low amount of detected CO is re-
lated to a very small sticking coefficient.

In contrast, the TPD spectra on the Pt(111) surface are a typical ex-Pt(111)

ample for a chemisorbed molecule. The lowest coverage of 0.01 CO/SA

exhibits a desorption peak α at 400 K. With increasing coverage, α

shifts towards lower temperatures (340 K for 0.3 CO/SA). This shift
should not be interpreted as 2nd order desorption behavior, but rather
as a result of repulsive interactions of adsorbed CO molecules at
higher coverages. An additional small peak present in all spectra at
110 K is originating from CO desorbing from the tungsten heating
wires. Both the spectral shape and the peak positions as a function
of coverage, correspond to data from the literature [79, 319, 247, 320]
(considering different heating rates and adsorption temperatures).

5 This is not a first order characteristic, but an effect of the weak adsorption [145].
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α

(a) MgO(100)/Mo(100).

α

(b) Pt(111).

Figure 4.3.1: TPD (β = 2 K/s) spectra of CO desorption on
MgO(100)/Mo(100) (a) and Pt(111) (b). For MgO peak
α is assigned to desorption of physisorbed CO. In the case of
Pt(111) peak α is attributed to chemisorbed CO.

The integration of the peak areas from the TPD spectra (not shown),
reveal an linear increase in area with respect to the presented cover-
age range6, a saturation coverage is not reached. As the observed
behavior correlate well with literature further discussion is omitted.

Fig. 4.3.2 shows MIE/UP spectra of different amounts of CO on EES (MIES/UPS)

Pt(111), to further study the chemisorption behavior. The MIE spec-
tra of CO show the superior surface sensitivity of MIES compared
to UPS. With MIES for 0.1 CO/SA (∼ 1/4 ML) first CO features can
be seen, whereas with UPS only with increasing coverages small fea-
tures are visible, that are dominated by those from the support. Con-
sequently, in the following argumentation only the MIES data set is
further described and discussed (IP energies are used for description
unless noted differently). The MIE spectrum at 0.03 CO/SA coverage MIES

shows no clear peaks from CO, further the spectrum shape differs
in comparison to those seen for other adsorbates on Pt(111) in later
sections.7 For 0.05 CO/SA and 0.07 CO/SA a peak at 18.3 eV and a small
peak at 15.8 eV is apparent, both peaks correspond well to literature
values measured with He II UPS of CO on Pt(111) [321].

6 A saturation of the area, thus completion of the first ML has been determined for
Pt(111) at a dosage amount of 0.4 CO/SA [315].

7 An explanation might be that the spectra have been acquired shortly after new chan-
neltron was installed in the HAC and the positions and settings were not optimized.
Also, the spectra were taken at a scan velocity of 0.1 eV/s, resulting in a reduced data
rate with lower resolution.
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Figure 4.3.2: EES spectra of different amounts of CO adsorbed on Pt(111) -
MIES (a) and UPS (b). Subfigures (c) and (d) show excerpts of
the MIE spectra of selected coverages for better visibility of the
CO peak features. For assignment of the CO MOs see text.

From 0.1 CO/SA for the peak at 15.8 eV a shoulder at 15.0 eV begins
to appear and becomes more pronounced at 0.5 CO/SA. For coverages
well over a ML (2 CO/SA ) these features are clearly visible along with
two smaller, broader peaks at 9.5 eV and 12.8 eV. As marked in fig.
4.3.2a the peaks observed can be assigned to 1π/5σ MOs8 at 15.8 eV
and the 4σ MO at 18.3 eV by comparing the energies to the measured
gas phase IPs/MOs (5σ - 14.0 eV, 1π - 16.9 eV and 4σ - 19.7 eV; see

8 As mentioned in sec. 2.2.3, the observed peak at 15.8 eV corresponds to a convolution
of the 5σ MO and 1π MO.
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appendix sec. A.3.3). With respect to the measured IP energies, the
1π and 4σ MOs, not involved in the surface bond exhibit a relaxation 1π and 4σ

relaxation shift of
−1.1 eV

shift of −1.1 eV and −1.2 eV, respectively. In contrast, the 5σ orbital
involved in the chemical bond, shifts positive by +1.8 eV. Thus, for

5σ chemical bond
shift +1.8 eVcoverages as low as 0.05 CO/SA MIES accurately detects the interaction

of CO on a Pt(111) surface, correlating well with reported values at
surface saturation coverages [321, 146].

At higher coverages a better resolution of the CO MOs can be ob-
served, excerpts of the MIES spectra of different energy ranges are
shown is fig. 4.3.2c and 4.3.2d. Better visible now is the additional
shoulder at 15.0 eV for spectra with 0.1 CO/SA or more coverage. As
mentioned in section 2.2.3 upon adsorption the 5σ and 1π MOs are
energetically almost degenerate, thus their emission peaks are often
joined together. However, using sensitive methods it was shown ex-
perimentally [321] and described in the literature [146], that this sin-
gle peak is in fact made up of two MOs9 with a separation of 0.8 eV.
The separation value fits well the energy difference between main
peak and shoulder observed in the MIES data at higher coverages.
In contrast to the reported results however, resolving these two MOs
with MIES was achieved in a fraction of the time (2 h [321] vs. few
minutes [145]). In fig. 4.3.2c a broad peak, visible only for coverages
above the ML (2 CO/SA ) can be seen, most certainly induced from con-
densed CO molecules on top of the chemisorbed ones. Originating
from condensed CO, these molecules should exhibit relaxation shifts
for all MOs, since no chemical bond to the surface can be formed. A
peak at 9.5 eV (BE 3.35 eV) might be assigned to the partially occu-
pied 2π∗ orbital, as reported in [173]; however this assignment is not
entirely convincing considering the high coverage [145].

Figure 4.3.3: Absolute WF changes with increasing coverage of CO on
Pt(111). The values are determined from the corresponding
EES measurements and have a statistical error of ± 0.05 eV.

Additionally, the WF changes upon adsorption were evaluated and WF changes

are shown for both UPS and MIES in fig. 4.3.3. CO adsorption in the
submonolayer range decreases the WF by −0.4 eV and stays for multi
layers; the observations are in good agreement with the literature,
despite revealing a slightly stronger decrease than reported [77].

9 Also the use of polarized light in a UPS experiment can resolve the two peak features,
by exploiting symmetry considerations (mentioned in sec. 2.2.3).
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In order to further elucidate the CO adsorption properties on Pt(111)temperature
dependent MIES of

CO
a series of temperature dependent MIE spectra was recorded and is
depicted in fig. 4.3.4. For these spectra 0.4 CO/SA, equivalent to approx-
imately one ML, was dosed. The temperature was increased stepwise,
and MIE spectra were always taken at T < 100 K, to exclude possible
temperature effects. After dosage the features of the 1π/5σ MOs at
16.0 eV an the 4σ MO at 17.8 eV are visible - showing a comparable
relaxation shift and a slightly higher chemisorption shift than pre-
sented above. With increasing temperature the features start to van-
ish at 330 K and disappear completely above 360 K. At even higher
temperatures the spectra resemble the Pt(111) bulk spectrum.

(a) MIES - waterfall plot. (b) MIES - image plot.

Figure 4.3.4: MIE spectra of CO desorption after stepwise heating on
Pt(111). On the surface 0.4 CO/SA are adsorbed at 100 K, the
crystal is then heated in several steps and cooled down before
each MIE spectra. The desorption reveals the support features
after 360 K - MIES raw spectra (a) and image plot (b).

The temperature below which the CO molecule is bonded stably
to the surface can be assigned to 340–350 K. Above that temperature
a the MO of CO disappears, well in agreement with the TPD data
above (peak maxima at ∼ 350 K for 0.3 CO/SA) and also different data
in the literature [77, 322, 320].

As in CO oxidation reaction, the binding behavior of the CO mole-
cule, is of particular importance, i.e. with respect to poisoning, the
presented data may serve as a tool to probe for this phenomena.
Hereby, the applied MIES setup is a sensitive enough tool to probe
(adsorbates) in the submonolayer range and gives reliable results in
peak energy positions with respect to the literature.
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4.3.2 EES of CO oxidation on Pt(111)

In order to probe for changes during the CO oxidation reaction, MIE
spectra of the adsorbed reactants at the coverages 1 O2/SA as well as
1 O2/SA with 1 CO/SA before and after TPR (the corresponding TPR
spectra is in accordance with the literature and not shown explic-
itly) reaction to 180 K were recorded. The resulting spectra are shown
in fig. 4.3.5, unfortunately revealing only weak spectral features. Be-
cause of the poor background, MOs in the oxygen spectrum can be
hardly assigned, possibly visible MOs based on the gas phase spectra
(appendix sec. A.3.2) are the 1π and 2π∗ orbital.

(a) MIES.

5σ
1π 4σ

1π 2π*

atomic oxygen

2π*

(b) MIES.

Figure 4.3.5: MIE spectra with 1 O2/SA, 2 CO/SA as well as 1 O2/SA with
1 CO/SA before and after TPR reaction to 180 K on Pt(111).
Overview spectra (a) including the CO spectra from the previ-
ous section for comparison; in excerpt (b) the spectral features
are assigned to MOs, for details see text.

Nevertheless, the spectrum with both CO and O2 adsorbed before
heating, reveals the two CO peaks of the 1π/5σ MOs at 15.6 eV and
the 4σ MO at 18.2 eV as assigned in fig. 4.3.2a. After the TPR to 180 K,
the CO peak position remains unchanged at 18.2 eV, however the
1π/5σ peak has shifted up to 15.6 eV and an additional shoulder at
15.5 eV is visible. Further, between the CO peaks in both spectra there
are two peaks at 16.9 eV and 17.5 eV apparent, which are also visible
in the O2 spectrum. Several observations in the electronic structure
upon heating can be made. The peak corresponding to the CO 4σ

MO at 18.2 eV remains in the same position after the TPR (to 180 K),
but the 1π/5σ MOs peak shifts by +0.5 eV. This shift was not vis-
ible for CO on the clean surface, thus it must be due to adsorbed
atomic oxygen, as molecular oxygen desorbs from the surface or is
completely dissociated to react with CO to form CO2 at temperatures
below 180 K.
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Another possible explanation for this observation might be, that the
mixture of oxygen and CO adsorbed on the surface causes a change
in the excitation energy of the metastable atom, a previously reported
phenomena [317].

The appearance of a double peak at 16.9 eV and 17.5 eV with both
reactants present and its better resolution after the TPR could belong
to atomic oxygen as it was not visible in the CO MIE spectra and
increased after desorbing or reacting molecularly adsorbed oxygen.
The presence of atomic oxygen peaks would be most beneficial for
studies on clusters as one main problem encountered is not knowing
whether the clusters are oxidized by contaminants from the cluster
source during deposition. Further the possibility to probe for molecu-
lar oxygen could help to understand the mechanism of CO oxidation
for very small clusters, as it is believed to be a possible reaction path-
way [30, 75, 32].

In summary, the EES results of CO adsorption and CO oxidationsummary

’reactivity’ on Pt(111) proves the general possibility to use the setup
to probe for small changes in electronic structure of surface reactions
in the submonolayer range. A thorough and systematic study is nec-
essary to provide a clear picture and clarify the obtained promising
results.
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4.4 Adsorption and reactivity of olefins

The discussion of the interaction of C2 molecules is separated in two
parts, probing TCE and ethene - each molecule on surfaces and sup-
ported size-selected Pt clusters.

The adsorption properties of TCE on surfaces are studied with a 4.4.1 TCE on
surfacescombination of EES and TPD measurements and act as a model sys-

tem of a weakly interacting molecule on surfaces. With the confirma-
tion of physisorption behavior on the studied surfaces, the adsorption
on different sizes of supported Pt clusters were probed and evaluated 4.4.2 TCE on

clustersin comparison to the surfaces.
Second, the well known chemisorption behavior of ethene is char- 4.4.3 Ethene on

surfacesacterized with the same combination of EES and TPD and serves as
a future comparison for the study of the chemisorption behavior of
ethene on size-selected Pt clusters by means of EES. The reactivity of 4.4.4 Ethene on

clustersethene towards the hydrogenation reaction is probed by TPR and also
further preliminary experiments (AES and IRRAS) are shown in order
to investigate the mechanism of the ethene hydrogenation reaction on
size-selected clusters.

4.4.1 TCE - adsorption properties on surfaces

Based on previous results [246] obtained on MgO(100) and interest-
ing findings herein, the adsorption properties with varying coverages
of TCE were studied with EES and TPD on the single crystal surfaces
MgO(100), Mo(100), Pt(111) and Mo(112).

The Pt(111) surface is used for comparison to previous EES studies,
where TCE only weakly adsorbs [55] in contrast to strong interaction
for ethene [119, 105, 106] and further acts as a reference system for
the later measurements on clusters (sec. 4.4.2). The measurements on
the two Mo surfaces are preformed to investigate the influence of the
crystal plane on the adsorption properties (e.g. geometry).

The data recorded ranges from the submonolayer to the multilayer
coverage regime and is compared the gasphase PE spectra of TCE
[143] (see appendix sec. A.3.5). For interpretation of the data the pre-
viously mentioned data treatment procedures (sec. 2.2.3 and A.1.5)
are applied with successful extraction of previously superimposed
features in the spectra.

The TPD spectra of TCE on all the studied surfaces (incl. MgO) TPD

are shown in fig. 4.4.1 starting with a spectrum with zero coverage
at the bottom. From bottom to top the dosage of the molecules is
increased in 0.025 TCE/SA steps up to 0.15 TCE/SA coverage and from
there on in 0.1 TCE/SA steps up to 0.5 TCE/SA coverage. Additionally,
the peaks have been integrated and in fig. 4.4.2 the corresponding
peak integrals for the surfaces are shown.
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(a) MgO(100)/Mo(100).
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Figure 4.4.1: TPD (β = 2 K/s) spectra of TCE desorption on
MgO(100)/Mo(100) (a), Mo(100) (b), Mo(112) (c) and
Pt(111) (d); α peaks are assigned to desorption of a condensed
TCE multilayer, while peak β and γ are attributed to a
physisorbed layer. The corresponding insets show a selection
of spectra at low coverages. In addition, the spectra corre-
sponding to the coverage of a completed physisorbed layer
are indicated by a dashed line and a small arrow. Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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For MgO(100) two peaks, β at higher temperatures and α at lower MgO(100)

temperatures, are observed. Peak β is assigned to physisorbed TCE
and starts from 0.025 TCE/SA with its peak maximum at 178 K, shift-
ing towards lower temperatures with increasing coverage, reaching
T = 143 K above 0.15 TCE/SA on. Above this coverage a second sharp
peak α with a peak maximum between 126 K and 130 K is found. Ac-
cording to the peak shape and coverage dependency peak β is at-
tributed to a physisorbed layer while peak α corresponds to desorp-
tion from a condensed TCE multilayer ontop of the physisorbed layer
(A previously observed single peak for 0.1 TCE/SA at T = 126 K [246]
could not be reproduced).

A similar behaviour can be seen for Mo(100), where the β peak Mo(100)

(physisorption) appears above 0.05 TCE/SA and the peak maximum
shifts with increasing dosage from 200 to 143 K. Feature α attributed
to condensed molecules, starts from 0.15 TCE/SA on and the peak max-
imum shifts from 125 to 129 K. The corresponding integral areas of
both peaks β and α for MgO(100)/Mo(100) and Mo(100), are shown
in fig. 4.4.2 and show a similar trend. The physisorbed layer is filled
at a coverage of 0.15 TCE/SA, as the integrated area of the peak β stays
stable and only the condensed molecules add to the total integral
area.

The fact, that the peak maxima of the β feature shifts to lower tem-
peratures might be attributed to an order of desorption greater than
one [41]; on the other hand the observed temperature shifts can be re-
lated as well to lateral interactions applying the previously suggested
depolarization model for MgO(100)/Mo(100). At low coverages van-
der-Waals interactions between the TCE molecules and the surface
dominate; whereas, with increasing coverage the lateral interaction
between the molecules increases and thus weakens the interaction
with the surface [246].

Two desorption peaks are also seen for Pt(111): peak β, correspond- Pt(111)

ing to physisorbed TCE appears from 0.05 TCE/SA on with a peak max-
imum at 145 K. Peak α starts from 0.125 TCE/SA on and shifts slightly
from 119 to 124 K. In contrast to the above described cases the position
of the β peak is unaffected by the TCE coverage, indicating a simple
first order desorption kinetics. Again, the integrated peak areas (fig.
4.4.2 c) clearly show that the β peak levels off with initial coverage
which indicates the completion of the first physisorbed layer.

The completion of the first layer takes place at a nominal coverage
of 0.1 TCE/SA which is attributed to a less dense packing of the TCE
molecules on Pt(111) in comparison with the other two surfaces. The
(∼ 2/3) lower adsorbate density of physisorbed TCE on Pt(111) may
result from a different adsorption geometry of the adsorbed molecule.
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Figure 4.4.2: Integrated areas of the individual peaks and total area for the
measured TPD series of TCE on MgO(100) (a), Mo(100) (b),
Pt(111) (c) and Mo(112) (d); the scales on the right and on top
normalize the determined integrals for comparability of the dif-
ferent surfaces; the dashed lines mark the transition from ph-
ysisorption to condensation. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.

In the TPDs of TCE adsorbed on Mo(112) three different peaksMo(112)

appear. Two are attributed to physisorbed layers (β and γ for low
coverages) while peak α corresponds to condensed TCE at higher
coverages. Peak γ starts to be visible from 0.025 TCE/SA and has a peak
maximum at 168 K (shifting to 160 K); peak β is found at coverages
above 0.05 TCE/SA with a peak maximum at 135 K (shifting to 132 K).
The peak α, corresponding to the condensed phase starts to grow
from 0.075 TCE/SA and the maxima shift from 119 to 124 K. The two
peaks β and γ are attributed to a physisorbed layer since the sum of
the integrated peak areas show the typical levelling off, similar to the
other graph in fig. 4.4.2.
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The fact, that Mo(112) consists of a more open surface, is a nat-
ural explanation of the existence of more than one adsorption site,
leading to two peaks. On the other hand, the fact that multilayer for-
mation sets in slightly before the completion of the first layer may be
explained as well by the high indexed Mo(112) surface. Apart from
these deviations the TPD study proves, that TCE weakly interacts
with all investigated substrates and results in the formation of a ph-
ysisorbed first layer followed by multilayer condensation.

MIES/UPS measurements were performed in parallel to the above EES (MIES/UPS)

described TPD experiments. For all surfaces the same TCE dosing
sequence was applied with the following equivalent dosages: in the
range from 0-0.05 TCE/SA the coverage was increased in 0.01 TCE/SA

steps, from 0.05-0.15 TCE/SA in 0.025 TCE/SA steps and from 0.2-0.5
TCE/SA in 0.1 TCE/SA, respectively; additionally 0.75 TCE/SA and 1.0
TCE/SA were dosed and measured. Fig. 4.4.6, 4.4.5, 4.4.7 and 4.4.6
show the obtained EE spectra for MgO(100), Mo(100), Pt(111) and
Mo(112), respectively, after background treatment (i.e. step 4 in fig.
A.1.5, appendix). The spectra displayed at the bottom of each graph
belong to the clean surfaces, from bottom to top the TCE dosage in-
creases.

In order to facilitate the following descriptions of the spectra, the
peaks are numbered from I to V with increasing IP energy according
to the gas phase peaks (appendix, sec. A.3.5). Briefly, the following
MOs (I) πC=C, nCl ; (II) nCl ; (III) πC=C, nCl , σCCl ; (IV) σC=C, σCCl and
(V) s are assigned. The changes in the MIES/UPS spectra for each
surface are summarized in tab. 4.4.1, where the dosages after which
a peak can be resolved are stated. Also, the energy peak positions of
the five peaks obtained after saturation dosage (measured with TPD
at 0.5 TCE/SA) are listed.

For MgO(100) both the UP/MIE spectra 4.4.3 the MOs from TCE MgO(100)

overlap with the O2p peak of the MgO substrate. As the data set
suffers from charging due to the insulating nature of the MgO layer,
energy calibration was achieved by referencing to the pronounced
O2p peak with a nominal BE of 6 eV corresponding to oxygen orbitals
oriented normal to the MgO(100) surface. As seen in fig. 4.4.3, the
second O2p feature at a BE of 9.1 eV corresponding to O2p (MOs
parallel to the surface plane) is less suitable as it is visible exclusively
in UPS [245, 323] at coverages below 0.15 TCE/SA.

For MIES the TCE features are detected after dosage of an equiva-
lent amount of 0.02 TCE/SA, while the sensitivity in UPS is greatly re-
duced (to 0.4 TCE/SA) due to the overlap with the O2p features of the
oxide support. Summarizing the findings for MgO(100), the observa-
tions are in good agreement with the data of Kunz et al. [246], how-
ever show yet a better resolution of the adsorbate MOs. For 0.5 TCE/SA

the peak fitting, after background correction on all five TCE MOs is
exemplarily shown in fig. 4.4.4.
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(a) MIES waterfall plot. (b) UPS waterfall plot.

Figure 4.4.3: EE spectra of adsorbed TCE on MgO(100), referenced on the
first peak (relative energy ER = zero) and background cor-
rected. The plot shows increasing dosage of TCE from bottom
to top. The bottom spectra show the clean MgO(100) surface;
the dashed line indicates the saturation of the first ML, deter-
mined from TPD measurements. Reprinted (adapted) with permis-
sion from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.

(a) MIES. (b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.4: EES spectra (MIES (a), UPS (b) - dark blue) for 0.5 TCE/SA on
MgO(100) and the corresponding fit functions (green to yel-
low) for the five TCE features, as well as the corresponding
sum of the fit functions (dashed light blue).
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In the following MIE spectra obtained from the clean metal surfaces
the peaks of TCE evolve more clearly than on the insulating material
(MgO), because the data suffer less from secondary electron signals
and profit further from the missing O2p peaks which dominate the
MgO spectra. It has to be mentioned that a direct comparison of MIES
and UPS only holds for the case of TCE molecules adsorbed on the
MgO surface. This is because only the (slower) Auger Deexcitation
(AD) mechanism is occurring on the insulating MgO whereas the
metal surfaces allow for Resonant Transfer (RT) with the conducting
surface (see sec. 2.2.3) states strongly influencing the peak shape and
intensity of the MIE spectra [173, 246, 323].10

As visible from tab. 4.4.1 and fig. 4.4.5 the MIE data set obtained Mo(100)

from the TCE adsorption study on Mo(100) is the most sensitive.
TCE features appear at dosing greater than an equivalent of 0.02

TCE/SA (all five MOs visible from 0.03 TCE/SA on). In UPS the detec-
tion limit is about three times less (0.075 TCE/SA for first indication,
0.125 TCE/SA if all peaks are fully resolved).

A similar behaviour is observed for Mo(112), where in the MIE Mo(112)

spectra all features of TCE can be seen from 0.04 TCE/SA on and the
UP spectra reveal all TCE MOs from 0.1 TCE/SA on (see fig. 4.4.6).

The MIE spectra (fig. 4.4.7 a and c) recorded for Pt(111) show Pt(111)

TCE features at a coverage of 0.02 TCE/SA and are all visible from
0.05 TCE/SA on. In the UP spectra (fig. 4.4.7 b and d) of the clean
surface the characteristic 5d band double peak structure (due to spin
orbit splitting) dominates the spectrum until a dosage corresponding
to 0.1 TCE/SA (equivalent to the first ML in TPD). As a consequence
peak III can be resolved only at coverages above 0.15 TCE/SA and more
than 0.4 TCE/SA are required to identify all MOs.

For comparison fig. 4.4.8 shows the MIE and UP spectra of the
studied surfaces with 0.5 TCE/SA, the highest coverage of the TPD
data displayed in fig. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, corresponding to a physisorbed
TCE layer covered by multiple condensed layers ontop. All five peaks
known from the gas phase can be assigned. The spectra show the
successful application of the background correction and evidence the
superior quality of the MIE spectra when compared to the UPS data.

10 In a strict sense this is again only true for the submonolayer range, as for adsor-
bate multilayers the deexcitation mechanisms resemble probably more the insulator
surface.
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(a) MIES waterfall plot. (b) UPS waterfall plot.

(c) MIES image plot. (d) UPS image plot.

Figure 4.4.5: EE spectra (MIES a and UPS b) of adsorbed TCE on Mo(100);
referenced against the vacuum level and background corrected.
Increasing dosage of TCE from bottom to top; MIES (a) and
UPS (b). The bottom spectra show the clean Mo(100) sur-
face. The dashed lines indicate the coverages (0.05, 0.15 and
0.5 TCE/SA) for which the IP peak energy shifts are shown
in fig. 4.4.10; with 0.15 TCE/SA corresponding to data from a
completed first monolayer (dashed line). Subfigures (c) and (d)
show the corresponding image plots for better visibility of the
appearance of the TCE peak features for MIES and UPS, respec-
tively. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [172] - Copyright
(2012) Elsevier.
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(a) MIES waterfall plot. (b) UPS waterfall plot.

(c) MIES image plot. (d) UPS image plot.

Figure 4.4.6: EE spectra of adsorbed TCE on Mo(112), referenced with re-
spect to the vacuum level of the clean substrate and back-
ground corrected. Increasing dosage of TCE from bottom to
top; MIES (a) and UPS (b). The bottom spectra show the clean
Mo(112) surface. The dashed lines indicate the coverages (0.05,
0.15 and 0.5 TCE/SA) for which the IP energy shift is shown in
fig. 4.4.10. Subfigures (c) and (d), show the corresponding im-
age plots for better visibility of the appearance of the TCE peak
features for MIES and UPS, respectively. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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(a) MIES waterfall plot. (b) UPS waterfall plot.

(c) MIES image plot. (d) UPS image plot.

Figure 4.4.7: EE spectra of adsorbed TCE on Pt(111), referenced with re-
spect to the vacuum level of the clean substrate and back-
ground corrected. Increasing dosage of TCE from bottom to
top; MIES (a) and UPS (b). The bottom spectra show the clean
Pt(111) surface. The dashed lines indicate the coverages (0.05,
0.15 and 0.5 TCE/SA) for which the IP energy shift is shown in
fig. 4.4.10. Subfigures (c) and (d), show the corresponding im-
age plots for better visibility of the appearance of the TCE peak
features for MIES and UPS, respectively. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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Table 4.4.1: Dosage after which each peak (I-V) can be resolved with EES
(MIES a, UPS b) in TCE/SA and observed values of ionization po-
tential (IP /eV) for the corresponding peak positions (for stud-
ied metal surfaces at saturation coverage of 0.5 TCE/SA). Gas
phase data are presented for comparison. Detection of peak I
of TCE is less sensitive due to the smallness of the peak. (On the
MgO film this peak cannot be detected at all in the submono-
layer regime with both MIES and UPS due to overlap with the
O2p peak of the oxide surface. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.

peak
first appearance /TCE/SA energy position @0.5 TCE/SA /eV

I II III IV V I II III IV V

gas phase - - - - - 9.70 12.30 14.50 16.40 18.60

MgO(100) 0.050 0.020 0.030 0.050 0.050 - - - - -

Mo(100) 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.030 8.43 11.28 13.33 15.18 17.38

Mo(112) 0.040 0.020 0.030 0.030 0.030 8.26 11.06 13.13 14.99 17.18

Pt(111) 0.040 0.020 0.030 0.050 0.050 8.66 11.48 13.49 15.25 17.52

(a) MIES.

peak
first appearance /TCE/SA energy position @0.5 TCE/SA /eV

I II III IV V I II III IV V

gas phase - - - - - 9.70 12.30 14.50 16.40 18.60

MgO(100) 0.750 0.500 0.400 0.200 0.500 - - - - -

Mo(100) 0.125 0.075 0.125 0.150 0.150 8.10 10.90 12.90 14.99 17.15

Mo(112) 0.100 0.050 0.075 0.100 0.075 8.17 10.87 13.01 14.93 17.37

Pt(111) 0.300 0.200 0.150 0.300 0.400 8.59 11.44 13.61 15.44 17.34

(b) UPS.
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(a) MIES. (b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.8: EE spectra of 0.5 TCE/SA (equal to physisorbed and mul-
tilayer TCE) for the investigated surfaces. From bottom to
top: gas phase PE spectrum from Kimura et al. [143] and
MgO(100)/Mo(100) displayed for comparison (aligned to the
gas phase spectra, by adding the gas phase value of the TCE
peak I with 9.7 eV to the arbitrary origin on the relative en-
ergy scale at the first O2p feature of the MgO support, see
text); Mo(100), Mo(112) and Pt(111) on IP energy scale; MIES
(a) and UPS (b). Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [172] -
Copyright (2012) Elsevier.

The WF changes with respect to the TCE coverage have been de-WF

termined for UPS data and the results for all surfaces are shown in
fig. 4.4.9. We refrain from extracting WF values from MIES data, since
with missing electron density at the Fermi edge for the metals (on an
BE scale) in the spectra, the determination of the WF through the cho-
sen approach (by using the width of the spectra as described in sec.
A.1.5) is not applicable/defined. As mentioned, the data obtained
from MgO(100) suffered from charging, so no WF values could beMgO(100)

extracted. The WF of the clean surfaces are in agreement with the
literature, further details are stated in the appendix in sec. A.1.6.

The values have a statistical error of ± 0.05 eV, estimated from the
deviations of fifteen measurements on the clean surfaces. The gen-
eral trend of a decreasing WF with increasing TCE coverage in the
submonolayer regime may be explained by a charge transfer from
the TCE molecule to the surface, or by electron correlation effects in
weakly interacting systems, thus decreasing the surface dipole mo-
ment and has been found for a variety of different systems [324, 325,
326, 246].

For Mo(100) up to a coverage of 0.05 TCE/SA a minimum (4φ ∼Mo(100)

−0.35 eV) is found. With additional dosage the WF reaches the start-
ing value at 0.4 TCE/SA from where on it stays stable (4φ ∼ +0.0 eV).
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Figure 4.4.9: WF with increasing coverage of TCE on the studied surfaces.
The values are determined from the corresponding UPS mea-
surements; the dashed lines represent the corresponding ML
determined by TPD measurements. The values have a statis-
tical error of ± 0.05 eV, for details see text. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.

The values for Mo(112) show a slight decrease in the beginning Mo(112)

(4φ ∼ −0.12 eV) with a minimum at 0.05 TCE/SA, as Mo(100); further
dosage increases the WF and reaches a saturation value at 0.4 TCE/SA,
and saturates from there on (4φ ∼ +0.1 eV).

For Pt(111) a decrease (4φ ∼ −0.4 eV) until 0.15 TCE/SA is visible, Pt(111)

for additional coverage saturation at this value is observed (4φ ∼
−0.3 eV). These observations show the same trend as previously re-
ported WF measurements for ethene adsorption on Pt(111), where a
decrease in the submonolayer range (4φ ∼ −1.2 eV) and later satu-
ration after the first monolayer were reported [105]. The larger WF
change for ethene on Pt(111) can be related to the formation of a di-σ
bond, which seems to be absent in the case of the weak interacting
TCE, as indicated by the TPD data and the discussion in sec. 2.1.2.

Close inspection of the MIE spectra of TCE on the different sur- Shifts in peak energy
positionsfaces plotted in fig. 4.4.8 show that the energy position (IP) of the five

resolved peaks shift slightly with increasing coverage. These peak en-
ergy shifts are depicted in fig. 4.4.10, as well in more detail in fig.
4.4.11 and are discussed in the following.

All peak energies obtained from adsorbed TCE at saturation cov-
erage are shifted towards lower energy with respect to the gas phase
spectra, thus show a relaxation shift (sec. 2.2.3). Fig. 4.4.10 summa-
rizes the peak energy shifts determined by MIES and UPS for all
surfaces after TCE adsorption (submonolayer: 0.05 TCE/SA, completed
physisorbed layer: 0.15 TCE/SA and physisorbed plus multilayer satu-
ration: 0.5 TCE/SA).
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(a) MIES.

(b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.10: Shifts of peak energy positions on the various surfaces with re-
spect to the peak positions of the gas phase spectra of Kimura
et al. [143]; MIES (a) and UPS (b). For MIES three selected cov-
erages, for UPS two coverages (above the ML) are shown. The
height of the lines reflect the dosed TCE concentrations on
the surface: 0.05 (MIES only), 0.15 and 0.5 TCE/SA, correspond-
ing to physisorbed species only, filled first ML and physisorp-
tion with condensation ontop, respectively. Due to charging
of the MgO substrate (see text) only the peaks for the highest
TCE coverage are shown with the energy position of peak
II aligned to the one of the gas phase spectrum. Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.

In general, the observed shifts between 0.8–1.5 eV for both, the
MIES and UPS spectra (for Mo(100) 1–1.2 eV, for Mo(112) 1.3–1.5 eV
and Pt(111) 0.8–1.2 eV) are in good agreement with published datauniform relaxation

shift of
∼ 0.8−1.5 eV

of hydrocarbons on metal surfaces (1–3 eV) [169, 148].
For each data set the energy positions of all five peaks do not shift

with respect to each other. The fact that all peaks shift by an equal
amount exclude the formation of a specific chemical bond of TCE
with the substrate, which would affect one or more specific MOs. The
absence of such an effect clearly supports the picture of a weakly ad-
sorbed TCE molecule. The relative peak shifts are more clearly visible
in fig. 4.4.11. In this graph the deviation of each peak energy position
with respect to the one obtained at saturation coverage is plotted. The
peak positions have been fixed relative to each other within ±0.2 eV
in the applied fit procedure.
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In fact the relative energy positions vary even less (as visible from
the data scatter in fig. 4.4.11 in the multilayer regime the error is
about (±0.05 eV). Save for peak V, where systematic errors seem to be
introduced by the applied background subtraction procedure.

Comparing the (global) energy shift of all MO peaks fig. 4.4.11 ac-
quired from the different metal substrates, evidences different trends.
For the MIES data sets obtained from Mo single crystal surfaces the Mo(100)

Mo(112)energy position of the peaks I to V are almost coverage independent
(variation < 0.2 eV). In contrast, on the Pt a larger energy variation Pt(111)

with coverage (within 0.6 eV) in the submonolayer regime is observed.
Here, the peaks show a distinct shift compared to the multilayer
regime with condensed TCE. Whether or not TCE coverage depen-
dent electron BE shifts are expected is related to role of the corre-
sponding WF and the BE reference level. As visible from fig. 4.4.9 the
WF changes with increasing amount of adsorbed TCE molecules. At
a first glance one would expect a weakly adsorbed molecule to refer-
ence against the vacuum level above the substrate surface. A variation
in the WF would result in a variation of the peak energy positions
with respect to a fixed reference level, such as the Fermi energy or
the vacuum level of the clean substrate (as chosen here). The fact that
this is not the case for the Mo surfaces, whereas to a minor degree
for Pt indicates compensating effects of potential energy and electron
relaxation, which are intimately related to the image charge potential
of the molecule in front of the surface, as has been discussed in [169].
Seemingly, the observed differences in energy shifts for Pt and Mo,
lead to to the conclusion, that the contribution of core-hole screening
and image potential, differs for TCE in front of the Pt and Mo metal
surfaces.

For the UPS data set the trends for shifts on the different surfaces
are comparable, however less evident due to the higher scatter of
the data. Furthermore, due to the higher probe depth of the method
determined peak energies may be influenced by eventual different
bulk and surface effects.

Besides the energy positions of the five TCE peaks, their intensities Relative intensities

were studied by extracting the peak areas. In fig. 4.4.12 their relative
intensities (peak I-IV)11 with respect to the sum intensity are plotted
(on a percent scale). It is clearly seen that the intensities remain al-
most fixed throughout the entire coverage range of the performed
experiment. Due to the lower sensitivity of the UPS data the scatter
is significantly enhanced when compared to the MIES data set. This
data is used for evaluating the sensitivity of the methods UPS and
MIES in sec. 4.1.

11 Eventual errors introduced by the normalization procedure including all five peak
components, might be reduced excluding peak V. However, MIES data remain al-
most unaffected and UPS data do not gain in quality.
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(a) MIES Mo(100). (b) UPS Mo(100).

(c) MIES Mo(112). (d) UPS Mo(112).

(e) MIES Pt(111). (f) UPS Pt(111).

Figure 4.4.11: Shifts of the peak energy positions in EES of the TCE MOs
on the studied surfaces. The dosed amounts are plotted in log
scale for better visibility of the submonolayer range. Corre-
sponding ML (dashed line) and range in which not all peaks
are visible in accordance with the values from tab. 4.4.1 (gray
areas). The relative energies are plotted with respect to the
position at the final coverage of 1 TCE/SA. Peak V is plotted
in dashed lines, as systematic errors seem introduced by the
background fitting procedure. The error of these data is ap-
parent from the data scatter. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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(a) MIES Mo(100). (b) UPS Mo(100).

(c) MIES Mo(112). (d) UPS Mo(112).

(e) MIES Pt(111). (f) UPS Pt(111).

Figure 4.4.12: Changes in relative area for obtained from the fit values (peak
I-IV) from 0.03 TCE/SA for MIES (a,c,e) and from 0.1 TCE/SA on
for UPS (b,d,f). The dosed amounts are plotted in log scale
for better visibility of the submonolayer range; corresponding
ML marked with dashed line and gray area represents the
range in which not all peaks are visible (tab. 4.4.1). For Pt the
d-band peak positions are shown, peak V is plotted in dashed
lines (systematic errors). The error of these data is apparent
from the data scatter, for details see text. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [172] - Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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An eventual geometrical reorientation of the molecule would be-
come obvious in such plot, since the cross section for electron emis-
sion from a MO is generally sensitive to its symmetry with respect to
the geometry and the probe method of the experiment. With MIES as
very sensitive method exclusively probing the uppermost layer of a
surface and the symmetry of the MO with respect to the He∗2s state,
leads to sensitive selection rules. With this technique the reorientation
of benzene in the physisorbed layer on MgO(100) upon variation of
the adsorbate coverage could be verified [245] as well as on Ru(0001)
and Mo(100) [327]. As visible from fig. 4.4.12 a similar reorientation
of TCE does not take place on the studied surfaces, since all relative
peak intensities are unaffected by the amount of adsorbed molecu-
lar TCE within the experimental error. Thus, we conclude that the
geometry of the adsorbate does not change with coverage [173, 328].

One can consider the TCE molecule as lying flat on the Pt and MoPt(111)
Mo(100)
Mo(112)

metal substrates, in accordance with the NEXAFS study performed
on Pt(111) [55]. For Pt in the submonolayer range no changes of the
orientations are observed based on the presented MIES data, for the
multilayer however changes are visible. These changes could origi-
nate from changing orientation of the TCE molecules or simply big-
ger deviations in the data scatter compared to the Mo surfaces. That
a certain disorder of TCE in the multilayer range seems a possible ex-
planation for our observed MIES data scatter is in agreement with the
NEXAFS study of Cassuto et al.[55]. Note that for both Mo surfaces
the peak intensities in the MIES and UPS data are almost identical, in-
dicative for an equal molecule orientation on Mo(100) and Mo(112).
The different TPD peaks found for Mo(112) may be attributed differ-
ent adsorption strength due to the more open geometry of the surface
plane, while not affecting the molecular orientation.

The results from measurements by means of TPD in combinationSummary

with MIES/UPS assign TCE adsorption on surfaces to physisorption
followed by multilayer formation. The picture of a weakly interacting
TCE molecule is supported by findings from analysis of the electron
BE peak positions and intensities as well as WF measurements. No
orientational changes of the TCE molecule with coverage can be ev-
idenced, thus it is concluded, that the molecules lie most probably
flat on all metal surfaces, in both the physisorbed and multilayer
phase (in accordance with NEXAFS data reported in the literature).
The observed changes in WF and BE shifts of the five TCE MOs are
in agreement with such an adsorption geometry. Minor differences
in peak energy shifts observed on Pt and Mo are attributed to differ-
ent compensation of relaxation and potential energy effects on these
surfaces.
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4.4.2 TCE - interaction on Ptx clusters

The previous section has shown, that TCE interacts only weakly with
different surfaces. In contrast, small noble metal particles have shown
to catalyze the conversion [50, 51] successfully. Thus, in this section
the reactivity of supported size-selected Ptx clusters towards TCE
conversion is investigated. Again a combination of TPD and EES ex-
periments are performed and compared to the findings on the sur-
faces, to check if the binding of the molecule is different on clusters.
For all following experiments (TPD and EES) a coverage of 0.1 TCE/SA

(thus, below 1 ML) was chosen, in order to circumvent possible ef-
fects from condensed molecules. The low cluster coverages make it
challenging to see changes, yet considering alternative reaction path-
ways (i.e. spill-over from the support) could allow for reactivity.

Before and after cluster deposition TPD spectra of TCE were re- TPD

corded and are depicted in fig. 4.4.13. Two sets of spectra are shown,
covering two temperature ranges from 100–180 K and 100–600 K (note
different scales for temperature and ion current). This step wise ap-
proach ensures, that possible contaminants deposited along with the
clusters during the synthesis process, get desorbed in the first TPD
run. The amount of deposited clusters was kept constant at 0.03 e/nm2

Ptx, leading to an increase in Pt amount with cluster size.

(a) TPD in the range from 100− 180 K. (b) After TPD run up to 180 K.

Figure 4.4.13: TPD spectra of 0.1 TCE/SA adsorbed TCE on supported Ptx
clusters on MgO(100)/Mo(100). Two different temperature
ranges, TPD from 100− 180 K (a) and subsequent TPD from
100 − 600 K (b) as well as TPDs from the pristine support
(blue) and TPDs after deposition of 0.03 e/nm2 Ptx (yellow) are
shown. Note different scales for temperature and ion current.
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In agreement with the spectra of the surfaces (sec. 4.4.1), the TPD
spectra in the low temperature range show a peak, with a maximum
of 138 K before cluster deposition, corresponding to physisorbed TCE
on the MgO(100) support. This peak feature remains with additional
deposited clusters and a tendency of increased signals for bigger clus-
ter sizes is visible. Most probably this signal has its origin in a convo-
lution of TCE physisorbed on clusters and support material, since on
the surfaces the peak maximum temperatures lie close together (sec.
4.4.1). The intensity of the peak, (their areas) fit also well with the
ones from the surfaces (peak areas not explicitly shown here).

For the second TPD data set, an additional broad peak feature
with a maximum at 350 K is observed, however for both support with
and without clusters. This peak, with a very small intensity (10−12 A
range) can be attributed to defect sites of the support film, which
chemisorb a small fraction of TCE. The small increase of this peak for
bigger sizes, maybe be explained as an additional small fraction of
TCE molecules that can be adsorbed on these clusters. However, com-
paring the low intensities for the chemisorption peaks at higher tem-
peratures, with the intensities observed for the physisorption peaks,
the later ones have about a two orders of magnitude higher intensity.
Thus, the amount of chemisorbed TCE on size-selected Pt clusters
in the presented data can be neglected. The observed chemisorption
peaks can not clearly be assigned to be cluster induced, since the
support shows a similar behavior. The fact that for the large sized
clusters, with a considerably higher coverage of Pt, in a range that
should allow to see changes also no activation is visible also excludes
a possible reaction pathway involving spill-over. All together, the TPD
results give the picture of a weakly interacting TCE molecule on clus-
ters as a pure adsorbate system in the studied coverage regime, with-
out signs for activation. This is further supported, as additional TPD
measurements with probing for possible decomposition products (e.g.
phosgene) did not show (additional) peaks in TPD spectra.

Despite the failure of the activation of TCE on clusters observedEES (MIES/UPS)

in TPD, EES experiments of deposited selected clusters of similar
sizes were performed. The exclusion of additional molecules and the
chemisorption behavior for selected clusters, reduces the origin of
possible shifts in peak energy positions in EE spectra to the effect of
physisorption induced relaxation shifts. Thus, it allows for uncompli-
cated comparison of the differences in physisorption on the surfaces
and supported clusters (if omitting compensating effects of potential
energy and electron relaxation, as discussed in sec. 2.2.4).

The MIES and UPS data set for different cluster sizes, after dosage
of 0.1 TCE/SA and subsequent heating to 180 K is presented in fig 4.4.14.
For the EES, the number of deposited clusters was chosen in such way,
that the total amount of platinum is constant and consequently pos-
sible cluster induced effects are normalized to the Pt on the surface.
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(a) MIES. (b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.14: EE spectra of 0.1 TCE/SA adsorbed TCE on supported Ptx clus-
ters on MgO(100)/Mo(100), referenced with respect to the
vacuum level by addition of a fixed WF value of 3.5 eV of the
clean support (MgO) and background corrected. Increasing
Ptx cluster size from bottom to top; MIES (a) and UPS (b).
The dashed line indicates a not trustworthy spectra of Pt21.

Further, for two sizes a double amount of clusters has been deposited
(two top spectra). Due to the insulating nature of MgO (thus not hav-
ing density at the EF in contrast to metals) referencing of the spectra
could not be done by individually measuring the WF and adding it
to the BE scale. To account for slight different films for each measure-
ments, the WF literature value of 3.5 eV [329] for MgO was added as
a fixed value for all surfaces; consequently also no WF evaluation is
presented in the following. The spectral TCE features observed in the
EES spectra on supported clusters resemble the ones observed on the
bare support. However, no charging could be observed for the spec-
tra, probably due to thinner MgO films. The data for Pt21 (dashed
lines) is excluded from the following discussion, as the data shows
a significantly higher shift towards lower IP compared to the other
sizes, most probably a systematic error in the measurement.

For UPS with its lower surface sensitivity, the spectra are dom- UPS

inated by the features of the underlying support material (see ap-
pendix sec. A.1.6) as submonolayer amounts of TCE are dosed. Spec-
tral features of the clusters, e.g. electron density at EF, or even the
characteristic Pt 5d band double peak structure are not visible (in
agreement with results in sec. 4.2).
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Figure 4.4.15: Shifts of the peak energy positions in MIES of the adsorbed
0.1 TCE/SA TCE on the various cluster sizes with respect to
the peak positions of the gas phase spectra of Kimura et al.
[143]. As comparison the shifts for an equal amount of TCE
adsorbed on the MgO (blue) and the Pt (orange) single crystal
surfaces (sec. 4.4.1). Green bars represent low cluster coverage;
for Pt11 and Pt33 additionally a higher coverage was probed
(yellow).

Very small indications of TCE MOs can be seen in few spectra, an
assignment of peak or even fitting is however not feasible - a further
interpretation of the UPS data is therefore not performed.

In contrast with the superior sensitivity of MIES and the appliedMIES

correction for secondary electrons, the TCE MOs can be resolved on
most samples, save for peak V. In fact the data allows even for peak
fitting. The obtained peak energy positions are plotted along with the
positions of an equal amount of TCE adsorbed corresponding MgO
surface before cluster deposition, the Pt surface (from sec. 4.4.1) and
the gas phase energies in fig 4.4.15.

A general trend towards slightly lower IP for all cluster sizes canShifts in peak energy
positions be observed for the low coverage (green bars). The relaxation shift is

in all cases less pronounced if compared to the behaviour on surfaces.
Further the peak to peak distances remain constant (except peak V,
heavily influenced by the correction) as they are fixed by the fitting
procedure and thus a reorientation of the molecule can be excluded.
The obtained results are thus in agreement with the TPD data of an
only weak interaction of TCE on the clusters.

Interestingly, the two spectra with higher cluster coverages (yellow
bars) show a significantly higher shift (∼ 0.6–0.9 eV) towards lowercluster induced

relaxation shift of
∼ 0.6− 0.9 eV

IP, even exceeding the shift on the bare surfaces in this submonolayer
regime. In the light of the argumentation of a pure physisorption sys-
tem and comparing to the bare surfaces, this might be due to contri-
bution of the clusters. The higher IP shift is maybe related to a better
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screening on the clusters and could in consequence be evidence for
a different contribution of core-hole screening and image potential
for TCE in front of Pt clusters. However, this effect could also be re-
lated to undesired adsorbates, present on the surface. These would
be pronounced for higher coverages, because of longer deposition
times, despite heating after deposition and dosage. A further evalua-
tion, particularly of the peak intensities is in light of the physisorption
behaviour, omitted.

Unfortunately, indications of cluster induced degradation of TCE Summary

could not be confirmed by TPD and EES experiments. In light of the
low coverages of both clusters and adsorbates, this is however not
necessary a failure of the approach, but rather a still missing sensi-
tivity and precision. Yet the results suggest, that EES, and MIES ex-
periments in particular, allow for probing the electronic structure of
adsorption properties of cluster-adsorbate complexes in the submono-
layer range. Using size-selected clusters as a part of a photocatalytic
system, they might be active towards TCE degradation nonetheless.
This might be a more successful approach, since the photocatalytic
conversion of TCE has been achieved in both gasphase [48] and on
supported clusters [49].
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4.4.3 Ethene - adsorption and reactivity on surfaces

This section describes the adsorption properties of ethene on the sur-
faces MgO(100) and Pt(111), probed by means of TPD and EES.
Additionally, with TPR the ethene self-/hydrogenation on Pt(111) is
investigated. The surfaces properties and reactivity serve as control
with respect to the literature and as a comparison for experiments
on Ptn and Ptx clusters on MgO(100) in the next section as well as
for future studies. Hereby, the MgO(100) surface is used as inert sup-
port material [17, 27], whereas Pt(111) is applied as a well known
hydrogenation catalyst [5, 109].

Comparable TPD experiments (measurement on 28 m/z) of etheneTPD

interaction on MgO(100) and Pt(111) as a function of coverage were
measured and are depicted in fig. 4.4.16.

As for CO and TCE the spectra on the inert MgO(100) supportMgO(100)

show the expected behavior of a weakly physisorbed molecule with
a desorption peak α, with a corresponding maximum at 112–115 K,
independent of the coverage. The corresponding TPD peak areas in-
creases linearly with dosage, a possible difference between physi-
sorbed and condensed ethene cannot be observed (as for i.e. TCE)
in the studied coverage range. In contrast, the TPD spectra on thePt(111)

Pt(111) surface reveal two peaks in good agreement with the liter-
ature [106, 119]. Peak α (maximum at 135 K) corresponding to ph-
ysisorbed π-bonded, and peak β (maxima at 220–235 K, shifting to-
wards lower T for increasing coverages) originating from chemisorbed
di-σ bonded ethene. An additional small peak, present in the spectra
with high coverages at 110 K, originates from desorbing ethene from
the tungsten heating wires. The evaluation of the peak integrals of
the TPD spectra of different coverages dosed in random order, reveal
a linear increase for peak α, however a decrease in area for peak β in
the course of the experiment. A saturation of the area (completion of
the first ML) is not apparent in the studied coverage range [315].

The decrease in peak area for β (and the shift in peak maxima) canCarbon deposition

be explained by the known formation of carbon12 (sec. 2.1.2) at tem-
peratures above 450–500 K, which blocks active sites on the Pt(111)
surfaces for chemisorption of ethene. With repeated TPD experiments,
the surface gets more and more poisoned and thus shows a smaller
area in the TPD. To further illustrate this behavior, TPDs on a cleaned
Pt(111) have been repeated twice at three different ethene coverages.
The spectra along with in the corresponding peak area integrals are
shown in fig. 4.4.17. The TPD spectra show already a change in shape
between first and second TPD run, particularly the formation of a
shoulder (a possible adsorption site with different lateral interaction
of ethene) in the range of 180–200 K can be observed.

12 A further proof of the presence of carbon on the surface is given by the AES results
in fig. 4.4.28 of a surface, after a ethane TPR on page 124.
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α

(a) MgO(100)/Mo(100).

α

β

(b) Pt(111).

Figure 4.4.16: TPD spectra (β = 2K/s) of ethene desorption on
MgO(100)/Mo(100) (a) and Pt(111) (b). For MgO peak α is
assigned to desorption of condensed and physisorbed ethene.
In the case of Pt(111) peak α is physisorbed ethene only, while
peak β is attributed to chemisorbed ethene. Note, that the spec-
tra for Pt(111) were recorded in random order and without
cleaning in between dosage and thus do not reflect for each
coverage the behaviour on clean Pt(111).
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Figure 4.4.17: TPD spectra of ethene desorption on Pt(111) (a) with and with-
out cleaning by means of sputtering in between. The dashed
lines show the repetition experiment to the first TPD run on
the clean surface. Three different coverages were studied and
the corresponding peak integral values are plotted in (b), the
points with border represent the corresponding second runs.
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The resulting areas show a slight increase for the lower coverages,
for the highest probed coverage a slight decrease in peak β is ap-
parent. The fact of such a small increase is caused by the opposing
effect of the decreasing adsorption sites on the Pt and the increase
in alternative sites, represented by the shoulder. Thus, repeated TPDs
of ethene will poison the surface, reduce consequently the reactiv-
ity towards hydrogenation, as previously described [61, 5, 254]. This
observation, makes a cleaning of the Pt(111) surface a prerequisite
before reactivity experiments. For the following EES experiments the
Pt(111) surface has therefore been cleaned after each desorption of
ethene.

Fig. 4.4.18 and fig. 4.4.19 show MIE/UP spectra of different amountsEES (MIES/UPS)

of ethene adsorbed (at T < 100 K) on MgO(100) and Pt(111), re-
spectively. The spectra have been corrected for the background (with
x0 = 15 eV, in contrast to TCE - see sec. A.1.5 for details) and are
plotted on an IP scale (all stated energies are thus with respect to
IP). The spectra are plotted without offset, in order to make the (mi-
nor) changes better visible. At a first impression, the EES of ethene
in comparison to TCE show less pronounced peaks originating from
the adsorbate MOs. For the UP spectra only very small changes are
visible. THe spectra are strongly dominated from features of the sup-
port support (O2p for MgO at 9.5 and 12.9 eV and the Pt double
peak structure at 8.2 eV and 9.9 eV). This is surprising, since using
unpolarized light all orbitals can be probed, in contrast to probing
with polarized light, where certain orbitals are not accessible due to
symmetry selection rules [106].13 Further, one expects at least at the
multilayer coverages to see clear adsorbate induced MO features. A
possible explanations might be radiation induced adsorbate desorp-
tion. With MIES, using its higher sensitivity and consequently fewer
support contributions, allows one to detect adsorbate MOs better. As
previously, the argumentation in the following is mainly based on
the MIES results; UPS related observations go along well with these
results, however are in most cases not explicitly mentioned. Further,
the weak ethene induced signals do not allow for peak fitting, thus the
presented assignment is performed manually. It should also be noted
that the adsorption and the subsequent EES measurements reported
herein, are performed at T < 100 K; thus, in light of the temperature
dependent adsorption behavior of ethene on Pt (sec. 2.1.2) the spectra
reflect only the adsorption properties at this particular temperature
(range). For better visualization of the peak evolution as a function of
coverage, excerpts of the spectra for the blank support and two cover-
ages (submonolayer coverage at 0.1 C2 H4/SA and multilayer coverage
at 0.6 C2 H4/SA) are depicted in fig. 4.4.20 for MgO and in fig. 4.4.21 for
Pt.

13 This fact is not only a draw back, but was useful in clarifying, that ethene is adsorbed
parallel on the surface with respect of its molecular plane [106].
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(a) MIES. (b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.18: EE spectra of adsorbed C2H4 on MgO(100) as a function of
coverage, referenced with respect to the vacuum level of the
clean substrate and background corrected - MIES (a) and UPS
(b).

(a) MIES. (b) UPS.

(c) MIES image plot. (d) UPS image plot.

Figure 4.4.19: EE spectra of adsorbed C2H4 on Pt(111) as a function of cov-
erage, referenced with respect to the vacuum level of the clean
substrate and background corrected - MIES (a) and UPS (b).
Subfigures (c) and (d), show the corresponding image plots
for better visibility of the appearance of the C2H4 peak fea-
tures for MIES and UPS, respectively.
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πC=C

σCH2 σCH2

(a) MIES.

σCH2

(b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.20: Selected excerpts of EE spectra of adsorbed C2H4 on
MgO(100) - blank support (blue), submonolayer coverage
(0.1 C2 H4/SA, green) and multilayer coverage (0.6 C2 H4/SA, blue).
MIES (left) and UPS (right); the assignment of the C2H4 MOs
from features observed is gas phase spectra and literature is
described in the text.

πC=C

σC-C σCH2

σCH2

(a) MIES.

Pt

Pt

σCH2

(b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.21: Selected excerpts of EE spectra of adsorbed C2H4 on Pt(111)
- blank support (blue), submonolayer coverage (0.1 C2 H4/SA,
green) and multilayer coverage (0.6 C2 H4/SA, blue). MIES (left)
and UPS (right); the assignment of the C2H4 MOs from fea-
tures observed is gas phase spectra and literature is described
in the text.

The detailed spectra are shown along with the possible assign-
ments of gas phase MOs and the literature [60, 148, 59, 330, 119, 105,
106, 55] described below.

The MIE spectrum on MgO(100) (fig. 4.4.20) show, for both theMIES
MgO(100) lowest coverage of 0.1 C2 H4/SA and the highest at 0.6 C2 H4/SA, also only

small features. A shift of the support peak from 9.6 eV to 9.4 eV might
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be related to a convoluted peak I (πC=C). The peak would show a
relaxation shift of −1.1 eV with respect to the gas phase due to the
weak interaction on the inert support; the decreasing signal intensity
however, makes this assignment questionable. Further, a shoulder at
12.6 eV is possibly originating from peak II (σCH2) - also seen in the UP
spectra; however would then have a relaxation shift of only −0.2 eV;
thus is also uncertain. Last a small peak at 15.0 eV is likely to be an
indication of the MO corresponding to peak IV (σCH2) of the gasphase,
with a relaxation of −0.8 eV.

The MIES data on Pt(111) (fig. 4.4.21) suggest an expected adsorp- Pt(111)

tion behavior (sec. 2.2), a strong chemisorption, as observed with TPD.
The spectra show at least two spectral features upon adsorption, al-
ready at the lowest studied coverage of 0.1 C2 H4/SA. A major feature
arises at 12.1 eV, which might account for two different MOs at once.
Under the assumption of a chemisorption behavior (as seen in TPD)
the peak might correspond to peak I (πC=C) and thus have a shift
to higher energies of +1.6 eV induced by the strong surface bond, πC=C chemical

bond shift +1.6 eVa high value if considering an additionally present relaxation shift
with opposite sign. Nevertheless, the assignment is conceivable when
compared to a literature value of +0.9 eV for adsorption on Ni(111)
[59] or +(0.6–1.0) eV for adsorption on Fe(100) [147] and the knowl-
edge of a stronger adsorption on Pt, with possible distortion of the
molecule [330]. This shift might further be obscured by the MO of
peak II (σCH2) with a relaxation shift of −0.8 eV with respect to the gas σCH2 relaxation shift

of −0.8 eVphase IP. A second even broader peak, most probably also consisting
of two convoluted peaks and influenced by the background treatment
procedure towards higher energies, can be seen. The lower energy
peak at 14.2 eV fits with a relaxation shift of −0.6 eV well to the MO
of peak III (σC−C) and with the shift of peak II to the picture of a uni- σC−C relaxation

shift of −0.6 eVform relaxation shift. The feature at 15.3 eV is questionable in terms
of possibly being induced by the data treatment, however could be
related to the peak IV (σCH2), having a shift of −0.6 eV. The observed σCH2 relaxation shift

of −0.6 eVglobal relaxation shift of ∼ −(0.6–0.8) eV for the peaks II, III and IV
is in agreement with observations made by Cassuto et al. [105] from
UPS measurements with a value of ∼ −0.8 eV at slightly lower tem-
peratures. They are also in good agreement with published data of
other hydrocarbons on metal surfaces (1–3 eV) [169, 148], and the ob-
served data on TCE (sec. 4.4.1). To further illustrate the changes in the
EE spectra upon adsorption of ethene on the two surfaces MgO(100)
and Pt(111) are shown in fig. 4.4.22 for a coverage of 0.6 C2 H4/SA. For
comparison the spectra of the blank support and the gas phase spec-
tra are also depicted. The spectra on Pt(111) evidence once more the
superior quality of the MIE spectra when compared to the UPS data.
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(a) MIES. (b) UPS.

Figure 4.4.22: EE spectra of 0.6 C2H4/SA on MgO(100) and Pt(111), for com-
parison the pristine surface spectra are shown in dashed lines
in the same colour. From bottom to top: gas phase spectrum
from Kimura et al. [143] and MgO(100)/Mo(100) and Pt(111)
on IP energy scale; MIES (a) and UPS (b).

Figure 4.4.23: Shifts of the peak energy positions in MIES of the adsorbed
C2H4 on MgO(100) and Pt(111) with respect to the peak po-
sitions of the gas phase spectra of Kimura et al. [143]. The or-
ange and turquoise gradients represent relaxation shifts, the
green gradient the possible chemical bond induced shift of
peak I (πC=C) on Pt(111).

With respect to the literature, as for TCE the adsorption proper-
ties of ethene were probed for the first time in a submonolayer cov-
erage range. The relaxation shifts and shifts due to chemical bonds
observed in the MIES data are summarized in fig. 4.4.23.

The EE spectra have further been used to extract the surface WFWF

and the corresponding values as a function of adsorbate coverage are
shown in fig. 4.4.24. The pristine support is in excellent agreement
with the literature for the Pt crystal. For the MgO thin film, the ab-
solute value is slightly too high (see sec. A.1.6). Concentrating on
the relative WF changes, for MgO no changes upon adsorption ofMgO(100)

ethene is observed, which could be interpreted as further proof for
a very weak interaction. For Pt(111) the WF decreases with higherPt(111)
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Figure 4.4.24: Absolute WF changes with increasing coverage of C2H4 on
the studied surfaces (Pt(111) blue and MgO(100) green). The
values are determined from the corresponding UPS measure-
ments; the dashed lines represent the corresponding values
from the MIES measurements for comparison. The values
have a statistical error of ± 0.05 eV, for details see text.

coverages and reaches a saturation at the ML value of 0.4 C2 H4/SA, as
determined from TPD. The total change in WF ∆φ = −0.35 eV is a
smaller decrease as reported in the literature on Pt(111) [105] (∆φ =

−1.25 eV while measuring during dosage at 45 K), however with the
same leveling-off for multilayer growth. For Fe(100), a similar behav-
ior with a smaller shift of only −0.5 eV is reported [147]. For com- TPR on Pt(111)

parison to the cluster experiments reported in the next section, TPR
of ethene self-/hydrogenation were recorded and are shown in fig.
4.4.25a. The spectra are taken after dosage of 0.4 C2 H4/SA, correspond-
ing to an equivalent of a full ML of ethene for the self-hydrogenation,
and an additional dosage of 0.4 H2/SA of hydrogen before14 ethene for
the hydrogenation. With the molecular weight of the reaction product
ethane, corresponding to 30 u and ionization in the QMS under loss
of one hydrogen it is common to measure the product ethane in the
QMS as 29 m/z. However, with perspective to the sensitivity needed
for cluster reactivity measurement later and the mentioned low con-
version rate to ethane (sec. 2.1.2), the signal at 29 m/z is disturbed by
the 13C isotopes of the reactant ethene. As a consequence for later
comparison, all following measurements of ethane are measured on
30 m/z [332]. In addition to the TPR for ethane desorption on 30 m/z,
the desorption of molecular hydrogen has been recorded in parallel
and is shown in fig. 4.4.25b.

14 The influence of dosage order and dosage amount have been studied as well
[331, 315], however are not explicitly shown. Briefly, dosage of hydrogen prior to
ethene reveals a slightly higher/bigger ethane TPR signal. The dosage amount seems
optimum at equal dosage of both reactants. With respect to the ML (TPD integration)
amount of ethene, 0.4 C2 H4/SA and 0.4 H2/SA were chosen in order to yield highest pos-
sible amounts without contributions from condensed molecules.
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(a) C2H6 TPR spectra. (b) H2 TPR spectra.

Figure 4.4.25: TPR of C2H6 and H2 desorption on Pt(111) for hydrogenation
(blue spectra) and self-hydrogenation (orange spectra). For
self-hydrogenation 0.4 C2 H4/SA of ethene was dosed prior to
the TPR, for hydrogenation additionally 0.4 H2/SA of hydrogen
were dosed.

Comparing the results of self-hydrogenation with those of hydro-
genation (by additional previous hydrogen dosage) for both ethane
and hydrogen TPR, the spectra show similar peaks; however with
smaller intensities for the self-hydrogenation experiments. This is an
obvious observation, since with additional adsorbed hydrogen sim-
ply more ethane can be produce as without. The low ethane ’produc-
tion’ is here further illustrated, when comparing the signal strength of
hydrogen (max. at ∼ 320 pA) and ethane (max. at ∼ 25 pA) in the TPD
signals for hydrogenation; thus an order of magnitude difference.

A rough approximation of the reaction probability can be donereaction probability
∼ 4− 6% based on the comparison of the integrated areas of the ethane TPD

and the ethene TPR. Ignoring the different ionization probabilities in
the QMS and the using 30 m/z in the case of ethene, gives an proba-
bility of ∼ 4–6% in agreement with values of ∼ 10% in the literature
(see sec. 2.1.2).

The ethane TPRs reveal one peak with a maximum at 240 K cor-
responding to the desorption of the hydrogenation product as re-
ported in the literature [332]. A described peak broadening for hy-
drogenation and a slightly lower peak maximum in comparison the
self-hydrogenation could not be reproduced. The observed peak max-
ima is in the same temperature range as the observed desorption peak
of ethene at ∼ 230 K described above.

For hydrogen two peaks are visible, one with a peak maximum at
250 K and a second broader peak at around 450 K. These results are
also in accordance with previous results [332] (particularly if consid-
ering the different heating rate used). The peak at lower tempera-
tures corresponds to hydrogen, released from formation of ethylidyne
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species on the surface. The broader peak at higher temperatures orig-
inates from the ’slower’ decomposition of ethene/ethylidyne on the
surface in the later process of carbon formation. Both temperature
ranges are in very good accordance with the literature [110, 109, 5,
332, 115], describing the temperature dependent adsorption of ethene
on Pt(111) presented in sec. 2.1.2. Consequently a further interpreta-
tion of the TPR results on Pt(111) is not given.

In conclusion, the TPD and EES data on ethene adsorption evidence Summary

a weak physisorption on MgO and strong chemisorption on Pt. Sig-
nals in the EES are considerably weak and with a detailed look MO of
the adsorbate can be seen and interpreted. The additional use of MIES
is hereby a particular asset as it allows the probing of a submonolayer
range. In general, the results are in agreement with comparable ex-
periments reported in literature. The performed ethane and hydrogen
TPR experiments of the self-/hydrogenation reaction are also in good
agreement with the literature, with respect to both peak positions and
reaction probability. They are a basis for comparison with measure-
ments on supported clusters in the same UHV setup described in the
next section.
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4.4.4 Ethene - reactivity on Ptx,n clusters

With the TPR experiments on Pt(111) (discussed in the previous sec-
tion) as a basis for comparison, the reactivity of the supported, unse-
lected Ptn (n > 10) clusters were probed for reactivity by TPR.

The results of the self-hydrogenation and hydrogenation TPR ofTPR - Ptn

ethene under similar experimental conditions (dosage of 0.4 C2 H4/SA

and 0.4 H2/SA, respectively and the same TPR settings) as for Pt(111)
are shown in fig. 4.4.26. The TPR spectra on the support evidence
the inertness of MgO in both experiments. Deposition of 0.203 e/nm2

Ptn≥9 clusters and subsequent TPR corroborate the catalytic reactivity
of Pt particles in this size range. For self-hydrogenation a peak at
170 K, for hydrogenation at 160 K with slightly higher reactivity can
be observed. In both cases the peak maximum is shifted for ∼ 50 K
and ∼ 60 K with respect to the Pt(111) surface, evidencing a higher
catalytic activity of the particles compared to the single crystal surface
in agreement with the literature (sec. 2.1.2).

Pt(111)

(a) Self-hydrogenation.

Pt(111)

(b) Hydrogenation.

Figure 4.4.26: TPR spectra (β = 2K/s) of self-hydrogenation (a) and hydro-
genation (b) of ethene on 0.203 e/nm2 unselected Ptn clusters
(blue spectra). The previous taken TPR on the corresponding
pristine MgO supports is additionally shown (orange spectra),
however reveal no reactivity. An arrow indicates the position
of the peak maximum for the experiment on the Pt(111) for
comparison.

The further peak shift for hydrogenation might be related to the
presence of the additional hydrogen. This enabling a reaction at even
lower temperatures, as the presence of hydrogen is a prerequisite
for self-/hydrogenation, however for the self-hydrogenation to occur
ethene decomposition needs to take place first. The temperature ob-
served difference between the TPR signals compared to Pt(111) could
be due to a lowered activation barrier for the formation of adsorbed
ethyl species.
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(a) Size dependent C2H6 TPR on Ptx. (b) Integrated peak areas.

Figure 4.4.27: TPR spectra (β = 2K/s) of hydrogenation on 0.116 e/nm2 se-
lected Ptx (7 ≤ x ≤ 13) clusters on MgO(100). The recorded
ion signals (30 m/z) for the pristine support MgO and the dif-
ferent sizes are shown in (a). The corresponding integrated
peak area (averaged in case of Pt10 and Pt11, because of mul-
tiple experiments) are plotted as a function of size (b). The
indicated error for Pt10 is based on the standard deviation of
five TPR measurements; the dashed lines serve as a guide to
the eye.

In order to elucidate possible size effects on the hydrogenation re- TPR - Ptx

activity as a function of Ptx (7 ≤ x ≤ 13) cluster size at a coverage of
0.116 e/nm2 was measured. The results of the TPR are presented, along
with the integrals of the peak areas, in fig. 4.4.27. An indicated error
bar for Pt10 based on the standard deviation of five independent mea-
surements, illustrates the high reproducibility of the measurements.

Up to a size of Pt9 no ethane signal can be detected and the spec-
tra resemble the TPR on the blank support. From Pt10 on a peak can
be detected, thus already these small clusters reveal a catalytic reac-
tivity. The reactivity increases steadily with cluster size and up to
the probed maximum size of Pt14 no saturation of the signal can be
observed (see integrated peak areas). The peak maximum is in a com-
parable range to the one observed in the Ptn measurements. However,
the peak maxima shift slightly for different sizes, probably a sign for
slight differences in reactivity for smaller sizes. A comparable trend
is apparent, when expressing the integrated peak signals (’reactivity’)
as reactivity per atom and plotting as a function of size. A previously
visible jump between Pt9 and Pt10 as well as Pt12 and Pt13, with an
almost doubled TPR peak area remains and shows, that the amount
of formed ethane is not proportional to the number of Pt atoms.
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The observed trend, of starting reactivity at a cluster size of ten
atoms, fits well the observation that sizes smaller than 6 Å are not
reactive [121, 9]. The onset of reactivity is at a larger size for ethene
hydrogenation, than for CO oxidation (Pt10 vs Pt6), but the trend
thereafter is the same (increasing activity with larger clusters) [30]. A
possible explanation for this ’earlier’ reactivity might be the larger
size of the reactant molecule ethene in comparison to oxygen or CO.
A similar stepwise increase in reactivity is observed for size-selected
Pd cluster in the study of acetylene cyclotrimerization [31].

Additional experiments with larger clusters are necessary in order
to elucidate their size dependent reactivity. However, the presented
TPR data already shows a tuneability of the hydrogenation reactivity
of small supported clusters, in which each single atom in a cluster
counts. These results are a starting point for further investigations of
cluster reactivity on more complex and industrial relevant reactions.
Correlating the obtained data of the reactivity in the single-pass heat-
ing cycle TPR experiments with other surface science methods, it is
likely to further the understanding of the ethene hydrogenation on a
molecular level.

In the following paragraphs, preliminary results on unselected clus-
ters, obtained by additional methods are described and discussed.
These results of currently ongoing experiments are meant to show
the potential of these methods to give supplementary and comple-
mentary information for the understanding of ethene hydrogenation
on size-selected clusters.

Figure 4.4.28: Excerpt of Auger electron spectra of the energy range between
255− 278 eV after ethene desorption on MgO(100)/Mo(100),
Pt(111) and 0.203 e/nm2 Ptn on MgO(100) excited with an elec-
tron energy of 3 kV. The characteristic carbon peak C(KLL) at
272 eV is present for both the Pt single crystal, as the unse-
lected clusters, however is not present for the support film
MgO(100) [315, 333].
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For probing possible formation of surface carbon on clusters, as AES

seen in the case of Pt(111), AES measurements after a self-hydro-
genation TPR with 0.2 C2 H4/SA were performed on 0.203 e/nm2 unse-
lected Ptn (n > 9) clusters supported on MgO(100). The spectrum is
compared to AE spectra after a similar TPR run on MgO(100) and
Pt(111). An excerpt of the relevant area for the characteristic carbon
peak C(KLL) at 272 eV of the three measurements is shown in fig.
4.4.28.

The spectrum on the ’clean’ MgO support reveals no carbon related
features in the relevant range and serves as a reference. For Pt(111)
the known formation of carbonaceous species at higher temperatures Pt(111)

is evidenced by a clear signal originating from the C(KLL) transition.
A smaller, but clear peak signal is also present for unselected Ptn Ptn

clusters. An possible decomposition of ethene by means of the e-gun
can be excluded as no carbon formation is seen on the bare MgO(100)
support. Despite the presence of the signal for unselected clusters, ad-
ditional measurements on size-selected clusters are necessary to gain
a more complete picture on the carbon formation. An additional ap-
proach for quantification of the carbon deposition has been mentioned
in the literature [5]. The author reports, that the amount of poisoned
active sites on the metal can be probed by titration of the available
adsorption sites of the Pt surface with CO. Experiments for proof of
principle have been performed and support the obtained AES data
[315, 333]. Yet a more systematic study is necessary to quantify and
reproduce these results; possible effects of cluster size on carbon for-
mation might shed light into catalyst deactivation mechanisms for
this reaction.

(a) Pt(111). (b) Ptn.

Figure 4.4.29: IRRAS of 0.4 C2 H4/SA adsorbed C2H4 on Pt(111) (a )and
0.203 e/nm2 Ptn (b). The molecule was adsorbed at 100 K.
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Results of first IRRAS measurements of adsorbed ethene on Pt(111)IRRAS

and 0.203 e/nm2 unselected Ptn clusters at 100 K are depicted in fig.
4.4.29. On the Pt(111) reference spectra two peaks are visible. The in-Pt(111)

tense peak at 2914 cm−1 is the symmetric CH2 stretch of di-σ bonded
ethene, the weaker peak at 2989 cm−1 might be corresponding to one
of the symmetric or asymmetric stretches of π-bonded ethene; both
peak positions are in good agreement with literature data on Pt(111)
[124, 109, 110]. The Ptn clusters show only one clear peak at 2997 cm−1,Ptn

likely to correspond to π-bonded ethene - the observed blue shift for
the peak with respect to the single crystal surface, might be an indica-
tion of a stronger π-bond of ethene to the clusters than to the surface.
It has to be noted again, that these vibrational information are prelim-
inary and need further measurements, particularly with size-selected
clusters in the range where a change in reactivity is found in the TPR.

The presented data in this section reveals a size dependent reactiv-Summary

ity of the hydrogenation of ethene on small size-selected Pt clusters.
First, preliminary results from AES and IRRAS measurements are
promising towards an understanding of the differences between sin-
gle crystal and cluster reactivity, however are at an early stage and
need a more detailed study.

Along with these studies the application of EES, in particular MIESOngoing studies

with higher sensitivity, a better insight into the changes of the adsorp-
tion behaviour (extracted from changes in the electronic structure)
and reactivity in general on a molecular level should be feasible. As a
part of the ongoing efforts, the self-hydrogenation reaction as a func-
tion of cluster size is planned. Further studies using isotope labelling
experiments (i.e. using deuterium instead of hydrogen) will also be
performed to elucidate the role of the hydrogen activation in the hy-
drogenation reaction. In particular using HD-exchange to probe the
hydrogen adsorption shows promising results towards gaining a bet-
ter understanding of the cluster reactivity.

Additionally to the presented results, the adsorption behaviour of
the reactants at different temperatures on the clusters need to be in-
vestigated, this is a particular necessity in the case of ethene reactivity
because of the temperature dependent adsorption properties on sur-
faces. In a last step the reactivity of clusters will be probed by means
of available isothermal pMBRS experiments. This is a logical step,
in order to attaining kinetic data which will make the results more
widely applicable.
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5
C L U S T E R C ATA LY S T S U N D E R A P P L I E D
C O N D I T I O N S

The results of investigations of supported size-selected Pt cluster cata-
lysts under ambient and more applied conditions is described in this
chapter. Based on the successful experiments with unselected clus-
ters and application under electrochemical conditions [20, 38, 40, 39],
within this work both unselected and selected cluster materials (of
different sizes) are investigated. Exemplarily for selected sizes, in a
highly collaborative approach, results on characterization, stability
and reactivity are presented.

As a first part of this chapter, a characterization of the cluster ma- 5.1 Characterization
(STEM/XPS)terials is performed on the basis of (HAADF)-STEM and XPS results.

The complementary methods offer insight to the samples transferred
to ex situ on the local and integral level and to some extent to the
characterization of the deposition method. Further, the presented ex-
periments and their outcome, in particular characterization by means
of STEM, are a basis for supplementary measurements in the follow-
ing chapters.

In the second part, first results on the stability of the cluster based 5.2 Stability
(ETEM/INPS)materials is presented. A data set from ETEM measurements at dif-

ferent temperatures shows the influence of temperature on a selected
cluster sample. Further, by monitoring changes in the plasmon signal
by means of INPS the stability of size-selected and unselected cluster
samples is investigated as a function of temperature and correlated
with (conventional) STEM results.

The last two sections deal with reactivity of different Ptx clusters
sizes under ambient conditions. Using CO oxidation as test reaction 5.3 µ-reactors

the Ptx reactivity is probed by means of µ-reactors. First results of
this ongoing project are presented.

Investigating the hydrogen evolution of the water splitting reaction, 5.4 Photo catalysis

Ptx clusters supported on a semiconductor material serve as part of a
new well defined photocatalyst material, which is tested as a function
of coverage and size in the liquid phase in a systematic study.

An overview of the different sections and the corresponding pre-
pared samples is presented in table 5.0.2; a more detailed list is stated
in the appendix in sec. A.2.1.
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Table 5.0.2: List of samples prepared for ambient experiments, sorted by sec-
tion. Additionally, the support material and the studied sizes are
stated. A more detailed list stated in the appendix in tab. A.2.1.

section sample type support deposited sizes

5.1.1 STEM Cu/C 8, 22, 34, n > 36, 46, 68

5.1.2 XPS SiO2 8, 22, 34, n > 36, 46, 68

5.2.1 ETEM SiO2/SiO2 46

5.2.2 INPS Si3N4 n > 53, 68, 22+68

STEM Si3N4 n > 53, 68, 22+68

5.3 µ-reactor SiO2 (2nd gen.) 8, 10, 20, 22, 34, 46, 68

5.4 Photocat SiO2/CdS 8, 22, 34, n > 36, 46, 68

5.4.1 STEM CdS/Cu/C 8, 22, 34, n > 36, 46, 68

5.1 Characterization and statistics

The prepared samples for ambient experiments cannot be immedi-
ately probed and investigated by techniques as under UHV condi-
tions. In order to nonetheless ensure a successful preparation, sam-
ples of different sized clusters have been probed after transfer to am-
bient conditions by means of (HAADF)-STEM and XPS. TEM as a
well established characterization method is then used in combination
with other experiments (INPS and photocat) to characterize samples
routinely and track changes after the ’main’ experiment.

5.1.1 HR-STEM

In order to characterize clusters with different sizes, a resolution onTEM

an atomic scale is necessary. The available TEM instrument at TUM
was able to confirm successful deposition of cluster materials, and
allowed for simple statistical analysis of larger (unselected) clusters
[20, 40]. However, a reliable analysis with focus on even smaller sizes
towards discrimination of selected cluster with different sizes was not
possible due to low resolution in the lower size range. Thus, acquired
TEM images are not explicitly shown.

HAADF-STEM as an alternative method, providing a high reso-STEM

lution (exploiting the high Z contrast for Pt) was therefore applied
to all measurements. The experiments were performed at LMU, and
DTU for comparison. Excerpts of representative STEM micrographs
(30× 30 nm2) for Ptn,x clusters of different sizes and coverages sup-
ported on 2 nm carbon support are shown in fig. 5.1.1.
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10 nm

(a) 0.04 e/nm2 Pt8.

10 nm

(b) 0.04 e/nm2 Pt22.

10 nm

(c) 0.04 e/nm2 Pt34.

10 nm

(d) 0.04 e/nm2 Pt46.

10 nm

(e) 0.03 e/nm2 Ptn≥36.

10 nm

(f) 0.03 e/nm2 Pt68.

Figure 5.1.1: STEM micrographs (30× 30 nm2) for Ptn,x (n>36; x=8, 22, 34,
46, 68) clusters supported on 2 nm carbon. The corresponding
coverages are shown in fig. 5.1.2.

From the images an increasing particle size and for the unselected
samples different sized particles are apparent.

Multiple images with different areas (thus higher number of clus- systematic analysis

ters) were systematically analyzed by means of a IGOR based soft-
ware of in house design (see sec. 3.3.3a). The results of the computer
based analysis (based on at least five micrographs per size and an
average of > 2000 particles) are discussed in the following.

Besides the measurement of neutralization current upon deposi- coverage control

tion the overall cluster coverage is determined by counting clusters
on STEM micrographs as a function of surface area. The results of
the comparison for different sizes and three different coverages are
displayed in fig. 5.1.2. In general, the counted numbers of clusters
are in good agreement to the integral measurement of cluster current
within the indicated error (based on the standard deviation of counts
on different micrographs of the same size, 14%). A reproducible depo-
sition with respect to the coverage is thus evidenced, and is a superior
method compared to vapor deposition [9].
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θ 

Figure 5.1.2: Statistical analysis of the coverage control of Ptn,x. Discharge
current during deposition as comparison (orange), counts from
TEM (blue). A minimum of five micrographs per size and for
different coverages are taken for the counts. The indicated error
for the counted particles is based on the standard deviation of
the counts of the individual micrographs.

In addition to the coverage, the size of the particles was obtainedsize control

from automated measurements of the (projected) particle area, i.e.
area distribution functions (ADF). Representative STEM micrographs
(100 × 100 nm2) for Ptn≥36 (0.03 e/nm2) and two coverages of Pt46

(0.04 e/nm2 and 0.06 e/nm2) clusters are shown in fig. 5.1.3. In addi-
tion, the corresponding ADF of these excerpts, plotted as histograms
are depicted. The use of the area in contrast to the commonly applied
measure of the particle diameter is preferential in the case of these
clusters, since in that size range the presence of different structural
isomers influences the diameter of a particle more strongly than for
larger particles. The micrographs for unselected Ptn≥36 (a) and se-
lected Pt46 clusters (c,e) show a homogeneous and well separated dis-
tribution of clusters over the surface. Different amounts, correspond-
ing to the expected coverages are seen; for the unselected samples
different sized clusters are present.

The broad area distribution encountered for unselected samples (b)Ptn≥36

reflects the cluster production within the cluster source, the transmis-
sion of the ion optics and the transmission of the QMS used as a high
pass filter. The ADF reveals cluster areas in the range from 0.5− 3 nm2,
with a peak maximum at 0.91 nm2 (determined from the log normal
fit) with a homogeneous size distribution (see orange line for inte-
gration). These findings agree with the expectation that masses cor-
responding to cluster sizes of Ptn≥36 can pass the QMS setup when
operated in the ion-guide mode (see sec. 3.1.2).

In the histogram for the selected Pt46 samples (d,f), peaks corre-Pt46

sponding to cluster ensembles of a distinct size can be seen.
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20 nm

(a) 0.03 e/nm2 Pt≥36. (b) 0.03 e/nm2 Pt≥36 - area histogram.

20 nm

(c) 0.04 e/nm2 Pt46. (d) 0.04 e/nm2 Pt46 - area histogram.

20 nm

(e) 0.06 e/nm2 Pt46. (f) 0.06 e/nm2 Pt46 - area histogram.

Figure 5.1.3: Representative STEM micrographs for Ptn≥36 (0.03 e/nm2) and
Pt46 (0.04 e/nm2 and 0.06 e/nm2) clusters and their correspond-
ing PSD, i.e. area statistics. The micrographs (100 × 100 nm2)
for unselected Ptn≥36 (a) and two coverages of selected Pt46
clusters (c,e) on ultra thin carbon support are shown. Addition-
ally the area statistics (b,d,f) are plotted as histograms. The ob-
tained distributions are fitted (orange lines) - for the unselected
by a log normal distribution and for the selected samples the
primary peak by a gaussian function. The green curves show
the integrated counts.
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(a) Average histograms of different sizes. (b) Image plot of the normalized his-
tograms.

Figure 5.1.4: Statistical analysis of different cluster sizes measured by STEM
via histograms. The results of the analysis of multiple TEM
micrographs, i.e. the ADF is plotted as for different selected
cluster sizes as histograms (a) and as image plot (b).

The first peak possess a narrow, well-defined and separated area
regime and accounts to 82% of the total amount of particles (see green
line for integration). This peak can be fitted using a gaussian function
(orange curve); resulting in a peak maximum, i.e. an average area
of 0.98 nm2. The additional, smaller peaks at ∼ 2 and ∼ 3 nm2 with
lower abundance exhibit two and three times higher particle areas
compared to the predominant fraction of clusters which is assigned to
Pt46. These fractions are attributed to agglomerates of two and three
clusters which are most likely formed by TEM electron beam induced
coalescence since migration of Pt clusters could be identified during
acquisition of high-resolution images (see below for examples). To
a small extent statistical particle collisions upon deposition have to
be considered for high cluster coverages, as even for a perfectly size-
selected cluster deposition process, the poisson statistic predicts the
formation of a minor amount of dimer clusters [211]. The correspond-
ing area values at the maxima remain unchanged upon increase of
cluster coverage. Compared to the size-selected sample with lower
coverage the fraction of particles revealing cross section areas in be-
tween the peaks is increased. Furthermore an additional fraction of
particles exhibiting bigger cross section and volume values than three
times the values of the predominant fraction is observed.

Figure 5.1.4 shows the ADF, thus results of the area measurementsPtx
(x=8, 22, 34, 46, 68) for different selected samples. The histograms are plotted as frequency

of occurrence for comparison between the sizes, accounting for differ-
ent amounts of clusters for different sizes. The choice of the bin width
of 0.1 nm2 in the histograms is slightly below the resolution limit of
the microscope in STEM mode. The obtained distributions evidence
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Table 5.1.1: Particle sizes as projected area for different size-selected Pt clus-
ters as obtained from the gaussian fit on the main peak of the
histograms shown in fig. 5.1.4. The error is based on the FWHM
for the corresponding peaks. Additionally the particle diameter
is calculated under the assumption of a spherical particle. For
Pt8 this is not valid as there is experimental proof for a 2 D
structure [95]; Ptn≥36 is given for comparison.

cluster size area diameter

/number of atoms /Å
2

/nm

8 45 ± 15 (0.76 ± 0.08)

22 58 ± 8 0.86 ± 0.08

34 71 ± 15 0.95 ± 0.10

≥ 36 (peak maximum) 91 (±6) 1.08 (±0.11)

46 98 ± 6 1.12 ± 0.11

68 115 ± 14 1.21 ± 0.12

different projected areas for different sized particles, as expected. In
the image plot the trend towards increasing area for the main peak as
well as the small fractions at double the area are visible. The results
obtained have been validated by values obtained from three different
programs used on the same images, as stated in sec. 3.3.2.

The main peaks of the histograms have been fitted assuming a gaus-
sian distribution (a valid assumption considering the size selection
down to a single atomic mass), and the obtained values are sum-
marized in tab. 5.1.1. From the measured projected areas the corre-
sponding particle diameters are calculated under the assumption of
a perfect, spherical particle [334, 335].1 The listed values suggest, that
size-selected clusters, can be discriminated by their projected area
(within the given error) in STEM micrographs, at least with differ-
ences as low as 12 atoms. This approach is only problematic for very
small clusters, since a 2 D structure of the particles my be present, as
in the case of Pt8 [90].

Only few works using STEM as local characterization method on Discussion and
comparison to
literature

small clusters have been published in literature, thus a real com-
parison is hardly feasible. Conventional TEM results reach a reso-
lution limit for such small sizes and consequently reported studies
[335, 92, 19] are not in the right size range to be compared, except for
earlier work with clusters mass selected by means of the quadrupole
deflector [20, 38]. The authors assign a cluster size to Pt46 clusters and

1 For Pt8 this assumption not valid as there is experimental proof, that cluster in this
size range are present as flat, 2 D structure on the support [95].
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measure an average diameter of 1.34 ± 0.16 nm, which is in the error
range of the value obtained in this work with STEM, considering the
applied less sophisticated mass selection and the use of TEM.

For STEM, no study on size-selected Pt clusters is reported. For
other metals with high atomic number Z, i.e. Au, Pd [336, 337, 238,
237], the dependency of the STEM image intensity on Z, so called
Z-contrast imaging, in the ADF mode was used in order to discrimi-
nate between different sized clusters. The feasibility of this approach
is shown, however the work suffers from poor size selection (±5%),
the use of considerably large clusters and neglecting the influence
of other parameters on the Z-contrast [290]. It is the opinion of the
author that at the large sizes probed within these works possible influ-
ences on the Z-contrast might be neglectable, however for small sizes
as presented here this assumption will fail. Consequently a measure
of the volume of the particle, considering the obvious variation of
microscope parameters during acquisition will not allow later com-
parison. Further, measurements on small clusters (without particular
size selection) of Au [338] and Ge [239] have been performed, how-
ever the aim of the studies was the investigation of single clusters
with respect to stability and resolution in the sub nanometer scale,
thus do not provide a comparison in terms of size.

Using STM as alternative local method, is advantageous compared
to TEM when aiming for determination of the particle height. The
height can be measured, with only small errors [339, 340] and ex-
ploiting the fact of different atomic layers for different cluster sizes
it has the capability to discriminate between cluster sizes with dif-
ferences of only one atom [95] and even different isomers [211]. The
method however, suffers from to the well know tip convolution effect
in STM for measurements of area/diameter, thus resulting in values
with high error. Here TEM is advantageous, as it measures in general
the 2 D projection of the sample specimen and allows therefore for
a precise determination of the area. Nevertheless, STM investigations
of supported Pt clusters in the very small size range of one to 15

atoms are reported [90, 95], where the authors measured the ’diam-
eter’ of the Pt4 tetramer to 0.33 nm, however with a high error due
to tip convolution. Comparing this value to the Pt8 measured here
and assuming as well a 2 D structure the obtained area/diameter are
reasonable.

The precise size selection during preparation of the cluster materi-
als in the presented case, in combination with the sensitive measure of
the area in STEM should allow one for using the obtained values for
the particle sizes as a comparison for particle, synthesized by different
means. This method is superior compared to the discussed use of the
Z-contrast in order to measure the particles size [336, 337, 238, 237], as
it is applicable towards smaller sizes and can be used without further
assumptions.
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Å

Figure 5.1.5: Approximation of the cluster shape by comparing the mea-
sured projected areas by means of STEM to simple geometri-
cal models. The peak maxima of the gaussian fit from the main
peak of each individual analyzed STEM micrograph along with
the corresponding error (FWHM of the gaussian) is plotted as
a function of cluster size (blue points). From the individual val-
ues a mean value is calculated and shown with the standard
deviation as error (orange points); the orange line, extrapolat-
ing the five measured sizes serves as a guide to the eye. The
values of the mean areas are further compared to a disk (dark
blue), hemisphere (blue area) and sphere model (green area).
For details see text, for used values tab. A.2.4.

In fact, the measure of the area can be even applied to get an idea cluster shape

on the three dimensional cluster shape. In fig. 5.1.5 the determined
peak maxima of the gaussian fit of the main peak of each individual
analyzed STEM micrograph is plotted as a function of cluster size.

An average size is calculated, based on the single measurements
and evidences an increase of projected area with size. Additionally,
the projected area for three different, simple geometrical models of
possible cluster shape are depicted (a comparable approach as in
[336]). The disk considers a flat lying cluster, were all atoms are lo-
cated in one layer. For a perfectly hemispherical and spherical cluster
its potential volume is calculated using the volume of an individual
Pt atom times the number of atoms per clusters (see tab. A.2.4 in ap-
pendix for details). Two extreme packing cases are considered. First,
the smallest possible size (dashed lines), based on the Pt dimer dis-
tance of 2.44 Å (a theoretically [341, 342] and experimentally [343]
determined value) is calculated. Second, a common f cc packing den-
sity, as known for a single crystal surface is assumed, leading to
the biggest possible size (drawn trough lines). The two extrema give
rise to two areas, which allow to distinguish between a spherical or
half-spherical shape of the clusters. For the f cc packed sphere addi-
tionally the area corresponding to an ellipsoid with an aspect ratio
of (a = 0.9× b) is calculated, leading to slightly higher area values.
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Comparing now the models with the measured areas (orange points
and trend line), both the case of a disk and a hemisphere can be
excluded in the case of Pt clusters supported on thin carbon films, ex-
cept for Pt8. For the smallest measured cluster size, an assignment of
the shape is difficult due to the high error, however comparing to the
overall trend and with the literature presented above a tendency to-
wards a disk like, 2 D shape can be observed. For larger clusters the
real shape of the clusters is sphere like, probably slightly distorted
(due to different isomers) and thus evidences a rather weak wetting
behavior of the clusters on the surface [1]. The observed trend of in-
creasing area with bigger clusters, described by both the model as
well as the experimental data proves the prospect of the use of size-
selected clusters as a standard for estimating the number of atoms in
an unknown particle measured by STEM.

(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 82 s.

(c) t = 138 s. (d) t = 219 s.

Figure 5.1.6: Series of four subsequent STEM micrographs of 0.03 e/nm2

Pt68. The images are recorded with an electron beam of 300 kV;
two cluster pairs that coalescence as a result of the high beam
intensity are marked with circles.
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Despite the presented results, the use of TEM, and particularly beam damage

STEM, has the major disadvantage of beam damage due to the use of
a (focused) high energy electron beam during image acquisition [290,
288]. A series of STEM images (40× 40 nm2) covered with 0.03 e/nm2

Pt68 of the same sample position measured four times (at 300 kV) in
a row is shown in fig. 5.1.6. The micrographs are not corrected for
image drift, thus the probed excerpts vary for the different images.
At first, the clusters are all separated and homogeneously distributed
over the surface. As a consequence of the electron beam scanning
over the specimen three clusters in the lower left of the micrographs
approach between the first two images and coalescence during fur-
ther imaging process, another pair starts to approach and merge in
the last image of the series. It is likely, that the coalescence of these
particles is observed, as they happened to be positioned particularly
close to one another. Further external factors, possibly influencing the
stability of the clusters during image acquisition can be excluded. In
addition to the coalescent particles, a change in shape and contour of
nearly all clusters from one image to the next illustrates the flexibil-
ity of these small particles as well as the presence of a multitude of
different structural isomers. Inducing external energy by the electron
beam, the clusters readily interconvert between different structural
isomers. Beam damage on cluster samples is one major reason for
the observation of di- and trimers in the ADF histograms above (fig.
5.1.3).

In conclusion, the observations using STEM as a local probe method summary

for characterization of cluster materials, in combination with a com-
puter assisted analysis of the recorded images gave the following re-
sults. The deposition methods yields a highly reproducible cluster
coverage, which corresponds within 14 % (average error) to the inde-
pendently measured integrated current over time during deposition.
Selected clusters can be distinguished from unselected ones by their
different PSD of the projected areas. In the case of unselected clus-
ters this can be approximated by a log normal distribution; for the
selected clusters by a gaussian fit. The areas reflect the production
of the source, ion optics and QMS, for the selected clusters of all
probed sizes, and the PSD shows cluster ensembles with distinct size
(about 80 % of all clusters). The comparison of the areas of different
sizes, allows one to distinguish between different clusters sizes with
differences of at least 12 atoms. Further, comparing the obtained area
values to calculations, based on simple geometric considerations, sug-
gest a sphere like cluster shape, with the exception of very small clus-
ters, that appear as flat 2 D structures. The obtained area values for
different cluster sizes may serve as a guide to estimate sizes of cluster
synthesized by different means. Further, the findings in combination
with the analysis are a basis for routine characterization of cluster
materials in the future, with the only draw back of beam damage.
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5.1.2 XPS

In addition to the local characterization by means of TEM in the pre-
vious section, the integral characterization of the prepared samples is
described in the following. As a first step different sample types were
probed to see if the sensitivity of the setup is sufficient to detect the
low cluster catalyst amounts. Furthermore, a representative line scan
for Pt68 clusters was performed in order to get an idea of the spatial
distribution of clusters on the sample materials.

Different selected Ptx (x = 8, 22, 34, 46, 68) clusters were investi-
gated in order to elucidate differences in core electronic structure. In
addition Pt46 was compared to an unselected Ptn≥36 sample. For the
selected cluster sizes a coverage of 0.029 e/nm2, for the unselected a
coverage of 0.058 e/nm2 was deposited onto the wafer.

In fig. 5.1.7 representative survey scans for a XPS wafer sample andSurvey scans on
different supports an unsealed µ-reactor, before and after deposition of size-selected Pt

clusters are shown. For better comparability, the spectra are normal-
ized with respect to the Si 2p signal of the underlying silicate support.

Beside several other elements2, that can be detected in the XPS spec-
tra, the contributions of the silicate support and the Pt (after deposi-
tion) are of main interest and are briefly discussed in the following.
Representative spectra of the Pt and Si peaks are shown in fig. 5.1.8.

f

f

Figure 5.1.7: Survey scans of a XPS waver sample and an unsealed µ-reactor
before and after deposition of size-selected Pt clusters. Cover-
age of 0.029 e/nm2 Pt68 for the waver, 0.058 e/nm2 Pt46 for the
µ-reactor, respectively. For better comparability, the spectra are
normalized with respect to the Si 2p signal of the underlying
silicate support.

2 As a minor fraction the presence of Fe (particularly for the reactor samples) can
be seen by different Auger transitions in the BE range of 700− 550 eV, which is a
contribution of the underlying sample holder and the fixation of the sample, however
is not affecting the other measurements.
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Figure 5.1.8: Representative Si 2p and Pt 4 f peak and corresponding fits for
0.029 e/nm2 Pt68 supported on a Si waver. The results of the
presented fits, for each position of the line scan are used to
calculate the spatial distribution of clusters in fig. 5.1.10b.

From the underlying support (for all shown samples) for silicon Si 2p

two signals at 150 eV and 100 eV can be detected, which correspond
to the photoemission of the Si 2s and Si 2p, respectively. These silicon
signals are accompanied by two plasmons, which are shifted by 20 eV
towards higher BE (particularly visible for the wafer). The Si 2p sig-
nal consists of two peaks, corresponding to two silicon species; one
at 99.5 eV corresponding to elemental silicon of the wafer and a sec-
ond one at 103 eV arises from photoemission of silicon oxide with a
chemical shift compared to the silicon bulk. Further, the 2p spin-orbit
coupling has to be considered, with a separation value of 0.60 eV for
silicon. Thus, the signals consist of two components arising from 2p3/2

and 2p1/2 (with a 2:1 intensity ratio), which are consequently used for
fitting of the silicon peaks as shown in fig. 5.1.8a. Although the ex-
istence of further interphases has been proposed in literature [344],
within this work only two phases are included in the data treatment.

The signal of the elemental 2p3/2 peak is observed at 99.6 eV, how- Calibration to 2p3/2

ever, the literature value of pure silicon is listed at 99.3 eV [345]. The
observed shift is most likely caused by charging effects of the sam-
ple3, due to silicon and silicate being a semiconductor or insulator
material, respectively. In the following sections it is assumed that this
charging effect is homogeneous distributed over the sample. The spec-
tra shown are therefore compensated for the observed charging, by
referencing the 2p3/2 peak to the literature value of 99.3 eV and thus

3 Using a simple consideration, the charging of the surfaces can be explained as fol-
lows. After ejection of an photoelectron a positive charge remains at the surface,
which is neutralized after a certain time. Therefore, during measurements an equi-
librium between creation and neutralization of the remaining charge is established
and results in a constant charging shift.
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using it as an internal standard for calibration of the energy scale as
performed in [157]. Other possible forms of Si hardly influence the
correct determination of the peak energies and it is therefore justified
to neglected them (for the interpretation within this work). In the case
of the µ-reactor, the surface has a thick, thermally grown SiO2 film as
support and thus only the Si 2p signal, arising from the oxide can be
detected, compared to the thin silicon wafer oxide film.

After deposition of Pt clusters, in both cases (wafer and reactor)Pt 4 f

the Pt 4 f signal at 72 eV is apparent and confirms successful deposi-
tion.4 Although Pt (bulk) gives rise to further signals (from 4d and
4p orbitals), only the 4 f signal is detectable due to the low amount
of platinum on the surface. Comparison of the signal intensity for the
Pt 4 f peaks on the two different supports, reflects the total amount
of Pt present on the surface. Also the Pt 4 f signal has two contribu-
tions, because of the spin-orbit splitting (sec. 3.2.5). The resulting 4 f7/2

and 4 f5/2 signals are separated by 3.33 eV (intensity ratio 4:3). These
values are used for peak fitting (see fig. 5.1.8b); the Lorentzian pa-
rameter is adopted from the Pt bulk measurement [292], whereas the
asymmetry parameter is kept free.

(a) Si peaks -waterfall. (b) Pt68 peaks -waterfall.

Figure 5.1.9: XPS line scan excerpts of the Si 2p (a) and Pt 4 f (b) peaks for
the sample with 0.029 e/nm2 Pt68 supported on a Si waver. The
obtained fit results of these signals (i.e. Pt in fig. ) are used to
calculate the spatial distribution of clusters in fig. 5.1.10b.

The spatial cluster distribution on the support is studied by meansLine scan and
spatial cluster

distribution
of a XPS line scan, representatively for a Pt68 sample with 0.029 e/nm2.
On twelve positions with a separation of 1 mm measurements of the
Si 2p and the Pt 4 f are performed. The resulting spectra at the differ-
ent positions are shown in fig. 5.1.9.

4 An additional survey scan on a INPS sample (not shown here) also reveals Pt fea-
tures [292], and confirms therefore not only a deposition, but further the successful
application of the electron shower for deposition on insulating materials
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(a) Pt 4 f fit for Pt68.

QMS aperture width

holder mask opening

(b) Line scan - Pt distribution.

Figure 5.1.10: Image plot of Pt 4 f signals of 0.029 e/nm2 Pt68 (corrected by
the Pt to Si ratio) as a function of different spatial positions
(a) and spatial distribution of clusters on the support, shown
as ratio of the obtained areas from the fitted Si 2p and Pt 4 f
signals (b) for each measured position from fig. 5.1.9.

With respect to the spatial distribution of Pt on the surface, the
discussion of the peak intensities, i.e. the integrated peak areas are
of interest. Differences in the absolute peak energy positions (in par-
ticular for the Pt 4 f signal) are part of the discussion of the different
cluster sizes below and are omitted here. The Si 2p and Pt 4 f signals
for each position are fitted (fig. 5.1.8), according to the considerations
and assumptions mentioned above (two phases, elemental and oxide
for Si and spin-orbit splitting for both Pt and Si). For each spatial
position the fit results of the peak areas for Pt and Si are used to cal-
culate the ratio of the two elements. The resulting ratios of the peak
fits as a function of the position are shown in fig. 5.1.10.

In both figures, the major presence of platinum is detected between
2–11 mm and shows in this position range a homogeneous distribu-
tion of Pt on the sample. This distribution reflects well the used aper-
ture in front of the QMS (9 mm diameter) as well as the cap opening of
the used sample holder (10 mm for XPS samples), as additionally indi-
cated in fig. 5.1.9. Towards the edges a lower amount of Pt is observed,
a result of both apertures as well as the XPS spot size (< 1 mm).

To estimate the error, the arithmetic average for the positions 3 to
10 is shown, supporting well the observed homogenous distribution
over the sample. The ratio of the integrated areas of the Pt and Si
signals is further used to eliminate fluctuations in the detection of the
photo emitted electrons for the measurement of different positions.
Therefore, the Pt 4 f signals in the image plot in fig. 5.1.9 is corrected
by a factor taking into account this ratio for each position.
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Figure 5.1.11 presents the results of the comparison between se-Unselected Ptn≥36
vs. size-selected Pt46 lected and unselected clusters, along with the results of the size de-

pendent measurements. The obtained spectra of the Pt 4 f signal for
0.058 e/nm2 Ptn≥36 and 0.029 e/nm2 Pt46, along with the fit results (fixed
spin-orbit splitting, ratio and lorentzian) are shown in fig. 5.1.11a.
The Pt 4 f signal of the Ptn≥36 clusters is shifted by 0.09 eV towards
higher BE compared to the Pt46 clusters. Further, from the fit results
the broadness of the Pt 4 f signal is described by the ’gaussian’ param-
eter, for Ptn≥36 the parameter with a value 1.762 indicates a slightly
broader peak compared to the selected sample with a value of 1.705.
Additionally, the unselected clusters exhibit a bigger asymmetric pa-
rameter (0.131 compared to 0.115). All these observations (broader
peaks, change in asymmetry and shift in BE) can be explained as a
result of a mixture of different sized clusters with an average below
size 46 (n ≥ 36), as visible from the TEM treatment (section 5.1.1).
The mixture results in a convolution of all core level signals stem-
ming from the single clusters with different sizes in the XPS spectra,
leading to higher values for the fit parameter, compared to a single
sized sample.

The Pt 4 f signals as a function of cluster sizes are depicted in fig.Ptx
(x=8, 22, 34, 46, 68)

5.1.11b (including a Pt bulk sample) and 5.1.11d; the spectra are nor-
malized to the corresponding Si 2p support signal for comparability.
Further, the peak maxima of the 4 f7/2 signals are shown in fig. 5.1.11c
as ’measured’ as well as corrected with respect to the silicate litera-
ture value of the Si 2p3/2 peak. Compared to the bulk metal (dashed
green line), the clusters are shifted by ∼ 1 eV towards higher BE. For
smaller clusters the highest BEs are observed, with increasing cluster
sizes the value converges to the bulk value. In general, this can be
explained by a finale state effect, where the remaining charge after
photoemission on the cluster shift the peak features on a BE scale.

Additionally to the measured sizes, Pt 4 f7/2 values from two dataDiscussion and
comparison to

literature
sets reported in the literature are included as comparison in fig. 5.1.11c.
Results from Eberhardt et al. for Ptx (x = 1–6) clusters supported on
an oxidized Si(100) surface[157], as well as results from Y. Watanabe
et al. for size-selected Ptx (x = 1–8, 10, 15) clusters on a TiO2(110) sur-
face [95, 90]. The different values for the Pt 4 f7/2 position show a lin-
ear trend (within the stated error range), save for Pt46 where a slight
tendency towards higher BE can be observed. The values, corrected
for charging effect, for the Pt 4 f7/2 fit well to the results obtained by
Eberhardt et al. [157], for a similar system. Considering that in this
study, the samples were transferred in air to the synchrotron source
for measurement, contaminations of the samples can not be excluded
(as in the presented data here). In particular the oxidation state of the
Pt clusters, visible as chemical shift could give an insight on this. The
authors claim that the clusters are not contaminated mainly for the
following two reasons.
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(a) Ptn≥36 vs. Pt46. (b) Ptx and Pt bulk - waterfall plot.

(c) Pt 4 f7/2 peak shifts. (d) Ptx and Pt bulk - image plot.

Figure 5.1.11: XPS of Pt 4 f peaks for different sizes and comparison to lit-
erature values. XPS Pt 4 f signals for selected and unselected
clusters (a) incl. the corresponding line fit. The normalized
Pt 4 f signals for different selected cluster sizes and Pt bulk as
waterfall plot (b); different sizes as image plot (d). The BE val-
ues of the Pt 4 f7/2 signals as a function of cluster size (c), for
comparison the bulk value and BE from measurements in the
literature are included.

First, the chemical shifts for Pt oxides and hydroxides are typically
about 3 eV (for the stoichiometric compounds) and therefore signif-
icantly larger than the measured maximum shift (1.3 eV for the Pt
atom). Second, comparing the results to studies on commercial Pt
catalysts, these systems exhibit an oxide core-level shift of about 2 eV,
again larger than the observed values.

Since these very small Ptx (x = 1–6) clusters are considered as non-
metallic in the study no asymmetry in the Pt 4 f was observed. Using
clusters covering a larger size range, as in this work, indeed it can be
observed, that with increasing cluster sizes the asymmetric parameter
also increases (0.071 for Pt8 to 0.121 for Pt68) and can be interpreted
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as an consequence of the transformation to a metallic character with
larger particle size. The broadness of the signals might have its ori-
gin in the inhomogeneity of the support, i.e. that different adsorption
sites are available for clusters.

In order to estimate the oxidation state, a few considerations are
given in the following. A possible oxidation state of +IV can be ex-
cluded, based on the observed chemical shift of 3 eV compared to
the pure metallic platinum as mentioned above. Unfortunately, the
oxidation states +I I and 0 cannot be distinguished based on their
chemical shift, as the difference between those states is too small. For
the results of Watanabe et al. [95, 90] for Pt clusters containing up
to 15 atoms measured under UHV conditions, an oxidation state of 0
can be assumed and shows considerably lower BE than the ones from
Eberhardt et al.. The question arises, whether this difference of 0.6 eV
is solely caused by the different supports or also by the conditions
to which the samples were exposed and later treated. An oxidation
state of 0 could be present considering the contamination of the clus-
ters (physisorbed species) and the observed asymmetric line shape.
To achieve an ultimate insight, further experiments for the same type
of samples under constant UHV conditions are necessary, however it
seems likely that an oxidation state of +I I (e.g. Pt(OH)x ) is present.
Further it can be stated, that with the measured BE shifts a full oxi-
dation of the clusters after transfer to ambient conditions can be ex-
cluded and thus might be an explanation for the observed persisting
reactivity after transfer [220, 38].

The results of the XPS measurement of supported size-selected PtSummary

clusters after transfer to ambient conditions can be summarized as fol-
lows. A successful deposition on both conducting and insulating sup-
port materials is confirmed by the Pt 4 f signal, visible for all samples.
The deposition method was characterized by determining the cluster
distribution over the support representatively for Pt68 by means of a
line scan and quantified by the ratio of the Pt 4 f to the Si 2p signal.
The results evidence a homogenous distribution over the support in
the range of the used apertures during deposition.

Further selected and unselected samples can be discriminated by
their peak signal shape and broadness. For different sized selected
samples, an observed BE shift converges with increasing cluster sizes
for the Pt 4 f signal towards the bulk value. The observed shifts, along
with observed changes in fit parameters are in good agreement with
the literature and can be explained by a final state effect. Comparison
to similar systems allows one to estimate the oxidation state of the
cluster materials between +I I and 0. This is an explanation for the
reactivity of such small supported clusters, which are despite transfer
to ambient conditions not fully oxidized, and thus reactive.
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Based on these first experiments, future XPS experiments are plan- Planned studies

ned in order to learn about the change in core electronic structure,
in particular related to the reactivity of clusters. For example, prob-
ing clusters under oxidative and reducing atmosphere and subse-
quent shifts in BE could help to understand the underlying changes
in electronic structure of such model systems during reactions. Fur-
ther, because of the dependency of the BE shift on the size, XPS is
able to probe e.g. temperature stability for size-selected clusters with
prospect to investigate sintering mechanisms.

In combination with TEM, thus probing on both integral as local
(individual) level a deeper understanding of the interplay between ge-
ometry, electronic structure and consequently chemical and physical
properties of clusters supported on various substrates is possible.
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5.2 Stability

First preliminary results of ongoing studies with respect to the stabil-
ity of size-selected clusters are discussed in this section. By means of
ETEM (in collaboration with CEN/DTU) as well as INPS (in collab-
oration with Chalmers) in combination with STEM (at CEN/DTU),
two conceptional different approaches are chosen to probe the tem-
perature stability. The data serve as a basis for future experiments
when probing the stability at elevated pressures under a reactive at-
mosphere.

In ETEM the stability of size-selected Pt46 clusters on a SiO2 sup-
port was measured a elevated temperatures under UHV conditions.
With INPS, different selected and unselected clusters samples sup-
ported on Si3N4 were heated and the stability was monitored by mea-
suring the changes in the plasmon peak position of the INPS sensor
and correlating them with structural changes of the clusters (i.e. sin-
tering). Additional TEM windows measured before and after treat-
ment under the same experimental conditions and analyzed with re-
spect to changes in the PSD. Both projects are ongoing work, however
the first results with respect to temperature stability are presented.

5.2.1 Environmental-TEM (ETEM)

As a first size-selected cluster sample, Pt46 (0.01 e/nm2) deposited on
a 8 nm thick SiO2 thin film was measured in the ETEM (Titan E-Cell
80-300ST at CEN/DTU) at different temperatures under UHV condi-
tions. The sample was first imaged at room temperature and after-
wards the temperature was increased with a ramp of 0.1 K/s to reach
the next temperature for measurement (375, 400, 425, 450 and 475 K,
respectively). Before measurement, the sample was equilibrated at
each temperature for 15 min, in order to allow for stabilization of the
sample drift. Using this procedure micrographs at different sample
positions and in total six different temperatures were taken; represen-
tative excerpts of 60× 60 nm2 are shown in fig. 5.2.1. The micrographs
show a homogeneous cluster distribution over the sample for all tem-
peratures with similar sizes. Further, a consistent number of particles
per excerpt (33± 4 clusters) evidences a similar coverage at all temper-
atures and is a first indication for stable clusters at all temperatures.

To check further on possible sintering, the corresponding PSD forPSD

the area were determined. Representative, the results for three differ-
ent temperatures are shown as histograms in fig. 5.2.2. For all tem-
peratures the ADF show a sharp peak with a maximum at 1 nm2, in
accordance with the results for Pt46 in section 5.1.1 on carbon support.
The similar shapes and stable peak maxima evidence that clusters are
stable at temperatures up to 475 K on SiO2 under UHV conditions.
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20 nm

(a) 300 K.

20 nm

(b) 375 K.

20 nm

(c) 400 K.

20 nm

(d) 425 K.

20 nm

(e) 450 K.

20 nm

(f) 475 K.

Figure 5.2.1: Excerpts (60× 60 nm2) of size-selected Pt46 clusters deposited
onto 8 nm SiO2 at a coverage of 0.01 e/nm2. The samples are
probed under UHV conditions at the temperatures indicated.

(a) 300 K. (b) 400 K. (c) 475 K.

Figure 5.2.2: Corresponding histograms of the ETEM images in fig. 5.2.1 for
the three different temperatures 300, 400 and 475 K (a,b and c).

Further experiments with different cluster sizes and temperatures Ongoing work

as high as 600 K are currently in progress, in order to probe for possi-
ble changes in the stability for different sizes. Additionally, the sam-
ples will be imaged in situ during the exposure to gases, in particular
under a reducing (H2 or CO) and/or oxidative (O2) atmosphere also
at elevated temperatures [346]. Possible restructuring of the clusters,
as observed for other supported particles [209, 193, 291] or induced
sintering [347, 348, 208] could help to foster the understanding of
these model systems on a local level under more realistic conditions.
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5.2.2 Indirect Nanoplasmonic Sensing (INPS)

In a different approach, the sintering of selected and unselected clus-
ters in an inert gas atmosphere under elevated temperatures was
tested using the INPS platform at Chalmers. Recent results showed
the successful use of this technique for investigating sintering phe-
nomena of supported metal particles with an average size of 3.3 nm
in situ at atmospheric pressure [299, 202].

In a first step the sensitivity of the method towards small clustersstep wise heating

was studied, by monitoring the change in LSPR centroid wavelength
for both a blank INPS chip (reference) and a chip with 0.005 e/nm2 un-
selected Ptn≥53 supported on Si3N4 as a function of temperature. The
samples were heated in an Ar flow (200 mL/min) from 325 K in steps
of 15 K and held at one temperature for 45 min (after 15 min, the gas
mixture was changed including 4% O2). The measured peak positions
for sample and reference are shown in fig. 5.2.3 and evidence an ex-
pected temperature induced spectral red-shift of the sensor’s LSPR
peak with higher temperatures [296] for both, that can be accounted
for by measuring and subtracting a reference (as done below).

(a) Raw signals.

(sample-ref)

(b) Difference signals.

Figure 5.2.3: Plasmon change for stepwise heating (in 15 K steps, with 45 min
for each temperature) of a Ptn≥53 sample and a correspond-
ing reference sample (a) in Ar. A longer step at ∼ 400 K for
the sample and the corresponding temperature is caused by a
fail in the heating. Difference signal, obtained by correction the
sample signal for the temperature influence obtained from the
reference sample (b).

A step in the sample signal and the corresponding temperature
signal is an intentional check during measurement, however does dis-
turb the observed trend only to a minor degree. Using the reference
signal in order to correct the sample signal for the temperature in-
duced peak shift to longer wavelength, a difference signal with the
relative changes of the sample peak position is obtained. The plot
evidences a relative decrease in peak position, thus a blue shift of
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∼ 0.5 nm for the sample with increasing temperature. The observed
changes clearly show the feasibility to probe clusters with INPS and
the blue shift, corresponding to increasing particle size can be inter-
preted as a sign for the sintering of the particles [299, 349].

(a) Centroid - 1strun. (b) Peak - 1strun.

(c) Centroid - 2ndrun. (d) Peak - 2ndrun.

Figure 5.2.4: INPS signals of Ptx,n (x=68, 68+22, n≥ 53) at 453 K under Ar
atmosphere, centroid signal (left) and peak shift (right) for two
annealing cycles (1st run top, 2nd run bottom).

In order to compare and unearth different sintering behaviors of Ptx,n (x=68, 68+22,
n≥ 53)selected and unselected cluster samples5, the changes in relative peak

position of three different Ptx,n (x=68, 68+22, n≥ 53) samples (0.004
and 0.003 e/nm2) were probed6. For these experiments, the reactor was
pre-heated to 453 K (to guarantee fast temperature equilibration upon
sample insertion) and each of the samples inserted and the signals
recorded for 21 h under an Ar flow (200 mL/min). The samples where
then taken out of the reactor and the procedure was repeated using
the same samples under the exact same conditions (heated to 453 K

5 Assuming an Ostwald ripening mechanism and using clusters with the same num-
ber of atoms the question arrises, if the particles, despite having the exact same size
will sinter or not.

6 The Pt22+68 sample consists hereby of a mixture of the two selected cluster sizes Pt22
and Pt68 at a ratio of 1 : 1 and is chosen for the reason to probe for Ostwald ripening
like sintering, as introduced in sec. 2.3.2.
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under Ar flow for 21 h). A similar experiment was performed on a
blank reference sample for comparison.

Both annealing cycles are shown in fig. 5.2.4 (1st run top, 2nd runINPS

bottom) as a centroid and as peak signal along with the temperature.
For the first run no significant shift during the entire experiment for
the selected Pt68 can be observed. However, for both the sample with
two selected sizes Pt22+68 as well as the unselected clusters Ptn≥53 a
decrease in peak and centroid over the course of the measurement is
visible. Analysis of the position during the course of the experiment,
shows that the LSPR shift is fast in the beginning and then slower
towards the end of the experiment, the extent of the shift is slightly
smaller for the sample with the mixed sizes. The observation of a
LSPR peak shifts towards shorter wavelengths is (as above in the step
wise heating experiment) an indication, that these cluster samples
undergo sintering. In the second run of all experiments only a small
red shift of the signal, attributed to a slight drift in the experimental
setup, is observed. This indicates that further sintering will not occur
at a temperature of 453 K.

In order to understand the changes in LSPR on the INPS chip on aSTEM

local level, TEM windows with a Si3N4 support were prepared with
the same amount and size of clusters. These TEM samples were run
in parallel with the first run of the optical measurements and thus ex-
posed to the same gas and temperature conditions as the INPS sam-
ples. The measurements of the samples were performed post mortem
at the CEN/DTU using STEM. As in section 5.1.1 described, the ob-
tained micrographs of different positions are analyzed for particle
size (ADF), number density and surface coverage. Preliminary results
of this analysis with respect to the PSD are shown in fig. 5.2.5, the un-
derlying TEM micrographs are not explicitly shown. . The histograms
are compared to the initial state of the samples and interpreted in the
sense of the argumentation given in sec. 2.3.2.

Before the heat treatment, the shape of the obtained ADF for thePtn≥53

unselected sample resembles the one from the Ptn≥36 in sec. 5.1.1 and
could be fitted using a log normal function. Because of a minimum
size of 53 atoms for Ptn≥53 (with the QMS as a ion guide with a high
pass filter) the area ranges from ∼ 1.0–4 nm2 with a peak maximum
at ∼ 1.5 nm2. Upon heating the distribution shifts to larger areas, thus
a decrease in counted particles with areas in the range of ∼ 1–2 nm2

and an increase in the ∼ 3.5–5 nm2 is apparent and the peak max-
imum shifts to ∼ 2.0 nm2. This observation is illustrated further by
the fact that the distribution resembles less a log normal distribu-
tion and comparing the integration curves before and after treatment
[208]. The results of the PSD (peak shift) support the outcome of the
INPS experiments and suggest a Ostwald ripening of the unselected
clusters where the larger clusters grow at the expense of smaller ones.
Looking at the ADF (missing sharp decrease of the distribution) it is
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(a) Ptn≥53. (b) Ptn≥53.

(c) Pt22+68. (d) Pt22+68.

(e) Pt68. (f) Pt68.

Figure 5.2.5: Corresponding ADF histograms to the TEM samples treated
in a similar way as the INPS samples in fig. 5.2.4. The PSD
on the left (a,c,e) represent the initial areas (blue) observed for
the samples along with the integrated counts. The histograms
on the right (b,d,f) show additionally the ADF for the samples
heated to 453 K for 21 h under an Ar (green). For a better com-
parison, the PSD and integrations (dashed lines) of the initial
state are shown as well. From top to bottom, Ptn≥53, Pt22+68
and Pt68 are depicted.
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obvious that this sintering is not completed at 453 K and thus higher
temperatures will induce further sintering.

The ADF of the mixed sample with both Pt22 and Pt68 shows twoPt22+68

peaks corresponding to cluster ensembles of those distinct sizes. The
1 : 1 ratio of the two sizes is reflected in two humps in the integration
in between 40–50 % and 90–100 %. The position of the peak maxima
is slightly off, compared to the results from sec. 5.1.1. This, however
could be explained by different threshold values necessary for the
simultaneous detection of two sizes and too low number of counts
considering two sizes. After heating the sample, changes in the dis-
tribution are visible, the distinct peaks disappear and two interesting
features are revealed. First, particles with very small area appear and
could be a sign of an intermediate step in an Ostwald ripening pro-
cess, where the smaller selected size is about to disappear due to the
loss of atoms. Second, an Ostwald ripening would, as seen for the un-
selected sample, result in larger particles. However, a slight decrease
in size compared to the initial sample is observed. Further measure-
ments and/or a better statistics are necessary in order to explain this
discrepancy. As for the unselected sample, it is likely that the tem-
perature of 453 K only resulted in a partial sintering and thus the ob-
tained results are characterizing one particular, intermediate step of
the complete sintering process. Consequently, heating at higher tem-
peratures is expected to give different and most probably results that
differ more drastically from the initial state. In comparison to the uns-
elected samples the changes in the PSD are less pronounced and thus
also support the different shifts observed in the INPS experiments.

Last, for the selected Pt68 sample one peak corresponding to one se-Pt68

lected size is seen in the histogram, the peak maximum at ∼ 1.1 nm2

fits the previous statistics at that size (sec. 5.1.1). Almost no changes
in the particle distribution after the sintering are apparent in both the
ADF and the integration, thus in agreement with the ETEM results for
Pt46, also Pt68 does not sinter at temperatures as high as 453 K. The re-
sults further fit the observations from the INPS, where no significant
change in peak position was apparent. A possible explanation for this
behavior might be the presence of identical particles with respect to
the number of atoms. None of the present particles has an interest in
loosing one atom as they are all just the same and thus are consid-
erably more stable than the mixed or the unselected samples. Again,
further heating might also sinter these particles; more experiments at
elevated temperatures are part of ongoing work.

In the last years, fostered by the development and availability of inDiscussion and
comparison to

literature
situ techniques to probe sintering [203], an increasing interest in the
thermal stability of supported particles is reflected in the literature.
For small Pt particles (2–8 nm in size) the Ostwald ripening mecha-
nism was observed in ETEM under near atmospheric air pressures
[347, 348, 350].
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Further experiments under similar atmosphere, using TEM after
treatment, support this observation [210]. However, these studies are
hardly comparable with respect to the size of the clusters used in this
work as in situ sintering experiments for smaller particles suggest a
stability for ∼ 0.5 nm sized Pt particles [346]. Thus, considering the
precise size selection down to a single atom, the conducted experi-
ments are one of a kind to the best of the authors knowledge.

Using INPS in combination with STEM as a new approach in or- Summary

der to study size-selected clusters under in situ conditions has re-
vealed interesting preliminary observations with respect to stability.
The feasibility, i.e. an high enough sensitivity of the INPS technique
towards the study of small clusters with sufficiently low surface cov-
erage (as low as 0.003 e/nm2) to avoid cluster aggregate formation, is
confirmed. Further a change in plasmon peak position is observed for
unselected samples as well as a sample of two mixed selected cluster
sizes, whereas the signal of the selected sample stays stable over the
heating at 453 K for 21 h under Ar atmosphere. The results of appar-
ent changes in the unselected and mixed samples are corroborated
by STEM micrographs and their respective PSD analysis before and
after treatment. For Ptn≥53 and Pt22+68 the ADF changes and suggest
an Ostwald ripening sintering mechanism, that is, however not com-
plete at 453 K. In contrast to Pt68, where the analysis of the STEM
micrographs results in clusters with similar size also after the heat
treatment - in agreement with ETEM measurements on SiO2 for Pt46.

In the future, experiments at higher temperatures, as well as un- Ongoing work

der reactive gas atmosphere (H2 or CO) and/or oxidative (O2) are
planned to further understand the stability of selected clusters. Also,
support effects will be addressed as samples on Si3N4 and SiO2 were
prepared and are scheduled for measurements.

The particular use of the INPS platform is given by its applicability
for in situ measurements, while still having a sensitivity suitable to
probe changes in small catalyst amounts. Also, reactivity of the clus-
ters will be probed by means of INPS, hereby being a complementary
approach to other ambient condition measurements to probe cluster
materials.
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5.3 µ-reactors

Within this section, first results on the reactivity of size-selected clus-
ters, measured in gas phase µ-reactors are presented. For each size
a coverage of 0.058 e/nm2 Ptx (x=8, 10, 20, 22, 34, 46 and 68) was
deposited into 2nd generation µ-reactors and subsequently sealed at
TUM using anionic bonding (sec. 3.3.5). Note, that the use of 2nd gen.
reactors might lead to temperature gradients over the reactor area,
thus overestimate the temperature by as much as 25 K. At DTU/CINF
these reactors were attached to the measurement setup and the reac-
tivity of the clusters for CO oxidation, under steady-state reaction
conditions was measured as a function of temperature, along with
titration for determining the active area [351]. Additionally, larger Pt
particles with an average size of 9 nm (comparable coverage to the
clusters) and a Pt thin film (1% surface area of the reactor cavity)
were also analyzed and serve as comparison for the clusters.

1

2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

353K

373K
393K

413K

433K

453K

(a) Overview.

7 8

(b) Area.

413K

8 9

(c) Reactivity.

Figure 5.3.1: µ-reactor measurement protocol for CO oxidation measure-
ments. An overview (a) shows temperature, the different gas
flows (He, O2 and CO) as a function of the time. The smaller ex-
cerpts depict two cycles of an area measurement (b) and a cycle
for an reactivity ramp (c).
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An overview of a measurement protocol is depicted in fig. 5.3.1a, measurement
protocolshowing the temperature, as well as the gas flows (He, O2 and CO) as

a function of time; the corresponding text file can be found in the
appendix. Over the course of the measurement area measurements
(fig. 5.3.1b, flat temperature signals) take turns with reactivity mea-
surements (5.3.1c, temperature ramps). This allows for monitoring
possible changes in surface area along with reactivity measurements
at different temperatures. The maximum temperature of 513 K has
been measured only for some samples and is also not shown in the
overview; the different area measurements are numbered consecu-
tively.

For the area measurements, in order to determine the amount of ac- area measurement

tive sites via titration, the sample is heated to 343 K and purged with
O2 at 0.25 bar for 10 min in order to saturate all free adsorption sites.
After a waiting time of 25 min during which the reactor is pumped, it
is flushed with 1 bar He for 10 min, both serve to eliminate all O2 not
adsorbed on active sites. Last, 1 bar of CO is dosed for 20 min and the
CO2 signal in the QMS (44 m/z) is recorded and is a good measure for
the active/adsorption sites available. The protocol of two subsequent
area measurements (7,8) is shown in fig. 5.3.1b. The temperature of
343 K is a compromise for faster conversion of the adsorbed oxygen at
elevated temperatures and a still relatively low temperature to avoid
sintering processes [96]. In the beginning of the overall procedure a
step wise increase in temperature for the first three measurements
(1-3) is shown, a simple precaution in order heat the sample slowly.

An excerpt of the protocol for a reactivity measurement up to 413 K reactivity
measurementis depicted in fig. 5.3.1c. A gas flow of a 4 : 1 mixture of O2 and CO is

dosed into the reactor (total pressure of ∼ 1 bar) and a 45 min waiting
time allows the gas flow to stabilize. Subsequently the temperature is
increased with a ramp of ∼ 2 K/s, in the shown case up to 413 K and
afterwards cooled down at the same speed. When reaching almost
room temperature, the gas flow gets turned off and the reactor is
pumped empty. Over the course of the complete measurement proce-
dure, the temperature maximum of the ramp is constantly increased -
the lowest temperature being 353 K and the highest 513 K (not shown
in fig. 5.3.1a). After each reactivity measurement, the surface area is
determined twice, to track possible changes.

The results of a representative set of area measurements of Pt68 Results area
measurementis shown in fig. 5.3.2a. For the first eight runs, no area can be mea-

sured and is probably related to contamination of the particles. With
increasing temperatures for the reactivity measurements (i.e. 413, 433
and 453 K) the clusters get subsequently ’cleaner’ and thus for runs
10, 12 and 14 an increasing area/number of active sites is reflected in
the increasing peak signals. Surprisingly, only the second of the two
measurements at higher temperatures shows a signal, a possible ex-
planation for this behavior might be oxidation of the clusters during
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(a) Pt68 area measurements. (b) Maximum areas of Ptx, Pt9nm and
Pt f ilm.

Figure 5.3.2: Area measurements of Pt68 during a measurement up to 453 K,
only the runs 10, 12, 14 show a signal (smoothed) and are la-
beled in the legend (a). Representative maximum areas, after
measurement (up to 453 K), for different sizes along with larger
particles and the thin film (b).

the activity ramp. The maximum area for different sizes obtained so
far, along with the 9 nm particles and the Pt thin film are shown in fig.
5.3.2b. Unfortunately, the spectra shown in this graph are not compa-
rable, since for different sizes the maximal temperature of the corre-
sponding reactivity ramp differs. Further, the signals shown are not
calibrated with respect to the QMS, thus lack comparability in terms
of signal intensities. Nevertheless, for sizes with a ’light off’ at lower
temperatures (see below) an area signal is detectable and proves the
feasibility of this methods. Also, a deactivation or sintering of the par-
ticles in the studied size range can be ruled out, as this would require
a decrease in peak area with increasing temperature. This is in good
agreement with the results on the particle stability on comparable
support in the previous section. Additional titration experiments in
connection with reactivity measurements at higher temperatures are
ongoing.

For Pt46 a data set of CO2 production as a function of temperatureResults reactivity
measurement with increasing temperature ramp is presented in fig. 5.3.3a. With in-

creasing number of runs, i.e. stepwise increase in temperature ramp
the ion signal increases and for run 4 (heating to 493 K) a complete
light off curve (sec. 2.1.1) is visible with a full conversion from 480 K
on. Further, going down in temperature an increase in reactivity of
the system can be observed and the typical hysteresis curve. For all
runs beyond 480 K the observed curves deviate only little from each
other and show the reproducibility of the measurement. This repro-
ducibility is also illustrated by an additional curve (2b) of a repeat ex-
periment that fits well to the trend. The same observation also holds
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(a) Pt46. (b) Ptx, Pt9nm and Pt f ilm.

Figure 5.3.3: µ-reactor reactivity measurement on Pt46, Ptx, Pt9nm and
Pt f ilm. Increasing temperature ramps/runs with a maximum
of 535 K(a); run 2a and a corresponding run 2b of a repeat ex-
periment show the reproducibility of the measurement for Pt46.
Normalized runs (for comparability) at maximum temperature
for Ptx, Pt9nm and Pt f ilm (b). The part with increasing temper-
ature is depicted with a drawn trough line, the cooling ramp
with a dashed line.

true for two different reactors, with the same coverage and cluster
size, however is not explicitly shown here. For run 7 up from 540 K
on an abrupt decrease in reactivity is visible and could be a indica-
tion for catalyst deactivation by sintering - lowering the temperatures
the reactivity observed is slightly higher. This behavior could not be
reproduced using a second reactor at the same size and is thus ques-
tionable and might be explained by a different temperature, due to
the high error in the temperature read out.

In fig. 5.3.3b the last runs (highest temperatures) are shown for
Ptx (x=10,22,34,46,68) and 9 nm particles as well as a Pt thin film.
Different light off temperatures and consequently different hystere-
sis curves are observed for the different samples. The smallest size
Pt10 does not yet show a light off or full conversion, however the
increasing slope is a sign for reactivity of this sample at higher tem-
peratures. Except for the 9 nm particles a lower light off temperature
with increasing cluster size can be observed, for Pt68 the reactivity
resembles the one of the thin film. Further, for Pt68 and Pt46 a lower
light off temperature compared to larger particles and the thin film
evidences a higher reactivity of those sizes.

The trends of the light off temperatures an hysteresis are summa- light off and
hysteresisrized in fig. 5.3.4a as a function of size. For all samples a similar trend

between light off and hysteresis temperature is observed, where the
later is usually by about ∼ 50–70 K lower, due to the mentioned rea-
sons (sec. 2.1.1). With increasing cluster size a decrease in both tem-
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(a) Light off and hysteresis. (b) Reactivity.

Figure 5.3.4: Light off, hysteresis and reactivity for Ptx, Pt9nm and Pt f ilm.
The light off temperature (blue) and the corresponding hystere-
sis temperature (yellow) (a) and the reactivity for three temper-
atures (b) as a function of size. For comparison the results of the
larger particles (dashed lines) and the thin film (drawn trough
lines) are shown.

peratures can be seen and converges towards the values for the Pt
thin film, with Pt68. The observed high temperature for the larger
(9 nm) particles (∼ 545 K), does not agree with results from the litera-
ture (∼ 443 K) for similar sized particles [94].

Additionally, in fig. 5.3.4b the reactivity (ion current signal of the
QMS) of the samples as a function of number of atoms per clusters is
plotted for three different temperatures. As general trend, an increase
in temperature and/or cluster size results in a higher reactivity. Re-
measured samples, as well as two samples of the same type are in-
cluded in this plot and follow this trend. A tendency towards higher
performance of Pt46 is observed, however further measurements are
necessary in order to clarify this particular reactivity. Further, it is
noteworthy that the larger clusters exceed the reactivity of the thin
film at 433 K, yet a calibration of the QMS signals is needed to vali-
date this result.

For the graphs in fig. 5.3.3 the raw results7 were plotted in cor-Arrhenius plots

responding Arrhenius plots. In fig. 5.3.5a different runs show a sim-
ilar and reproducible Arrhenius behavior over a large temperature
regime. Comparing different sizes at their highest temperatures, in
fig. 5.3.5b different slopes in the Arrhenius plots are apparent and the
Arrhenius behavior stretches over a large temperature regime. For the
9 nm sample and Pt10 two regions with different slopes can be seen,
these are most likely artifacts due to a failure in the temperature read

7 In order to make the results comparable, a background correction is necessary [96],
however this is for the presented data omitted. Thus, the obtained raw data is rather
discussed for trends.
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(a) Pt46. (b) Ptx, Pt9nm and Pt f ilm.

Figure 5.3.5: Arrhenius plots for the reactivity measurements shown in 5.3.3
for Pt46, Ptx, Pt9nm and Pt f ilm. Arrhenius plots of different runs
with increasing T for Pt46 (a) and for the highest reactivity of
Ptx, Pt9nm and Pt f ilm (b). For better comparability all curves
have been shifted to the same origin (a,b) and two arrows indi-
cate the region used for the fit (b).

out. Consequently for the determination of the activation energies
(see below) these regions were omitted and the Arrhenius fit was per-
formed in the area indicated by the two arrows.

From the slopes of the fits to the Arrhenius plots the activation activation energies

energy was calculated and the results as a function of cluster size is
shown in fig. 5.3.6b. For larger sizes, the obtained data points reveal
a comparable activation energy of 1.0–1.1 eV within the range of the
shown error and converge to the value for the thin film with increas-
ing size. For smaller clusters a tendency towards higher activation
energies is visible and for Pt10 a value of 1.3 eV is reached. This ob-
servation is however based on a single data point and further misses
data at high temperatures with full conversion, thus needs to be re-
produced at higher temperatures for validation. As for the reactivity
and the light off values (fig. 5.3.4) the activation energy for the 9 nm
particles does not fit the overall trend as it is too high, also here addi-
tional measurements are necessary.

In tab. 5.3.1 the obtained data is listed with results from CO oxi-
dation for comparable systems in the literature. From UHV studies
on Pt(111), as well as previous µ-reactor measurement on thin films,
the value for the activation energy of Pt surfaces indicate a too small
value obtained for the thin film [76, 96]. And, as mentioned, a too
high one for the larger particles, independent of the measurement
conditions. In light of this observation, the obtained values for the
clusters have a tendency towards lower activation energies. This is in
agreement when comparing to supported particles, which also show
a decrease in activation energy with size, for particles below ∼ 1 nm
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[46, 92, 19]. Size-selected systems follow this trend until for clusters
with less then eight atoms an increase in activation energy can be
measured [95]. Considering a different measurement approach and
support material, this supports the unexpectedly high value for Pt10

in the data set but also the observed decrease for Pt20, Pt22 and Pt34.
The authors discuss this observation together with XPS data, as re-
sults of the transformation from 2 to 3 D clusters.

Table 5.3.1: Comparison of activation energies for CO oxidation on Pt with
values from the literature.

size support activation energy

/eV /kJ/mol

Campbell et al. [76] Pt(111) (UHV) 1.0 101

Jensen PhD Thesis [96] thin film - 1.2± 0.1 115± 10

McClure et al. [92, 19] 2.5–4.2 nm SiO2 ∼ 1.1 ∼ 110

Allian et al. [46] 1.2–20 nm Al2O3 0.9± 0.1 84± 6

Watanabe et al. [95] Ptx (x = 8–10) TiO2 0.7± 0.1 65± 5

Ptx (x = 4–7) TiO2 0.9± 0.1 88± 4

this work Ptx (x = 46, 68) SiO2 1.0± 0.1 96± 8

Ptx (x = 20, 34) SiO2 1.1± 0.2 106± 14

Ptx (x = 10) SiO2 1.3± 0.1 126± 9

Summarizing the obtained results, the reactivity measurements insummary

µ-reactor, show the feasibility of measuring high surface area model
catalyst, consisting of only a few atoms under ambient conditions
up to 1 bar. From titration experiments an increasing area after CO
oxidation is an indication, that supports stability of such catalysts to
temperatures as high as 513 K. However, more measurements, with
higher coverages and a consequently larger signals, are necessary to
understand the observations made up to date.

Reactivity measurements under steady state conditions as a func-
tion of temperature, evidence reactivity of all sizes (except Pt10, due
to still missing measurements at higher temperatures). The results
obtained show the known light off curves with a hysteresis and are
in agreement with the literature. For larger sizes the temperature for
full conversion is even lower than for a Pt thin film measured under
similar conditions. The average reactivity of multiple measurements
for different sizes as a function of cluster and cluster atom is shown
in fig. 5.3.6a and illustrates the general trend of increasing reactivity
with size. However, for Pt46 multiple data points show a reactivity
comparable to Pt68, revealing a particular high reactivity for this size,
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(a) Average reactivity. (b) Activation energies.

Figure 5.3.6: Average reactivity at full conversion (a) and activation ener-
gies (b) for Ptx as a function of cluster size, for comparison the
results of the larger particles (dashed lines) and the thin film
(drawn trough lines) are also shown. An indicated error for
the activation energies (b) is based on the standard deviation
of multiple measurements at the same cluster size; for larger
particles and the thin film a similar error holds, is however not
explicitly shown. The average reactivity is displayed per cluster
(blue) and per cluster atom (orange); the dashed lines serve as
a guide to the eye.

this is further illustrated by the reactivity per atom. A slight decrease
in the activation energy of Pt46 compared to Pt68 supports this obser-
vation. In order to better understand this, additional measurements
are ongoing.

Further, the data of the reactivity was used for Arrhenius plots and
extraction of activation energies. The plots show a large temperature
range with Arrhenius like behavior and values for activation energy
could be extracted (fig. 5.3.6b). The obtained activation energies are
in the correct order of magnitude when compared to literature val-
ues. The data obtained so far suggest a higher activation energy for
very small systems (i.e. Pt10) that might be related to a 2 D structure
compared to 3 D structures for larger clusters, a concept previously
suggested in the literature [95]. Larger clusters show then a rather
structure insensitive behavior, but need further experimental proof,
too.

All together the results from the µ-reactors as a platform to test the Ongoing work

reactivity of size-selected cluster materials under applied conditions
has a high potential to shed light onto the open question of size de-
pendent reactivity. The ongoing measurements of the CO oxidation
reaction have the potential to contribute to the understanding of the
controversial discussion of the structure in/sensitivity of the reaction
for small particles.
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5.4 Photo catalysis (Photocat)

In this section the results of the preparation of a hybrid noble metal
cluster decorated semiconductor photocatalyst material under UHV
conditions with independent control of cluster coverage and size are
presented. This includes (S)TEM analysis, evaluation and discussion
of the hydrogen evolution results for different coverages and sizes and
concludes with comparison to results from the literature.

5.4.1 (S)TEM characterization

TEM micrographs taken after the spin coating and deposition proce-TEM

dure are shown in fig. 5.4.1. The micrograph in fig. 5.4.1a (12k fold
magnification) gives a first impression about the length, diameter and
the assembling behavior of the CdS NRs. The rods cross randomly
in various directions and groups of ordered structures are observed,
each consisting of several NRs situated parallel to each other. The
structure of the rods appears not to be stiff, since to some extent bent
rods are visible.

At higher magnifications of 30k, as shown in fig. 5.4.1b, one can
additionally get an impression of the diameter of the NRs which is
observed to be in the range of 3− 5 nm. Single NRs exhibit only slight
changes in diameter along their entire length which could indicate
that the rod diameter is mainly determined by the initial size of the
growing rod nuclei. In addition Pt clusters deposited on the NRs are
visible as small dark spots.

100 nm

(a) TEM - 600× 600 nm2.

50 nm

(b) TEM - 200× 200 nm2.

Figure 5.4.1: Representative TEM images of the as prepared samples taken
at low magnifications. Overview of the structure and assem-
bling behavior of CdS NRs (a); CdS NRs decorated with Pt
clusters (b).
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10 nm

(a) Ptn≥36 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(b) Ptn≥36 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

10 nm

(c) Pt46 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(d) Pt46 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

10 nm

(e) Pt46 (0.07 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(f) Pt46 (0.07 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

Figure 5.4.2: HAADF-STEM micrographs (40 × 40 nm2 and 10 × 10 nm2)
of unselected Ptn≥36 (0.04 e/nm2) and two different coverages
(0.04 e/nm2, 0.07 e/nm2) of size-selected Pt46 clusters deposited
onto CdS NR thin films. For Ptn≥36 different sizes can be ob-
served, whereas for Pt46 the size of the clusters is the same.
The amount of clusters fit the expected values. Images at high
magnification even allow for resolving atomic structure of rod
and Pt clusters. Reprinted with permission from [220] - Copyright
(2012) American Chemical Society.
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10 nm

(a) Pt68 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(b) Pt68 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

10 nm

(c) Pt46 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(d) Pt46 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

10 nm

(e) Pt34 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(f) Pt34 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

continued on next page
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10 nm

(g) Pt22 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(h) Pt22 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

10 nm

(i) Pt8 (0.04 e/nm2) - 40× 40 nm2.

2 nm

(j) Pt8 (0.04 e/nm2) - 10× 10 nm2.

Figure 5.4.3: HAADF-STEM micrographs (40× 40 nm2 and 10× 10 nm2) of
size-selected Ptx (x = 8, 22, 34, 46, 68) clusters deposited onto
CdS NR thin films at a coverage of 0.04 e/nm2. The amount of
clusters fit the expected values and for different sizes the clus-
ter size in the image vary accordingly. Images at high magnifi-
cation even allow for resolving atomic structure of rod and Pt
clusters. For better visibility clusters in the 10× 10 nm2 excerpts
are marked by white circles.
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Micrographs from HAADF-STEM measurements, taken of the asHAADF-STEM

prepared samples are shown in fig. 5.4.2 (different coverages) and fig.
5.4.3 (different sizes).

In fig. 5.4.2 the representative 40× 40 nm2 excerpts show for unse-coverage series

lected (a) and size-selected Pt clusters (c) the same and in (e) twice
the amount of clusters coverages on the CdS NR thin films. This can
be observed for the coverage on, as well as adjacent to the NRs. In
micrographs with higher magnification (size 10× 10 nm2), Pt clusters
with different sizes for the unselected Ptn≥36 (b) and only one size for
both size-selected Pt46 (d,f) samples is observed. The overall number
of clusters displayed coincides with the measured cluster coverages
(0.04 e/nm2 and 0.07 e/nm2, respectively) from integrating the neutral-
ization current over time. Sections of single NRs decorated with Pt
clusters at atomic resolution are also visible on these high resolution
images (b,d,f). Individual atomic rows constituting the NRs oriented
parallel (b) and perpendicular (f) to the rod length can be resolved;
equally, single atoms of Pt clusters are visible.

In fig. 5.4.3 for the five prepared cluster sizes Ptx (x = 8,22,34,46,68),size series

all 0.04 e/nm2 coverage, representative 40 × 40 nm2 and 10 × 10 nm2

excerpts are shown. All micrographs show similar coverage, corre-
sponding to the expected deposited coverage. Clearly, for different
sized clusters the observed size is different and decreases towards
smaller clusters, particularly visible in the 10× 10 nm2 images. How-
ever, different clusters in the same image appear uniform in size,
which confirms the mono dispersion of the samples due to size se-
lection and soft-landing. As previously, atomic rows constituting the
NRs are partially resolved and single atoms of Pt clusters are visible.

For statistics of the rod length seven images with magnificationsstatistics

similar to fig. 5.4.1a were taken. The length distribution of the NRs inlength distribution

theses images (318 single NRs and 3.3 µm total rod length measured)
is shown in fig. 5.4.4a. The observed distribution is quite broad, rang-
ing from short NRs (about 30 nm) to maximum lengths of 290 nm The
small fraction of 30 nm NRs is likely to be caused by fragmentation
from the synthesis procedure. The majority of NRs measured have
lengths in the range of 70–170 nm, resulting in an average length, ac-
cording to this distribution, of 103 nm. This mean value8 is taken in
combination with the cluster count as a basis for the calculation of
the cluster coverage in the unit cluster/NR.

The cluster coverage on the projected areas of CdS NRs is deter-coverage per NR

mined for four different samples (0.04 e/nm2 Ptn≥36, 0.04 e/nm2 Pt22,
0.04 e/nm2 Pt46 and 0.07 e/nm2 Pt46) an the combined results are pre-
sented in fig. 5.4.4b. The cluster coverage (for clusters of similar size)
on pristine carbon support (left axis, blue bars) and the correspond-

8 For the calculation of cluster coverage on the NRs the diameter of each single NR
included in the statistics is measured and further assumed to be constant along the
(average) rod length.
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(a) Length distribution.

≥

θ

θ 

θ

(b) Coverages on bare support and rods.

Figure 5.4.4: Length (a) and coverage (b) distribution of the prepared hy-
brid catalysts. Length distribution of synthesized CdS NRs (a).
Rod lengths are measured from a series of TEM images with
low magnification (similar to fig. 5.4.1a). Comparison of cluster
coverages on graphite support and on CdS NRs (b). For four
different samples ( Pt≥36, Pt22, Pt46 and Pt46) the number of
clusters found on the bare graphite support (left axis, blue bars)
and their number on the projected NR area (right axis, yellow
bars) are plotted versus the bottom axis showing the amount
obtained by integrating cluster current during deposition. The
errors result from variation of the counted numbers within the
different STEM micrographs used.

ing cluster coverage on CdS NRs (right axis, green bars) are plotted
versus the expected cluster coverage from integral measurement of
cluster current during deposition. The error bars are based on the
variations of cluster coverage met in the evaluation of single (at least
five) STEM micrographs used in these measurements.

As denoted earlier (sec. 5.1.1) the values for the overall cluster cov-
erage on graphite support obtained from particle count agree well
with the expectation from cluster current measurements. Similar cov-
erage values for nominally identical Pt22 and Pt46 samples are ob-
tained, demonstrating independent control over cluster coverage and
size. For all four samples the coverage on the NRs is slightly higher
than the coverage on the graphite support, however within the error
ranges of each other. This observation of higher coverages on NRs can
be explained in terms of the fact that the projected NR area is under-
estimated as adjunct clusters at the edge of the NRs are also included
in the coverage measurement on the NRs. Cluster coverages on bare
graphite support and on CdS NRs are linearly related. Thus, the three
values obtained for the two size-selected samples Pt22 (0.04 e/nm2 ) and
Pt46 0.04 e/nm2 and 0.07 e/nm2) are used to linearly correlate between
the units e/nm2 and cluster/NR in the graphs of the following sections.
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5.4.2 Coverage dependent reactivity

Time dependent hydrogen evolution upon photo-irradiation of some
samples with different coverages of unselected Ptn≥36, and selected
Pt46 on CdS NRs is displayed in fig. 5.4.5a. Two blank samples, un-blank samples

selected clusters without NRs (open triangles) and NR without clus-
ters (not shown) form negligible amounts of hydrogen over time. This
shows, that Pt clusters greatly enhance the photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution from CdS NRs, this proves that most of the reactivity steams
from the clusters on the NRs and only the hybrid system efficiently
produces hydrogen.

For the hybrid photocatalyst materials a distinct linear, increaselinear increase in H2
evolution in catalytic activity with time for all samples is observed. The linear

trend over time is preserved in the studied time interval (240 min) and
thus suggest that the samples are stable over the course of the exper-
iment. The presented unselected sample (at 0.04 e/nm2) compared to
the corresponding selected sample exhibits a slightly higher hydrogen
yield at this coverage. For this coverage (0.04 e/nm2), the hydrogen pro-
duction rate is increased in comparison to the selected samples. We
attribute this to the saturation effect, which is reached earlier for the
unselected sample (see below), since for all other coverages the activ-
ity of the selected clusters is in general higher. For increasing cover-
age (0.07 e/nm2) of Pt46, the hydrogen yield is larger, for even higher
coverage a similar amount of hydrogen is generated after 4 h which
is within the typical error range of 8% within these measurements
(compare fig. 5.4.5b below).

From the obtained values for hydrogen evolution after four hoursH2/h per sample

the generation per hour is calculated and shown in fig. 5.4.5b as a
function of coverage. Each point represents the average hydrogen evo-
lution of one sample of either Pt22, Pt46 or Ptn≥36. The cluster cover-
age is plotted on the top axis as the measured overall cluster coverage
from particle count on STEM images (see sec. 5.1) and correlated on
the bottom axis to the coverage in terms of the number of cluster/NR

(see sec. 5.4.1).
As only small variations for all sample types for similar samplesreproducibility

and within the entire cluster coverage regime can be seen, the mea-
surements prove a reproducible sample preparation and hydrogen
measurement procedure. More over, the data points reveal a smooth
trend showing an increasing average hydrogen production per hour
with increasing cluster coverage. Lower hydrogen yields are observed
for Pt22 samples at all coverages compared to bigger sized clusters.

For samples with Pt46 and Ptn≥36 the hydrogen evolution eventuallysaturation levels

reaches a saturation level at higher cluster coverages. For the Ptn≥36

samples this level is reached for coverages higher than 0.04 e/nm2, for
Pt46 samples above 0.07 e/nm2. The maximum average hydrogen pro-
duction rates are of 2.8 × 10−3H2/h for Pt46 and 2.1 × 10−3H2/h for
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(a) Time dependent H2 evolution.

θ

θ

≥

(b) H2 evolution per h - reproducibility.

Figure 5.4.5: H2 evolution as a function of time for representative samples
(a) and for all coverage dependent measurements as H2 evolu-
tion per hour (b). In fig (a) the hydrogen generation as function
of time for unselected Ptn≥36 (open circle) and selected Pt46
(filled squares) clusters deposited on CdS NRs or on blank sup-
port (open triangles) are shown. Each point represents the total
amount of hydrogen produced by the sample at that time. The
sample without NR shows no photocatalytic activity, whereas
all other samples show a linear trend over time. Fig (b) shows
the hydrogen generation per hour (after four hours of illumina-
tion) for Ptn≥36 , Pt22 and Pt46. The observed variations demon-
strate a highly reproducible measurement and sample prepara-
tion procedure. A smooth trend with increasing coverage and
reaching of a saturation level (for Ptn≥36 and Pt46 ) can be seen.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [220] - Copyright (2012)
American Chemical Society.

Ptn≥36. In the investigated coverage regime for Pt22 hydrogen evolu-
tion qualitatively follows the same trend up to a coverage of 0.05 e/nm2.
Higher cluster coverages are not investigated, however saturation of
hydrogen yields upon further increase of cluster coverage as observed
for other sample types might be conclusive.

Averaged hydrogen production per hour and the resulting ML QE9 average H2/h per
coverage

ML QE
of Pt22 and Pt46 decorated and Ptn≥36 as a function of cluster cover-
age is shown in fig. 5.4.6. When considering the ML QE, the previous
trend is preserved and even more pronounced. Error bars are calcu-
lated from standard deviations of multiple measurements on samples
with identical coverage (fig. 5.4.5b).

The observations can be explained by considering charge-carrier
dynamics of such systems [73, 352]. Rapid recombination between

9 The calculation of QEs is based on the ML model for absorption correction as intro-
duced in sec. 3.3.6.
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(a) Average H2/h evolution.
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(b) ML QE.

Figure 5.4.6: H2 production per hour (after four hours of illumination) (a)
and ML QE (b) for unselected Ptn≥36, selected Pt22 and Pt46
decorated photo catalysts as a function of cluster coverage. The
data points represent the averaged multiple measurements, as
shown in fig. 5.4.5b; error bars are based on the standard devi-
ation of these multiple measurements per coverage. The lines
connecting the data points serve as a guide to the eye. The
maximum performance of the unselected samples is slightly
less than for the Pt46 samples and saturation sets in at lower
coverages. Hydrogen production over Pt22 is lower compared
to Pt46 decorated CdS NRs at similar coverage. In the investi-
gated coverage regime hydrogen yields and ML QEs show qual-
itatively the same trend with increasing cluster coverage. Cor-
responding saturation ML QEs of all sample series are higher
compared to a colloidal Pt/CdS NRs (green dashed line) pho-
tocatalyst system. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [220] -
Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

photo generated electrons and holes in the absence of Pt clusters
is assumed since no significant hydrogen production over time can
be detected over undecorated CdS NR samples and is in agreement
with colloidal CdS NR based system [71]. As the ML QEs increase
(fig. 5.4.6b) with higher cluster coverages for all sample types, a larger
number of Pt clusters per NR apparently reduces the probability of
recombination of photo generated charge carriers. Maximum ML QEs
of about 4.2% over the Pt46 decorated samples and 3.2% over unse-
lected samples are apparent.

The presence of a saturation value, evidences that a threshold valuesaturation level

exists. Thus, additional Pt clusters per NR seems to have no effect
on the photochemical process any more. This observation is tenta-
tively interpreted by means of photo generated electrons being dis-
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tributed among more and more Pt clusters for increasing coverage.10

The threshold for saturation is expected for distances between the Pt
clusters comparable to the spatial extent of the electronic wave func-
tions. In the present case, this allows for estimating this distance to 5

to 8 nm [220].
For even larger coverages, this effect becomes more severe as the comparison to

colloidal systemsindicated maximum QE (1.34%) observed for a colloidal CdS/Pt NR
photocatalyst from the same NR batch under the same experimen-
tal conditions with higher catalyst coverage (∼ 300 cluster/NR) shows.
For coverages in this range, one expects to observe a decrease in ef-
ficiencies. In this context, it should be noted that when comparing
the colloidal system to the Pt46 samples (0.04 e/nm2) with the QE the
overall amount of Pt is reduced by an order of magnitude. Further,
since saturation sets in for Ptn≥36 at 25 cluster/NR compared to Pt46 at
40 cluster/NR, it can be identified that this process is also related to clus-
ter size.11 In order to better understand the influence of the size on
the reactivity of such systems the reactivity as a function of size is
studied in the next section.

5.4.3 Size dependent reactivity

For the study of the effect of cluster size, all parameters were kept
constant save for the size of the deposited clusters. As a represen-
tative coverage 0.04 e/nm2 was chosen, since for Pt46 at this coverage
the hydrogen evolution has not yet reached saturation, as described
in the previous section. As reported above for different coverages, all
the different sized samples show a linear increase of the amount of
H2 over time (fig. 5.4.7a), which again proves samples are stable over
the course of the experiment. Fig. 5.4.7b shows the hydrogen evolution
per hour (H2/h) for all measured samples, the data scatter for single H2/h per sample

reproducibilityhydrogen measurements on identical samples demonstrate high re-
producibility. Different sizes produce different amounts of hydrogen.

The averaged hydrogen production per hour for different cluster average H2/h per size

sizes and per Pt cluster atom is plotted in fig. 5.4.8a; the correspond-
ing resulting QE and the corrected ML QE as a function of cluster ML QE

size is shown in fig. 5.4.8b. The plotted error bars result from calcu-
lation of standard deviations of multiple measurements per cluster
size. For both H2/h production and (ML) QE a clear trend is observed:
While the smaller clusters Pt8 and Pt22 show little hydrogen produc-
tion, an increase in the production rate is observed for Pt34 clusters.

10 The threshold for saturation is expected for distances between the Pt clusters com-
parable to the spatial extent of the electronic wave functions. In the present case, this
allows for estimating this distance to 5 to 8 nm [220].

11 This observation is similar to the finding that the additional presence of larger Pt
nanoparticles on colloidal CdS NRs during extended photo deposition does not lead
to an increase in hydrogen yield any more [71].
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(a) Time dependent H2 evolution. (b) H2 evolution per hour - reproducibil-
ity.

Figure 5.4.7: H2 evolution as a function of time for representative samples
of the different sizes (a) and the result of all coverage depen-
dent measurements as H2 evolution per hour (b). In fig. (a) the
hydrogen generation as function of time for representative sam-
ples with the sizes Ptx (x = 8,22,34,46,68) deposited on CdS NRs
are shown. Each point represents the total amount of hydrogen
produced by the sample at that time; all samples reveal a linear
trend over time, with a slope dependent on the size. Fig. (b)
shows the hydrogen generation per hour (after four hours of
illumination) for all measured samples and the observed small
variations per size demonstrate high reproducibility.

The rate further increases for clusters of Pt46, where a maximum12 of
the hydrogen production is found; for Pt68 the catalytic activity per
cluster is again lower. However, when calculating H2/h for each single
Pt cluster atom a different image of size-effects is gained. The high-
est hydrogen production per hour and cluster atom of 0.11× 10−3H2/h

is obtained for Pt8 samples and a continuous decay with increasing
cluster coverage is observed - nonetheless a local maximum can still
be observed for Pt46.

From the observed size dependent hydrogen evolution (fig. 5.4.8)
two major conclusions can be drawn. First, it is direct evidence that
differently sized clusters have different catalytic activity. Second, the
reactivity is determined by the precise number of atoms in the cluster
and it thus can be tuned, in the present case for maximum hydrogen
evolution at a cluster size of Pt46.

In order to obtain a better understanding on how the reactivity
of the system is tuned by cluster size a schematic sketch of the en-
ergy levels for photocatalytic water splitting with focus on the stud-
ied H+/H2 partial reaction is presented in fig. 5.4.9. Upon irradiation
of light an electron hole pair is formed in the rod’s VB, if the pho-

12 Under the assumption of the condition of a scalable regime.
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(a) Average H2/h evolution per cluster
size and atom.

(b) QE and ML QE.

Figure 5.4.8: H2 production per hour (after four hours of illumination) (a)
and (ML) QE (b) for selected Ptx (x = 8,22,34,46,68) decorated
photo catalysts as a function of cluster size at a coverage of
0.04 e/nm2. In (a) the data points represent the averaged multi-
ple measurements, as shown in fig. 5.4.7b. Error bars shown,
are based on the standard deviation of multiple measurements
per cluster size - the lines connecting the data points serve
as a guide to the eye. Hydrogen production per hour (orange
squares, left axis) shows a maximum for Pt46, whereas larger
as well as smaller sizes reveal lower hydrogen yields. Hydrogen
production per single cluster atom (green circles, right axis)
shows a maximum hydrogen evolution for Pt8 decorated sam-
ples and decreases with increasing cluster size. A similar trend
as for the H2/h production is displayed for (ML) QEs (b). For
comparison, the saturation ML QEs for the colloidal Pt/CdS
NRs (green dashed line) photocatalyst system is included.

ton energy is larger than the band gap of the semiconductor. Thus,
an electron is excited from the VB into the CB of the semiconductor.
For the H2 formation, the electron must be transferred to the clus-
ters (more precisely the LUMOs of the clusters). In a next step an
electron transfer to the hydrogen must be enabled. The transfer of a
second electron finally allows the production of molecular hydrogen
[69, 126, 127]. Consequently efficient trapping of the electron by the
clusters is important and needs to be dominant over recombination
with holes (avoided in the presented case by the scavenger), trapping
in surface states and the back reaction. The backward reaction (elec-
tron transfer from the cluster to the NR) is still crucial for the reaction
rate. After removal of the hole (by the scavenger TEA), the electron
wave function is mostly delocalized over the NR, if the charge is not
trapped by either clusters or surface states. The strength of the clus-
ter to trap an electron, i.e. the location of the cluster LUMO (lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals) is now of paramount importance and
determines the reactivity.
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(a) Schematic sketch.
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Figure 5.4.9: Size dependent water splitting reaction - schematic sketch of
the H+/H2 partial reaction (a), energy levels involved in the
splitting reaction (b).

The kinetics of the two electron transfers (ke1 and ke2) determine the
trapping probability for the electrons. The overall rate of the electron
transfer from the NR to the cluster (ke1) is defined by the LUMO
states of the clusters with respect to the semiconductor band edge.
Clusters with a low LUMO can trap electrons efficiently and reducelow LUMO -

optimum ke1 the back reaction. However, with a too low lying LUMO the electrons
high LUMO -
optimum ke2

are bound so strong on the clusters that the electron transfer rate from
the cluster to the hydrogen atoms (ke2) is reduced, resulting in a lower
H2 production rate.

Therefore, a maximum in hydrogen evolution is observed for an
optimum position of the cluster LUMO orbitals with respect to the
lower edge of the conduction band of the semiconductor and chemi-
cal potential of the H+/H2 partial reaction. This optimum is defined
by a compromise of an efficient trapping of the electron in the cluster
(low LUMO) and at the same time a successful electron transfer to the
hydrogen (high LUMO) - basically applying Sabatier’s principle with
respect to the bonding strength of the hydrogen to the cluster. Vary-
ing cluster size, the LUMO of the cluster can be tweaked by varying
cluster size [30] and, therefore an optimum is obtained around a size
of Pt46 resulting in the highest amount of hydrogen gas produced.

These considerations are also validated by the observations made
for Pt22, where for three different coverages a lower ML QE (see fig.
5.4.6b) compared to the same coverages of Pt46 are observed. Ad-
ditionally, the unselected clusters and comparable colloidal systems
confirm this thesis, as in either case the reactivity is below the se-
lected samples of Pt46, since through heterogeneous size distribution
the optimum position cannot be precisely tuned. Thus, by means of
using size-selected clusters, through independent control of coverage
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and size the O2p evolution can be tuned to maximum efficiency. Test-
ing the performance of different sized clusters around the maximum
of Pt46 might even further improve the hydrogen yield.

5.4.4 Stability

Long-term stability of the prepared Pt cluster decorated CdS NR thin
film samples is evaluated by measuring hydrogen evolution over an
extended period of time and imaging a TEM grid after illumination.
Fig. 5.4.10a shows the integral amount of hydrogen released over 25 h
of a blank sample (Ptn≥36 without CdS NRs) and a Pt46 sample, each
with a coverage of 0.04 e/nm2. For both samples a linear increase in
total amount of hydrogen produced can be observed within the first
four hours of measurement, upon further illumination of both sam-
ples the amount of hydrogen evolved decreases rapidly, visible by the
strong deviations from the linear relation. A corresponding HAADF-
STEM micrograph as shown in fig. 5.4.10b was taken after the 25 h
measurements in order to elucidate possible reasons for the strong
decrease in hydrogen production rates encountered. In contrast to the
STEM images of the as prepared samples (sec. 5.4.1) shortened and
aggregated NRs are observed. Additionally flocculated NRs are vis-
ible as smeared out white spots on the micrograph. Pt clusters are
displayed as small white spots and are not uniformly distributed any
more, however are grouped in ensembles. A closer look reveals that
the Pt clusters have spatially approached each other, however the en-
semble still constitutes of single clusters that have not coalesced.

The decrease in photocatalytic activity can be explained by the
dependency on the efficiency of the hole scavenging process. Desta-
bilization of CdS NRs by shortening, aggregation and flocculation,
encountered also in the colloidal system, is therefore attributed to
photooxidation. The long-term stability is determined by the com-
petition between photooxidation and scavenging of photo generated
holes. It is reported that a faster consumption of these holes observed
with sacrificial agents possessing a more negative potential leads to
a higher stability due to domination of the hole scavenging process
over photooxidation. Concerning the stability of the Pt clusters, the
breakup of uniform distribution on the support while no cluster co-
alescence can be observed, might indicate that this finding is related
to a wetting effect. Due to the formation of small droplets, Pt cluster
ensembles accumulate, while the solvent evaporates. Consequently,
after complete solvent evaporation from the TEM support, spatially
approached cluster ensembles, that are jammed together, are encoun-
tered. This behavior has been observed previously for Pt clusters with
broader size distribution - TEM images of non touching clusters, ap-
peared in groups [335, 334].
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(a) Long term H2 evolution.

50 nm

(b) STEM - 200× 200 nm2.

Figure 5.4.10: Results of long-term H2 evolution measurements (a) and
HAADF-STEM measurement after reaction (b). The long term
measurement (a) on unselected and selected clusters is dis-
played as a function of time; the interpolation of the raw data
points (dashed lines) serves as a guide to the eye. Deviations
from the linear relation (after first 240 min) indicate catalyst
deactivation; after about 400 min of measurement no further
hydrogen evolution is observed. A corresponding micrograph
(b) taken of a Pt46 sample after illumination and H2 produc-
tion over 25 h shows flocculated NRs as big white spots and
groups of cluster ensembles in between. Single clusters have
spatially approached but are not coalesced.

5.4.5 Comparison to reported systems

Comparable materials for photocatalytic water splitting have been
reported in the literature; in tab. 5.4.1 a summary of characteristics
of the prepared catalyst is shown and compared to related systems.
CdS nano structures decorated with 3 − 5 nm Pt nano crystals for
photocatalytic hydrogen production were prepared by Bao et al. [128].
The authors measured a stable hydrogen yield of 3.1 mmol/h over a
10 wt% Pt-loaded photocatalyst under visible light irradiation using
hole scavengers resulting in a maximum QE of 60.34 % 13 at 420 nm.
Considering the influence of Pt nano crystal coverage Bao et al. no-
ticed an increasing hydrogen evolution with coverage which reaches a
maximum at 13 wt% which upon further increase of coverage quickly
decreases. For comparison the Pt-loading of the prepared hybrid clus-
ter photocatalyst sample with a (maximum) coverage of 0.11 e/nm2 is
estimated to be about 2–3 wt% and the corresponding stable hydrogen
yield at this coverage is about 0.1 mmol/h.

13 The extraordinary high QE is related to the high BET surface area of 112.8 cm2/g of
CdS nano structures realizing an efficient separation and fast transport of charge
carriers at the high CdS/electrolyte interface [128].
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Table 5.4.1: Comparison of hydrogen yields and QEs for reported photo-
catalyst systems. Prepared hybrid photo catalysts show higher
photocatalytic efficiency compared to reported colloidal Pt/CdS
NRs and Pt/TiO2 based systems considering the minimized
amount of Pt.

photo catalyst H2 QE Pt

material /mmol/h /% /wt %

Berr et al. [71] colloidal Pt/CdS NRs 5 (per g cat.) 3.9 22.5

Bao et al. [128] colloidal Pt/CdS NRs 3.10 60.3 10

Yu et al. [353] Pt/TiO2 0.14 - 4

this work [220] hybrid Pt/CdS NRs 0.1 (Pt46) 4.2 2-3

The calculations indicate that the presented method of using size-
selected clusters, thus precisely tuning the necessary coverage, achie-
ves a five fold reduction of noble metal loading compared to estab-
lished photo depositions. Similar savings in noble metal, were previ-
ously only elaborated in comparison with the colloidal Pt/CdS NRs
system of Berr et al. [71].

Apart from metal sulfide based systems, TiO2 is an alternative, due
to chemical inertness, non-toxicity, low cost, good availability and sta-
bility against photo corrosion [68, 354]; however titania suffers from
a large band gap, rapid recombination of photo generated electrons
and holes and back reaction of produced H2 and O2 to H2O [68]. For
example for Pt/TiO2 nano sheets with (001) facets, using Pt loadings
up to 6 wt% and TEA as a hole scavenger the highest observed pho-
tocatalytic activity of 140.2 µmol/h was measured for 4 wt% Pt. Again,
a further increase of Pt loading caused a reduction of photocatalytic
activity, attributed to enhanced light scattering of the samples leading
to a decreased irradiation passing through the reaction solution [353].

In summary, the new introduced hybrid cluster photocatalyst with summary

size-selected clusters may not yield in the highest QE or hydrogen
yields, however allows for determination of the minimum amount of
Pt for optimum efficiency. This is of particular importance, since for
the presented examples a maximum in hydrogen generation activity
is met, dependent on noble metal coverage - further a decrease for
too high loadings is observed and thus requires precise tuning of the
coverage. Additionally the new system has an unprecedented control
on the catalyst particle size, which as discussed, through exact adjust-
ment of the cluster LUMO levels allows for optimizing the catalytic
reactivity.
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6.1 Summary

In the presented work different aspects of supported Pt cluster cat-
alysts were studied under well defined UHV and applied ambient
conditions. In the following the achieved results and gained insights
are summarized.

6.1.1 UHV

The main focus of the UHV experiments was the investigation of the
electronic structure as well as the adsorption properties and reactivity
of olefins adsorbed on surfaces and supported Pt clusters.

In order to discern the feasibility of EES to probe the electronic electronic structure
MIES sensitivitystructure of cluster based materials, the sensitivity of the MIES/UPS

setup was determined. Using adsorbed TCE as a probe molecule, and
correlating EES with TPD measurements, the results prove a superior
submonolayer sensitivity for MIES compared to UPS, and NEXAFS
data from the literature. On Mo(112) the achieved detection limit was
quantified to be as low as 0.02 TCE/SA, (13 % of a ML).

Based on these results, EES of supported Pt11 and Pt30 clusters at EES on clusters

low coverages was performed. With MIES no features from the clus-
ter metal could be observed, most likely due to different de-excitation
mechanisms on the surface of metals/clusters and the low cluster
coverage. UPS results, in contrast, evidence changes for the differ-
ent coverages and sizes. Electron density at the Fermi edge for Pt30

(compared to Pt11) might be an indication for the emergent metallic
behavior. In order to verify these observations of a potential metal to
insulator transition, the use of local methods is desirable.

CO , as a well known adsorbate, was used as a test molecule. EES CO

results on the Pt(111) surface in the submonolayer range are weak,
but agree with the literature and show the potential to probe for small
changes in the electronic structure. Using a more systematic study,
EES results could contribute to a more complete picture of the CO
interaction on metal clusters.

By means of TPD and EES, the adsorption properties of TCE, a TCE

chlorinated olefin and pollutant, were investigated on various sur-
faces (Mo, Pt and MgO). The results show a physisorption followed
by multilayer formation on all surfaces. A weakly interacting TCE
molecule is evidenced from the analysis of the MO peak positions
and intensities as well as WF measurements. For the analysis of EES
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data, a new data treatment procedure was introduced, allowing one
to extract peak features, otherwise obscured by contributions of sec-
ondary electrons. The obtained findings of the data analysis suggest
flat lying TCE molecules on the surface for submonolayer and multi-
layers, the later being in agreement with the literature.

Based on the results from the surfaces, the TCE adsorption on sup-
ported Pt clusters of different sizes, with prospect to decomposition,
was studied. No activation could be observed in TPD and EES mea-
surements for clusters either. However, the analysis of the MO peak
energy positions in MIES shows a shift towards lower energy with
increasing cluster coverage, likely to be attributed to a relaxation ef-
fect. Comparing to surfaces, this shift might be induced by interaction
with the clusters, thus represents first results of probing the electronic
structure of cluster-adsorbate complexes (in the submonolayer range).

Ethene, as a second olefin, was studied by the same means (TPDethene

and EES) on surfaces in a similar approach. The obtained data agrees
well with results from the literature, a weak interaction on MgO
and strong chemisorption on Pt. MIES allowed further to probe the
adsorption in the submonolayer range, a previously not reported
coverage range. Further, using ethene and hydrogen, the reactivity
on Pt(111) with TPR was investigated and findings for the self-/
hydrogenation reaction agree with reported data.

The TPR experiments were repeated using unselected Pt clusters
and reveal a higher reactivity (lower temperature) for clusters com-
pared to the single crystal. Repeated TPR measurements on size-
selected Pt clusters show a size dependent activation, where a mini-
mum amount of ten atoms is necessary for a reaction to happen. To
further elucidate the cluster reactivity, preliminary results from AES
and IRRAS are promising towards a better understanding of the reac-
tivity and deactivation on a molecular level.

6.1.2 Ambient

The scope of the ambient experiments was three fold, with an inter-
est in characterization, stability and reactivity of Pt clusters under
applied reaction conditions, after transfer to ambient conditions. In a
highly collaborative approach, the following results were achieved.

For local characterization, STEM measurements were performed.characterization
STEM The obtained micrographs evidence a highly reproducible coverage

(average error of 14%). A specially adapted computer assisted anal-
ysis was established and is used for routine characterization of the
STEM images. Results of the analysis show, that unselected and se-
lected clusters reveal expected different PSD (ADF), that reflect the
synthesis method. Different selected cluster sizes can be distinguished
upon their projected area in the STEM micrographs with a difference
as low as at least 12 atoms. A comparison to areas calculated using
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simple geometric considerations, suggests a sphere like cluster shape,
with the exception of very small clusters, that appear as flat 2 D struc-
tures. On an integral level, XPS measurements of clusters, evidence a XPS

successful deposition also on insulating support materials and a ho-
mogenous distribution over the support in the range of the aperture
used during deposition. Selected and unselected samples reveal dif-
ferent peak signal shapes and broadness. For selected clusters with
different sizes, an observed BE shift for the Pt 4 f signal, converges
with increasing number of atoms towards the bulk value. The shift
and changes in fit parameters are in good agreement with the litera-
ture and can be explained by a final state effect. Comparison to sim-
ilar systems allows one to estimate the oxidation state of the cluster
materials between +I I and 0, thus are only partially oxidized, giv-
ing a potential explanation for the reactivity of such small supported
clusters despite transfer to ambient conditions.

The (temperature) stability of the cluster catalysts was tested, using stability

INPS in combination with STEM, as a new approach. A change in INPS
plasmon peak position is observed for unselected Ptn≥53 samples as
well as a mixed size Pt22+68 sample, whereas the signal of the selected
Pt68 sample stays stable over the heating at 453 K for 21 h under Ar
atmosphere. The changes in peak position are corroborated by STEM
micrographs and PSD analysis before and after treatment. For Ptn≥53

and Pt22+68 an Ostwald ripening sintering mechanism is suggested,
that is however not complete at 453 K; for Pt68, similar sized clusters
after the heat treatment show stable particles. Further experiments at
higher temperatures, as well as under reactive gas atmosphere (H2

or CO) and/or oxidative (O2) are planned to further understand the
stability of selected clusters. Also, support effects will be addressed,
as samples on Si3N4 and SiO2 were prepared. The stability of the se- ETEM

lected samples up to 475 K is supported by first ETEM measurements
for Pt46 on SiO2 under UHV conditions. Additional measurements,
with different cluster sizes and temperatures as high as 600 K are cur-
rently in progress as well as imaging cluster samples in situ during
the exposure to gases, in particular under a reducing and/or oxida-
tive atmosphere also at elevated temperatures.

First results on the reactivity measurements in µ-reactors, show the reactivity

µ-reactorfeasibility to measure high surface area model catalyst, in pressures
of up to 1 bar. From titration experiments an increasing area after
CO oxidation is a first indication that supports stability to tempera-
tures as high as 513 K. Reactivity measurements under steady state
conditions as a function of temperature, evidence reactivity of all
measured sizes. The average reactivity is increasing with size, save
for Pt46, where multiple data points show a reactivity comparable
to Pt68. For clusters with such ’large’ sizes the temperature for full
conversion is even lower compared to a Pt thin film measured under
similar conditions. Arrhenius plots of the measurements show a large
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temperature range with Arrhenius like behavior. Extracted activation
energies are in the correct order of magnitude when compared to lit-
erature values and show a higher activation energy for very small
systems (i.e. Pt10) that might be related to a 2 D structure and a par-
ticularly low energy for Pt46, supporting the reactivity observations.
In liquid phase, a new hybrid cluster photocatalyst material with size-Photocat

selected clusters is introduced, allowing for atomic scale insight into
photocatalytic processes of precisely defined nanosystems. Supported
CdS nanorods with Pt cluster co-catalysts were used to quantitatively
correlate the dependence of the photocatalytic activity for hydrogen
generation on Pt cluster size and coverage. The minimum amount
of Pt necessary to achieve saturated efficiencies was determined. The
results further evidence a cluster size dependence of the catalytic ac-
tivity. Different cluster sizes show a maximum hydrogen production
for Pt46, that might be explained by an optimum match of the cluster
LUMO in the sense of Sabatier’s principle.

Intriguing, is the unexpected high reactivity of the Pt46 cluster inPt46 reactivity

both reactor and photocatalysis experiments, further supported by
the deviation of the trend for BE shifts for different sizes in XPS and
the low activation energy, determined for CO oxidation in the reac-
tors. A systematic study is necessary to shed light on this particular
behavior, yet this observation is only possible due to the chosen ap-
proach with different techniques.

6.2 Conclusion

In the light of the scope of this work, given in the introduction, and
based on the results gained the following conclusion can be drawn.

In terms of UHV studies, the MIES/UPS setup is now character-
ized and available as an additional tool with a high enough sensitiv-
ity in the submonolayer range to probe for the electronic structure
of cluster adsorbate complexes. In combination with TPD/TPR, pM-
BRS and IRRAS a considerably broad and complementary set of tech-
niques is at hand to study supported cluster materials. The results on
the well known adsorption of CO and the systematic study (incl. the
new data treatment procedure) of the adsorption of TCE served as a
good model system to establish the EES in the existing setup. A solely
thermal activation of TCE on surfaces and Pt clusters is not possible,
further activation i.e. using a photocatalytic approach might however
be successful. As a new and more complex reaction, the ethene hy-
drogenation was successfully measured on Pt clusters for the first
time. Both the gained results of the size-selected reactivity and their
difference in comparison to the single crystal measurements, as well
as the preliminary results with IRRAS and AES, hold a high chance
to answer some of the open questions in the mechanism of ethene
hydrogenation and catalyst deactivation.
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With respect to cluster catalysis under ambient and applied con-
ditions, the results and the achieved insights can be benchmarked
with the requirements for a successful catalyst material stated in the
introduction (fig. 1.3.2). A reproducible preparation, with respect to
both size and coverage is evidenced on both local and integral level.
In particular, the STEM results and the computer assisted analysis
are introduced as a tool to monitor the deposition as well as changes
after treatments. Using the data for the Pt clusters in this work, the
obtained area to size relation might be even able to determine the
size/number of atoms for particles synthesized by different means.
The thermal stability (i.e. deactivation) of clusters under UHV and
(inert) ambient conditions could be shown up to a temperature range
with catalytic relevance (i.e. for Pt as exhaust catalyst material) with
a local and an in − situ integral method. The preliminary findings
towards the high stability of selected clusters might help to design
more stable catalyst in the future, by understanding the underlying
mechanisms for stability better; yet, more systematic studies are nec-
essary. Pressure stability and considerably high activity is supported
by the results of the reactivity measurements. The observed reactivity
and determined activation energies measured by means of µ-reactors
has a high potential to answer open question of size dependent re-
activity. Ongoing measurements of the CO oxidation reaction might
help to understand the controversial discussed structure in/sensitiv-
ity of the reaction for small particles. The application of clusters as
part of photocatalyst materials, shows the capabilities of those well
defined materials, to better understand phenomena in related fields
such as photocatalysis. The ability to determine the saturation point
for hydrogen generation and to tune catalytic performance by opti-
mizing the cluster coverage and size is of also of practical importance
for the cost efficient design of photocatalytic nano systems.

All together the examples presented, allow for new insights into the
working principles of heterogeneous catalysts and illustrate the high
relevance of cluster research in the field of catalysis. In this context
UHV experiments provide fundamental information on catalytic reac-
tions, whereas the applied methods ensure that these results are more
widely applicable, even under realistic, i.e., technically relevant con-
ditions. The detail and sophistication of the UHV surface science ex-
periments is hereby complementary to the realistic conditions of the
ambient experiments on the different platforms. In the future, only a
combination of both approaches will help to a more complete com-
prehension of heterogeneous catalysts. The contributions of this work
with respect to Pt clusters are only a starting point of this approach
and it is still a long way until understanding working mechanisms of
an industrial catalyst becomes possible. On the basis of sophisticated
model catalyst systems and a variety and combination of different
techniques, this goal is however a little less remote.
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6.3 Outlook

In the UHV the successful results of the TPR experiments towards
ethene hydrogenation on different cluster sizes are further investi-
gated. Vibrational information (IRRAS) in combination with the elec-
tronic structure (EES) of cluster adsorbates is believed to elucidate
the size dependent behavior. In this respect, first isotope experiments
with deuterium look promising to elucidate the role of the hydrogen
activation in the hydrogenation reaction. In addition, the application
of isothermal pMBRS will help to gain kinetic data which will make
the results more widely applicable [355, 356, 78, 76]. Last, the carbon
formation will be subject to further studies to better understand cata-
lyst deactivation during hydrogenation. In a next step, the activation
of methane, as future potential energy feedstock [65, 357, 234, 358, 359,
360] will be probed on clusters of different metals.

Under ambient conditions, the started collaborations will be con-
tinued. More ETEM measurements with different reactant gases are
planned possibly allowing to see restructuring mechanisms and learn
more about catalyst stability [193, 348]. With respect to INPS, on the
basis of the stability measurements, the influence of the support and
the size dependent reactivity towards the hydrogen oxidation will be
investigated in situ [202, 299]. Also, stability and reactivity of Pt clus-
ters is probed in an electrochemical cell, to better understand the be-
havior of electrocatalysts [361, 39]. Using µ-reactors will allow, to see
if results on the reactivity of the CO oxidation under these ambient
pressure conditions is different to those in the UHV. For this purpose
the support of the UHV experiments is currently being changed to
amorphous SiO2 [362, 363, 364, 184, 365, 92], allowing for compara-
bility of the results in the sense of the ’pressure gap’.

To increase the experimental possibilities and flexibility a new UHV
chamber for analysis is currently designed. Is will replace the old
main chamber and include the additional techniques LEED and XPS,
an updated version of the MIES/UPS setup as well as a new crystal
holder. Further, sample deposition will be integrated on the chamber
in form of a new manipulator with possibilities to heat and prepare
the sample upon deposition. The new setup is an important step in
order to help to pursuit the joint approach of both UHV and ambient
more efficiently.

It will be exciting to see the outcome of the ongoing and planned
experiments and leaves one optimistic about the future of cluster sci-
ence applied to heterogeneous catalysis.
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The appendix gives further details on experimental methods and pro-
cedures for both UHV and ambient experiments. Further, gas phase
photoelectron spectra of the studied molecules are stated along with
assignment of the orbitals from theory. In general, the nomenclature
of IUPAC with respect to surface science techniques, and names of
chemical compounds is followed [366, 367, 368] in this thesis.

A.1 UHV setup and surface science

A.1.1 Deposition of clusters

The conversion for some values in the %ML unit (per cm2 and per
crystal surface area 0.785 cm2) into e/nm2 and e/cm2 is shown in table
A.1.1. The precise amount of Pt atoms per cluster size for a coverage
of 0.029 e/nm2 (=0.1%ML) are listed in table A.1.2. Further an approxi-
mation for the amount of surface atoms is given.

Table A.1.1: Cluster coverage unit conversion - %ML, %ML per single crys-
tal surface, e/nm2 and e/cm2 for selected values.

%ML %ML number of
clusters

number of
clusters

/cm2 /0.785 cm2 /e/nm2 /e/cm2

0.005 0.0064 0.0015 0.15× 1013

0.010 0.0127 0.0029 0.29× 1013

0.050 0.0637 0.0116 1.16× 1013

0.060 0.0764 0.0145 1.45× 1013

0.075 0.0955 0.0218 2.18× 1013

0.100 0.1274 0.0290 2.90× 1013

0.150 0.1911 0.0435 4.35× 1013

0.200 0.2548 0.0580 5.80× 1013

0.300 0.3822 0.0870 8.70× 1013

0.500 0.6369 0.1160 11.60× 1013
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Table A.1.2: Different values for the amount of atoms per clusters of various
Ptx sizes for a coverage of 0.029 e/nm2. For different sizes the
number of atoms in the cluster per cm2 and nm2, as well as
an approximation of the amount of surface atoms per nm2 are
given. In the later case values taking ccp packing into account
are additionally listed.

size n atoms n atoms surface atoms surface atoms

/atoms /atoms/cm2 /atoms/nm2 /nm2 (no ccp) /nm2 (ccp)

1 0.29× 1013
0.03 0.029 0.029

7 2.01× 1013
0.20 0.208 0.203

8 2.29× 1013
0.23 0.227 0.222

9 2.58× 1013
0.26 0.247 0.242

10 2.89× 1013
0.29 0.267 0.260

11 3.15× 1013
0.32 0.286 0.279

12 3.44× 1013
0.34 0.304 0.296

13 3.73× 1013
0.37 0.323 0.314

20 5.73× 1013
0.57 0.447 0.431

22 6.31× 1013
0.63 0.482 0.464

34 9.74× 1013
0.97 0.690 0.655

46 13.14× 1013
1.32 0.910 0.848

68 19.49× 1013
1.95 1.378 1.235

80 22.93× 1013
2.29 1.689 2.065

A.1.2 Temperature measurement and control

For temperature measurements on the single crystals a type C (W-
5% Re/Re/W 26%) thermocouple (Omega Instruments, UK) is spot
welded onto the side of each single crystal. The sketch in fig. A.1.1
shows the circuit diagram for temperature control in the nanocat
lab. The contact potential of the thermocouples is read out trough
a feed-trough at the top of the manipulator and feed into the DatEx-
cel box in mV. The DatExcel converts the mV potential of the ther-
mocouples into a 0− 10V signal in the range of 68− 2098 K. Since
the C type thermocouple has a nonlinear characteristics curve below
300 K, this is compensated through 26 calibration points programmed
into the DataExcel box. The 0− 10V signal is direct feed as monitor
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Figure A.1.1: Temperature measurement and control.

into the QMS for TPD measurements (Balzers, QMA 430, BALZERS,
Switzerland). The 0− 10V signal is further feed to the PID Controller
(Eurotherm 2408, Germany) and converted into values on a K scale.
Additionally the Eurotherm controls the heating power on the power
supply (Hewlett Packard HP-6032A) with a 0− 10V signal for heating
one of the single crystals and has a RS 232 connection for a possible
remote control of the heating through the Eurotherm.

A.1.3 TP measurements and data treatment

The TP measurements were recorded at a dwell time of 0.1 s, because
the temperature increase at a heating rate of 2 K/s requires a mini-
mum value of 0.5 s as the signal for the temperature would be convo-
luted otherwise. The amplifier range was manually set to 10−9, with
a resulting optimized SEM range of as low as 10−13 A. This avoids
unexpected automatic shifts during measurements, when choosing
’AUTO’ mode instead. The signals were filtered with a filter time of
40 ms, thus excluding variations below that time. Further, all spectra
of TCE and CO were recorded at a SEM current of 1700 V; spectra
related to the ethene hydrogenation were measured with 1800 V. Ad-
ditionally the resolution for all measurements was 20 [369].
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The spectra were recorded using a computer based mass spectrom-
eter software (Balzers, Quadstar 421 Version 2.0), exported as .asc
files and loaded with a routine of in house design into IGOR Pro
6.22. There the spectra were cut to the right length, to exclude parts
with decreasing temperature and integrated automatically between
manually set fixed start and end points [331].

A.1.4 Dosage of molecules

A comparison of the improved precision of the MBD compared to the
Langmuir dosage is shown in fig. A.1.2. TPDs after dosage of differ-
ent amounts of TCE using the MBD and Langmuir dosage on Pt(111)
were performed. The resulting TPD peak integrals are plotted as a
function of dosage for both methods. From the different slopes an en-
hancement factor of approximately 25 can be calculated for the MBD.
Furthermore, the precision of the doser can be seen from the low de-
viations in comparison to Langmuir dosage [213, 246, 316]. However,
the different positions of the various crystals in front of the doser are
a cause of error in the absolute value of molecules hitting the surface
as theoretical calculations have shown[331].

Representative dosage amounts (in mTorr) of the different used
molecules on the surfaces MgO(100) and Pt(111) are listed in table
A.1.3. Surface lattice constants and surface atom densities in cm2 of
the used surfaces in the UHV are stated in table A.1.4. Table A.1.5
summarizes the utilized gases, their mass, purity and supplier.

Figure A.1.2: Comparison of conventional Langmuir dosage (L) and the
dosage by means of the molecular beam doser (MBD). Differ-
ent dosage amounts of TCE on Pt(111) have been performed,
followed by subsequent TPDs. The obtained TPD peaks have
been integrated and plotted vs. the dosed amount. The single
data points have been approximated by a linear fit. modified
after [316].
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Table A.1.3: Exemplary dosages in the unit molecules/SA and their correspond-
ing background pressure in mTorr (for t = 100 s) for the sur-
faces MgO(100) and Pt(111) for different utilized when dosing
by means of the molecular beam doser [29, 213, 369, 315, 331].

surface dosage molecule pressure /mTorr

/atoms/SA pH2 pD2 pCO pO2 pTCE pCe H4

MgO
0.5 503 711 1876 2005 2590 1877

1.0 1006 1422 3752 4010 5180 3754

Pt
0.5 335 473 1247 1333 - 1248

1.0 670 946 2494 2666 - 2496

Table A.1.4: Lattice constants and surface atom densities of selected sur-
faces.

surface packing lattice constant SA density ref.

/pm /atoms/cm2

MgO(100) fcc 421 2.25× 1015 [231, 29]

Mo(100) bcc 315 1.01× 1015 [370]

Mo(112) bcc 315 0.83× 1015 [371]

Pt(111) fcc 392 1.50× 1015 [372]

Table A.1.5: Detailed information on used organic solvents and gases.

formula mass / g
mol purity /wt.-% supplier

H2 2.01 99.999 (5.0) Air Liquide

D2 4.03 99.0 (2.0) Westfalen AG

He 4.00 99.9999 (6.0) Air Liquide

Ar 39.95 99.999 (5.7) Carbagas

CO 28.01 99.999 (5.0) Carbagas

O2 32.00 99.999 (5.0) Westfalen AG

TCE 131.79 99.5 Merck

C2H4 82.15 99.95 Westfalen AG
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A.1.5 EES measurements

Table A.1.6 states the different EES techniques used along with their
probe particle and corresponding excitation energy.

Table A.1.6: Comparison of the EES utilized in this work [136, 165, 373].

name of
technique abbreviation

probe
particle

excitation energy

metastable
impact
electron
spectroscopy

MIES
(MAES)

metastable
rare gas
atom

19.81 eV (He 23S1)

ultraviolet
photoelectron
spectroscopy

UPS photon 21.21 eV (He Iα)

x-ray
photoelectron
spectroscopy

XPS
(ESCA)

photon 1253.6 eV (Mg Kα)
1486.6 eV (Al Kα)

auger
electron
spectroscopy

AES electron
(photon)

3000 eV

Detector Preamplifier Amplifier

Chopper

He-Discharge
(MIES/UPS)
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Figure A.1.3: Schematic sketch of the utilized electronic setup for the EES
(MIES, UPS and AES) data detection .
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MIES/UPS/AES setup

A schematic sketch of the electronics used for the AES, UPS and MIES
experiments is shown in figure A.1.3.

For AES electrons from an e-gun are emitted to the sample. After AES

interaction with the surface the emitted electrons are detected after
passing through the same hemispherical analyzer by a detector as
discussed before. The signal passes then through a preamplifier and
a amplifier before reaching the LockIn. The function generator sets
a 3 V AC voltage on the sample which pattern is then re-recognized
by the LockIn through a reference signal from the function gener-
ator. The Lock-In amplified signal is recorded by the computer and
together with the signal from the Ramp-Controller and the PenDown,
as start signal, the spectrum is recorded via a LabView based software
of in-house design.

Using a modified two-stage He discharge source, based on the de- MIES/UPS

sign by Kempter et al. [270] UV photons (He Iα, EUPS
ex = hν = 21.21 eV)

and metastable helium atoms (He∗, 19.81 eV = EMIES
ex ) are generated

simultaneously and directed onto the surface at an angle of 45°. A
detailed description of the modified source and the improved signal
separation approach (fig. A.1.4), can be found in the literature [314].

He gas inlet

macor ceramic

copper

stainless steel

electric line

He gas reservoir

1

2

3

4

567

pumped chambersource chamber

metastable,
photons,

etc.

buffer chamber

8
9

9

pumping stagepumping stage

Figure A.1.4: Scheme of the utilized MIES/UPS setup: (1) Drilled current
feedthrough, (2) bellow, (3) sandwich flange, (4) marcor insula-
tor, (5) cathode, (6) anode plate, (7) skimmer, anode for the sec-
ond discharge, (8) chopper, and (9) deflector plates [213, 314].
Reprinted with permission from [314] - Copyright 2012, American
Institute of Physics.

Briefly, an improved cathode design in the first discharge stage
using a He gas reservoir allows for higher output of photons and
metastable atoms by means of higher voltages, as it compensates for
higher temperatures. Table A.1.7 shows the utilized source conditions
in this work. Further, a modified posterior ToF (Time of Flight) sepa-
ration is applied. Conventionally both MIES and UPS signals are sep-
arated by counting electronic events at the analyzer within fixed win-
dows based on the chopper synchronization during measurements.
In our approach we record both the kinetic energy of the electronic
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event and the corresponding time (in sync with the chopper signal)
with a LabVIEW based software of in-house design.

Signal separation, originating from photons or metastables is then
performed after the measurement. This gives the advantage to check
on the signal separation for each data point separately, that means at
each measured kinetic energy. This is beneficial, as system parameters
(i.e. the chopper frequency) can be adjusted and maximized to the
actual measurement conditions and no part of the signal is ignored.

Table A.1.7: Representative discharge source parameters.

pressure discharge U I

/mbar /V /mA

buffer chamber 7.3× 10−5 first -190 -35.0

source chamber 4.9× 10−3 second +296 +113.0

pre vacuum 6.4× 10−1

He pressure 43.0

The emitted photoelectrons are detected with a hemispherical ana-HAC

lyzer which is in line with the surface normal of the sample. For all
UPS/MIES measurements the analyzer (VSW Scientific Instruments
Ltd. HA150) was used in fixed analyzer transmission (FAT) mode at
a pass energy of 10 eV with a scan rate of 0.03 eV/s. The energy res-
olution was determined to be 0.3 eV by measuring the Fermi-edge
of the Mo(100) surface (T = 90 K) using a Fermi-function. At the
sample, an acceleration potential of −30 V was applied. The spec-
tra were recorded at low sample temperatures (T ≈ 100 K) from
27 − 47 eV kinetic energy (KE) scale using a LabView program of
in-house design. For AES measurements were performed using the
analyzer in fixed retarding ratio (FRR) mode, thus varying the pass
energy (constant field in the lens system for keeping the retardation
factor R = Ekin, A/E0 = const.)

MIES/UPS post detection treatment

At first, the KE of the measured spectra is converted into a binding
energy (BE) scale by referencing to the Fermi edge (EF) of the metal
substrates. Further details on this practice can be found in the litera-
ture [146, 165, 246, 314]. As this is impossible for the insulating MgO
surface the recoded spectra a referenced to EF of the Mo(100) surface.
In the case of TCE the surfaces suffers from charging, thus an alter-
native energy scale has been chosen (details in sec. 4.4.1). In order to
compare the measured spectra with gas phase PE spectra from the
literature, referencing with respect to the vacuum level is required.
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Figure A.1.5: Post detection data treatment steps applied for MIE/UP spec-
tra of adsorbed molecules, exemplarily shown for for 0.125

TCE/SA on Mo(112). Raw spectrum (1), WF determination with
differentiated spectrum and tangent (2). Shift from BE (a) to IP
(b). Secondary electron background correction by subtracting a
fitted polynomial function (3), background corrected spectrum
(4), fitted spectrum and sum curve (5); gas phase spectrum on
the bottom. Roman numerals on top of the bottom spectra as-
sign the peaks of the corresponding gas phase EES spectra
[143]. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [172] - Copyright
(2012) Elsevier.

Fig. A.1.5 shows this step-wise data treatment exemplary for a
MIE/UP spectrum (only the MIE spectra is plotted in A.1.5) obtained
for 0.125 TCE/SA on Mo(112) performed in IGOR Pro 6.22. From the
raw spectrum (step 1) the WF (= φ) is calculated by subtracting step 1

the spectrum width from the corresponding excitation energy Eex

(φ = Eex − ∆E + 1/2∆Eres, with ∆E = (Emax
kin − Emin

kin ) [271, 136, 148]
and hereby including the energy resolution of the experiment ∆Eres

(= 0.15 eV in the presented case). Emax
kin is defined by the position of

the EF (for a metal) while Emin
kin is related to the energy position of the

low energy cut-off of the spectrum. In order to determine the latter,
the spectrum is differentiated and the minimum of the first deriva-
tive (i.e. f ′′(x) = 0) indicates the point of inflection. The tangent of the
spectra at the point of inflection is calculated and its intersection with
the x-axis defines the low kinetic energy cut-off of the spectrum. Sub-
tracting the width of the spectrum from the excitation energy yields WF

step 2the WF, as seen in step 2.
In gas-phase studies the electron BEs are referenced to the vacuum reference level

level and plotted on an ionization potential (IP) scale, whereas in the
study of solids, EF provides the experimental reference point on a BE
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scale (with EF = 0) [148]. To compare gas phase spectra with spec-
tra of adsorbed molecules on a surface, the BE scale of the latter is
converted into IP energy scale. In the presented data the WF of the
clean metal substrate is added (IPsolid = BEsolid + φclean sur f ace), thus
follow the procedure suggested by Broughton et al.; for details see
argumentation in sec. 2.2.3. At high IP energies secondary electronsbackground

correction [41, 136] in the spectra suppress features from the adsorbed molecule.
In order to reveal features obscured by the secondaries, we fit a poly-
nomial function f (x) of degree t (eq. A.1.1) at two fixed points on
the flank of the secondary peak in the original spectrum (step 3 instep 3

fig. A.1.5), with a scaling factor a:

f (x) = a(x− x0)
t f or x ≥ x0; f (x) = 0, else (A.1.1)

By the choice of the curve (in the computer routine), at energies
below x0 the spectrum remains unaffected by the polynomial back-
ground subtraction. An eventual remaining background is then ac-
counted for by removing a small linear background. Although the
background correction introduces phenomenological parameters only,
the above strategy has the advantage of keeping the amount of free
parameters low. For all presented TCE data the value of x0 was set to
a fixed value of 12 eV, for ethene x0 = 15 eV. Thus, eventual errors on
peak energy position and intensity introduced by the background cor-
rection only enter systematically and do not obscure general trends.
Furthermore, the variation of the exponent t in the analysis was re-
stricted to values between 1.4 and 3.2, further reducing the variation
of unknown parameters during the background subtraction proce-
dure. For TCE the first two peaks/MOs (at E < x0) remain unaffected
by the background subtraction; the third and the fourth peak are only
affected to a minor degree, due to the restriction of the background
function; a comparable argumentation holds for ethene. The peaks
in the spectrum of step 4 are fitted (a common approach as statedstep 4

in [374, 171]) using a convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian line
shape (Voigt functions) [294]. The resulting fitted peaks of the spectra
are shown in step 5, from which the peak area and the energy posi-step 5

tion were extracted; the latter being compared for the presented case
to the gas phase data from TCE found in the literature [143] (bottom
spectrum in fig. A.1.5).

A common approach for UP spectra in the literature is the data
treatment by subtraction of spectra (particularly the underlying sup-
port) in order to make changes in electron density better visible, i.e.
[106]. This approach is omitted in this thesis, as this often based on in-
comparable spectra (due to changing operation conditions of the EES
experimental setup) and results in artefact peaks, with no physical
meaning [316].
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XPS setup

XPS measurement have been performed at a separate UHV setup
(Prof. Günther) equipped with a commercial Leybold Heraeus LHS-
IO XPS spectrometer. The X-ray tube is operated at an emission cur-
rent of 20 mA, at a voltage of 12 kV to supply the Mg Kα cathode
(photon energy of 1253.6 eV) and is kept constant at these conditions
for all measurements. In order to to monitor the input voltage for the
HV-amplifier an additional digital multimeter (Keithley 191, Keithley
Instruments, U.S.A.) is used. The HV-amplifier bipolar by Leybold
Heraeus is the set in the detection mode for XPS, the electron en-
ergy analyzer power supply is set to a retarding factor B = 10 and
E = const. (biased). Further, the multiplier supply is in the detection
mode XPS and a constant multiplier voltage of 3.6kV was applied
for all measurements. The measurements were recorded at a take-off
angle of approximately 60°.

Different transmission energies were used for the performed mea-
surements; survey scans were obtained at a pass energy of 100 PE
(10 scans with step size 1), for the detailed spectra of the character-
istic signals 20 PE (30 scans with 0.03 step size) were used. To reach
the desired quality of the spectra the single scan spectra on one po-
sition are recorded several times and averaged afterwards. For the
lines scans the number of scans for each position were 90 runs. The
detailed spectra for the size-selected platinum clusters supported on
silicon are recorded using at least 150 runs. In order to compensate for
fluctuations in intensity, the single measurements of the two detailed
Si2p and Pt4 f are switched to one another after 30 scans.

Prior to the measurements, the spectrometer has been calibrated
using sputtered samples of the metals Cu, Ag and Pt. Further details
with respect to the calibration or the measurement are stated in [292].

A.1.6 Support/surface characterization

Auger electron spectra of MgO(100)/Mo(100), Mo(100) and Pt(111) AES

excited with an electron energy of 3 kV are shown in fig. A.1.6. The
following characteristic features are present: for Mo(100) molybde-
num at 186 eV(MMN), for MgO(100) oxygen at 503 eV (KLL) and
magnesium at 1174 eV (KLL) and for Pt(111) the platinum at 168 eV
(NOO) and 237 eV (NOO). For Mo(112) a comparable AES is found
as for Mo(100), however not explicitly stated here.

MIES and UPS measurements of the clean supports MgO(100), MIES/UPS

Mo(100), Mo(112) and Pt(111) have been recorded at 100 K after ap-
plying the cleaning procedures described in sec. 3.2.2 and are shown
in fig. A.1.7. The following features in agreement with the literature
can be observed.
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Figure A.1.6: AES spectra of Mo(100), MgO(100)/Mo(100) and Pt(111), mod-
ified after [316].

(a) MgO(100). (b) Pt(111).

(c) Mo(100). (d) Mo(112).

Figure A.1.7: EE spectra of the cleaned of MgO(100)/Mo(100), Pt(111),
Mo(100) and Mo(112) supports; MIES (blue) and UPS (orange)
[213, 172, 316]. Reprinted with permission from [314]. Copyright
2012, American Institute of Physics.
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For MgO(100)/Mo(100) the UPS reveal spectral feature with max- MgO(100)

ima at 6.3 eV and 9.1 eVattributed to emission from the O (2p) valence
band of MgO. The two peak structure originates from the two types
of p-orbitals, present in MgO - one oriented parallel and one oriented
perpendicular to the surface plane which both get ionized by the ul-
traviolet radiation. For MIES however only one feature with a maxi-
mum at 6 eV is presented, because only MIES only ionized only one
type of the aforementioned two types of p orbitals, preferably the one
oriented perpendicular to the surface [375? ]. UPS of Pt(111) shows Pt(111)

the characteristic d-band structure, originating from spin-orbit split-
ting with peaks at 1.5 eV and 4.2 eV. The MIES spectra in contrast
does not show any particular features, due to the underlying RT pro-
cess followed by AN. For both Mo(100) and Mo(112) the UPS reveals Mo(100)

no particular features; MIES is as for Pt(111) not straight forward Mo(112)

to be interpreted without a deconvolution of the spectra [279, 328],
due to the RT/AN process. From the UPS measurements the corre- WF

sponding work functions (WF) of the clean surfaces have been deter-
mined. The observed values φMgO(100) = 3.45 eV, φMo(100) = 4.56 eV,
φMo(112) = 4.48 eV and φPt(111) = 5.93 eV with a statistical error of
± 0.05 eV are in excellent agreement with the literature [376, 377, 246].

A.2 Ambient experiments

A.2.1 Sample preparation and transfer

A list of samples prepared for ambient experiments is summarized
in tab. A.2.1 and states cooperation partners, supports and deposited
sizes.

A.2.2 TEM

The contrast transfer function (CTF) describes the performance of a contrast transfer
function (CTF)TEM and is determined by the electron energy, coherence of the beam

as well as focus and spherical aberration (coefficient CS) of the objec-
tive lens. Calculating the function at Scherzer defocus (optimal CTF,
with fewest zeros) the point resolution of a particular TEM can be de-
termined [192, 288] - the results of this procedure, e.g. the resolution
limits for the used TEM instruments are stated in tab. A.2.2.

Prepared TEM samples and corresponding specifications are listed
in tab. A.2.3.

Theoretical cluster sizes used in fig. 5.1.5 are based on calculation
of simple geometrical models; the values used are stated in tab. A.2.4.
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Table A.2.1: List of samples prepared for ambient experiments. Stated are
sample type, cooperation partner, support material (incl. con-
ductivity - yes/no) and deposited sizes.

sample type coop partner support deposited sizes

TEM LMU CdS/Cu/C y 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68

Cu/C y 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68

TEM (E-Chem) CU/CEN Au/C y 8, 22, 34, 46, 68

ETEM CEN Cu/SiO2 n 8, 10, 20, 22, 34, 46, 68

TEM CHALMERS/ SiO2 n 8, 22, 34, 46, 68

CEN Si3N4 n 8, 22, 34, 46, 68

µ-reactor CINF SiO2 y 8, 10, 20, 22, 34, 46, 68

CdS Nanorods LMU SiO2/CdS y 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68

INPS CHALMERS SiO2/SiO2 n n 6 53, 68, 22+68

SiO2/Si3N4 n 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68

E-Chem CU C y 8, 22, 34, n 6 36, 46, 68

Table A.2.2: Instrumental specifications for the used TEM microscopes at the
different locations.

venue manufacturer acc. U res. limit camera length

TUM JEM 2010 120 kV 0.2 nm

JEOL, Japan

LMU Titan 80-300 300 kV 0.14 nm 196 mm

FEI, U.S.A.

DTU Titan E-Cell 80-300ST 300 kV 0.14 nm

FEI, U.S.A.

DTU Titan Analytical 80-300ST 300 kV 0.08 nm

FEI, U.S.A.
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Table A.2.3: List of the used TEM grids within this work sorted by the sam-
ple type used for the different application, their supplier and
grid characteristics.

’sample’ section support supplier mesh

TEM 5.1.1 Au/C 2 nm Quantifoil, DE 300

STEM 5.1.1 Cu/C 2 nm Surface Services, DE 300

ETEM 5.2.1 Si/SiO2 8 nm TED PELLA, US ’300’

’INPS’ 5.2.2 SiO2/SiO2 40 nm Chalmers, SE [378] ’200’

SiO2/Si3N4 40 nm Chalmers, SE [378] ’200’

photocat 5.4 CdS/Cu/C (2 nm) Surface Services, DE 200

Table A.2.4: Theoretical cluster size, based on simple geometrical models.
The clusters are assumed to have a spherical or hemispherical
shape and packing space of a f cc packing is included or the Pt
dimer distance in order to find to possible boundary conditions.

cluster size projected surface area /nm2

/atoms sphere hemisphere

(dimer) (fcc) (dimer) (fcc)

1 - - - -

8 0.232 0.284 0.369 0.451

10 0.270 0.330 0.428 0.523

13 0.321 0.393 0.510 0.623

20 0.428 0.523 0.680 0.831

22 0.456 0.558 0.724 0.885

34 0.610 0.745 0.968 1.183

46 0.746 0.912 1.184 1.448

68 0.968 1.183 1.537 1.878

80 1.079 1.319 1.713 2.093
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A.2.3 µ-reactor measurement protocol

The complete measurement protocol for the µ-reactor measurements
at the CiNF/DTU is based on the procedure file listed below, stating
time, gas flows, temperature, etc.

Listing 1: Measurement protocol for the combined CO oxidation and titra-
tion experiment.

1 Time; 0 #Initially all flows should be zero

Flow1; 0

Flow2; 0

Flow3; 0

Flow4; 0

6 Temp; 0

Press; 0

Speed; 1

Time; 20 #Measure area at 30C

11 Temp; 30

include;area

Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 40C

include;start

16 include;light_off_ramp_40

include;stop

Time; 20 #Measure area at 30C

Temp; 30

21 include;area

Time; 20 #Measure area at 40C

Temp; 40

include;area

26

Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 60C

include;start

include;light_off_ramp_60

include;stop

31

Time; 20 #Measure area at 40C

Temp; 40

include;area

36 Time; 20 #Measure area at 60C

Temp; 60

include;area

Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 80C

41 include;start

include;light_off_ramp_80

include;stop

Time; 20 #Measure area at 60C

46 Temp; 60

include;area

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

51 include;area
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Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 100C

include;start

include;light_off_ramp_100

56 include;stop

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

include;area

61

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

include;area

66 Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 120C

include;start

include;light_off_ramp_120

include;stop

71 Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

include;area

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

76 Temp; 70

include;area

Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 140C

include;start

81 include;light_off_ramp_140

include;stop

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

86 include;area

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

include;area

91

Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 160C

include;start

include;light_off_ramp_160

include;stop

96

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

include;area

101 Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

include;area

Time; 30 #Run CO-oxidation up to 180C

106 include;start

include;light_off_ramp_180

include;stop

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

111 Temp; 70

include;area

Time; 20 #Measure area at 70C

Temp; 70

116 include;area
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A.3 Gas phase spectra and MOs of the studied species

A.3.1 Carbon monoxide

4
2,3

1

Figure A.3.1: Gas phase photo electron spectrum of carbon monoxide
adapted from [143].

Table A.3.1: Experimental [143] and theoretical values from a gas phase mea-
surement of CO with molecular orbital energies, correspond-
ing to the ionization energy (after Koopmans theorem) as well
as relative energies of the ionic states corresponding to a final
state after a photoelectron transition. Calculated energy values
were obtained on CASSCF(6,3) (MOs) and CASSCF(8,7) (Cation)
level with a cc-pVDZ basis set.

peak exp.[143] ionic state −ε MO

# /eV /eV /eV

I 1 14.01 12.09 (1 2 A1) 15.00 5 a1 (σC−O)

II 2 16.91 15.20 (1 2B1) 17.04 1 b1 (πC=O)

3 16.91 15.20 (1 2B2) 17.04 1 b2 (πC=O)

III 4 19.72 21.54 (1 2 A2) 21.78 4 a1 (nO)
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A.3.2 Oxygen
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Figure A.3.2: Gas phase photo electron spectrum of molecular oxygen
adapted from [143].

Table A.3.2: Experimental [143] and theoretical values from a gas phase
measurement of oxygen with molecular orbital energies, cor-
responding to the ionization energy (after Koopmans theorem)
as well as relative energies of the ionic states corresponding to a
nal state after a photoelectron transition. Calculated energy val-
ues were obtained on CASSCF(10,8) (MOs) and CASSCF(10,8)
(Cation) level with a cc-pVDZ basis set.

peak exp.[143] ionic state −ε MO

# /eV /eV /eV

1 12.30 11.89 (1 2B1) 6.23 1 b1 (πO=O)

2 16.62 11.89 (1 2B2) 6.24 1 b2 (πO=O)

3 17.50 16.80 (2 2B1) 17.92 2 b1 (π
∗
O=O)

4 18.17 16.80 (2 2B2) 17.96 2 b2 (π∗O=O)

5 20.43 19.45 (1 2 A2) 22.60 5 a1 (σO−O)
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A.3.3 Carbon dioxide
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Figure A.3.3: Gas phase photo electron spectrum of carbon dioxide adapted
from [143].

Table A.3.3: Experimental [143] and theoretical values from a gas phase
measurement of CO2[5] with molecular orbital energies, cor-
responding to the ionization energy (after Koopmans theorem)
as well as relative energies of the ionic states corresponding to
a final state after a photoelectron transition. Calculated energy
values were obtained on CASSCF(8,7) (MOs) and CASSCF(8,8)
(Cation) level with a cc-pVDZ basis set.

peak exp.[143] ionic state −ε MO

# /eV /eV /eV

I 1 12.04 (1 2B1)

2 13.78 12.05 (1 2 A2) 15.61 1 b2 (nO)

II 3 15.83 (1 2 A1)

4 17.59 15.84 (1 2B2) 18.03 3 b1 (πC=O)

III 5 18.08 19.15 (2 2B2) 20.10 4 a1 (σC−O)

IV 6 19.40 21.41 (2 2B2) 22.94 3 a1 (nO)
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A.3.4 Ethene

s

4

32

1

Figure A.3.4: Gas phase photo electron spectrum of ethene adapted from
[143].

Table A.3.4: Experimental [143] values from a gas phase measurement of
ethene with molecular orbital energies, corresponding to the
ionization energy (after Koopmans theorem) as well as relative
energies of the ionic states corresponding to a final state after
a photoelectron transition. Calculated energy values were ob-
tained on CASSCF(10,12) (MOs) and CASSCF(10,10) (Cation)
level with a cc-pVDZ basis set.

peak exp.[143] ionic state −ε MO

# /eV /eV /eV

1 10.51 9.79 (1 2B1) 9.83 1 b1 (πC−C)

2 12.85 12.53 (1 2B2) 15.14 2 b2 (σCH2)

3 14.66 14.25 (1 2 A2) 20.49 5 a1 (σC−C)

4 15.87 15.62 (2 2B2) 15.42 1 b2 (σCH2)

s 19.10 17.19 (2 2B1) 21.17 4 a1
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A.3.5 Trichloroethene

s
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21
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Figure A.3.5: Gas phase photo electron spectrum of trichloroethene adapted
from [143].
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Table A.3.5: Experimental [143] values from a gas phase measurement of
TCE with molecular orbital energies, corresponding to the ion-
ization energy (after Koopmans theorem) as well as relative en-
ergies of the ionic states corresponding to a nal state after a pho-
toelectron transition. Calculated energy values were obtained
on CASSCF(2,3) (MOs) and CASSCF(16,10) (Cation) level with
a cc-pVDZ basis set. In the last three peaks (8 - 10) the MOs and
the excited cation states are not related directly. It can be as-
sumed that the excitation happens from the according MO but
a following relaxation process leads to the final excited cation
state.

peak exp. [143] ionic state −ε MO

# /eV /eV /eV

I 1 9.68 8.60 10.09 7a”

(1 A′′) (πC−C, nCl)

II 2 11.72 10.72 12.91 24 a’

(1 A′) (nCl)

3 12.17 11.33 13.62 25 a’

(2 A′′) (nCl)

4 12.33 11.34 15.30 22 a’

(2 A′) (nCl)

5 12.69 11.85 13.23 23 a’

(3 A′) (σC−C, nCl)

6 12.94 12.12 13.20 6 a”

(3 A′′) (nCl)

III 7 14.35 13.81 13.84 5 a”

(4 A′) (πC−Cl , nCl)

8 14.67 14.40 16.09 4 a”

(5 A′′) (πC−C, nCl)

IV 9 16.25 15.23 17.64 21 a’

(4 A′) (σC−Cl , nCl)

10 16.75 15.39 18.34 20 a’

(5 A′) (σC−Cl)

V s 18.55 - - (s)
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